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L. IF.

TRANSFORMER
(Ref. L.F.T.5)

Reduced PRICE 104
This Transformer-the latest develop-

ment of the Lewcos Laboratories-is the

natural and inevitable link between the

high-frequenc-y side of your receiver

(tuned with the world-famous Lewcos

H.F. Coils) and your Loud -speaker.

The most efficient of its class : treble

notes respond admirably and the bass

notes are reproduced with an effect more

nearly approaching the true musical

tones ;than it is possible to obtain with

the majority of makes.

The Lewcos L.F. Transformer
(Reference L.F.T.5), is specified
for the " James Short Wave Super
Het " described in this issue.

COS
Real.

SPAGHETTI RESISTANCES
1 50,000 -, - - price 1 6
1 10,000
2 5,000 - - price, each 1/-
1 1,000 - - - price 9d.

.are specified for the " 1932 Ether
fcatcher " described in this 'ssue.

THE LONDON
ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND
SMITHS LIMIT ED,
Church Rd., Leytcn.

LONCCN, E. 0.

Radio Products

or
etter

reception

idgcrasers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

TELEPHONE:

LEYTONSTONE
3636
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PILOT AUTHOR KIT

ExA TO SPECIFICATION

SUBSIITU'Tf.
PARTS

if!"toe

CASH - C.O.D. H.P.

rig OBIS NOS
Nolia NM a

NM Now sow

DIAGRAM!
FITS THE WIRING

" IV Author's Kit,
lesss valves and

it cabinet.
CASH OR C.O.D.

ii,
... ... I,6 ,

, Or 12 monthly i IL I til I

I payments of

111

Set of 3 Valves as specified..1216/:

Pero
Cabinet ' I

I

li In B
Author's KITKIT C ti'4,t.b.,°.,

i

valves, less cabinet.
valves and

cabinet. I

I Cash or C.O.D.
Cash or C00 D.:10.5 ;

le

Or 12 monthly pay-
Or 12 monthl9y pay-

i
lamas °f 11;5

ES -14-6
menus of 161-..., .. ow - IA

I es u"L

Buy your " 1932 ETHER SEARCHER " from the firm who sold more " 1931 Ether Searchers "
than any other firm in the country. Demonstrations of the " 1932 ETHER SEARCHER daily at
our London Branches: 77 City Road, E.C.1, and 62 High Holborn, E.C.I. Hear and Bay.

P ET 0-SGOTT

Established
1 9 1 9

LOMINATINC FEATURES
Chosen and first Specified by the
Te hnical Department of "Amateur
Wireless," and used by the Author.
Cffieally approved, therefore, by
an established technical authority
you can trust implicitly.

SPECIAL
CABINET for
"1932 ETH ER

EARCHER"
As specified by
"Amateur Wireless"
in solid polished oak.
Front panel ac-
curately drilled and
cut to take the
author's specified
kit, CASH 1
or C.O.D.  AP/ 'T

SPECIAL C.O.D. LINES
FOR THIS SET

di You pay the postman.
We pay all post charges.

1 J.B. .0005-mfd. TRIPLE -GANG
CONDENSER . . . . .

3 COLVERN DUAL -RANGE COILS
ready mounted and ganged .

6 DUBI LI ER CONDENSERS
type (9200) . .

1 PETO-SCOTT figured oak CAB-
INET illustrated and specified

1 SET OF SPECIFIED VALVES
(P.M.12, P.M.1H L., P.M.22)

29,'6

28, 6

14,'-
16:-
48:6

Any parts for the " 1932 ETHER
SEARCHER" supplied separately.
If value over 10/- sent Carriage
Paid or C.O.D.--all post charges

paid.

OF PILOT AUTHOR KITS
Backed by Peto-Scott himself,
twelve years Radio Experience and
a world -aide reputation.
Enables the Author's published Set
to be duplicated exactly in every
respect.

PRICE LIST
J.B. Ic pe. lt3 .0005-ntd. uripie gang variable

,mdenser
Colvern type K, pa.i.r. of

1 9 6

t hree dual -range coils mounted and ganged... 1
Pete -Scott Baseboard, 16 in. by 10 in__
Piece of aluminium foil, 15$ in. by 01 in.
Junit, one five -pin valve holder... ...
&mit; one four -pin valve holder...
Telsen, one four -pin valve holder
Lissen, two .0002-mfd. fixed condensers
Dubilier, type 620, one .0002-und. fixed con-

Dubilier, type 9200, three 1-mfd. fixed con-
densers ...

.
8 3Dubilier, type 9200, 2 -mid, fixed condenser ...

Dubilier, type 9200, .05-mfd. fixed condenser,
non -inductive 2 0

Lissen high -frequency choke (Disc Type) ... 2 0
Readi-Rad standard high -frequency choke ... 4 6
Lissen "Hypernia" low -frequency transformer 12 6
Forma "Midget" .0002-mfd. reaction -type

variable condenser with knob... ...
Readi-Rad .0003-mfd. reaction condenser
Wearite, type 1.22, double -pole change -over

switch with terminals, with indicating
window "Radio-Olf-Grano."...

Sovereign, type 0, pre-set condenser, .0002-mfd.
to .001-mfd. 1 6

Colvern valve screen ...
Lewcos, five spaghetti resistances, one 50,000

ohm, one 10,000 ohm, too 5,000 ohm, and
one 1,000 ohm ...

Lissen 3-megohm grid leak ...
Bulgin fuse holder and fuse .
Lissen, three terminal blocks ...
Three yards of thin flex, 2 ft. shielded cable
Belling -Lee, two spade terminals marked L.T.-,

Belling -Lee, six wander plugs markerf
WT.+ 1, H.T.-I-2, 0.11.-1-, C.B.-1, C.11 -2 1 0

Readi-RaJ, 3 aluminium brackets

8 6
1 3
1 0

10
8
6

2 0

FINISHED Complete with Peto-Sectt

INSTRUMENTFully assembled. aerial- 1 1
cabinet and specified valves

tested and Royalties paid. CASH PRICE
Or 12 monthly payments of 20/2

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1 Telephone: Clerkenwell 9406-7-8
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1 Telephone: Chancery 8266 CO. LTD.

SEND 3 PO STAG E FOR NEW CATALOGUE

1 8

3 6

3 3
3 6

4 0

2 9

5 3
1 0
1 0
3 0

gratis

4

9

KIT "A" exactly as specified ... £6-6-0

EXPRESS ORDER FORM
To PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.

Please send me C.O.D., CASH. II.P.

"1932 ETHER SEARCHER"
KIT A
KIT B

KIT C

for which 1 enel0-
Cashili.P. Deposit £ s. d.

S'A.31g

ADDPESS

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers
A 2f1/1 /:32
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SHORT-WAVE
RECEPTION

A Revolution in Super-Hets made possible by the
introduction of the

Standard HFS Choke re.
placing HFO type, range
10-2000 metres. 6/6Price

Switches of all descriptions.
Send your enquiries.

Attend to your earth for
short-wave reception.

Send for special leaflets and
illustrated lists.

FIVE -VALVE SHORT-
WAVE SUPER -HET

Using Wearite OT2 and OT 1 Patent
Bandfilters and special SH ORT-WAVE

2 -RANGE OSCILLATOR 06
14 to 38 and 34 to 75 metres.

New standard 2 -range short-wave
Ioscillator. List No. 06. Price

Standard Bandfilter with pig-
tail. List No. OT2. Price

Standard Bandfilter, no pigtail.
List No. OT1. Price I 0'6

z

I0'6

Standard ultra short-wave H.F.
Choke. List No. HF3. Price 4' 6

Three-point Switch. List No. 623.
Price I '6

L L.3
Special low loss coil -
holders, ideal for
short-wave sets. Price

H13

HF3 Choke, range 10-100
metres, also specified for
the SHORT-WAVE PLUG-

IN ADAPTOR

Price 113
WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD., 740 HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17. 'Phone : Tottenham 3847-8-9

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " AM." to Advertisers

Special valve holder with split
sockets giving ideal connec-
tions to valve pins. 4 -pin or
5 -pin type.
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PILOT SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR

1,110.0010
Dent.0910,111

British Radio Engineer's
new invention " puts the
SHORT WAVES
on your EXISTING SET'

SOMETHING really new, simple and absolutely practical. It
opens opens up a new world of Radio, even more fascinating
than ordinary broadcast reception. Thanks to the inventive

genius of Mr. G. T. Kelsey, the famous short-wave expert, you
can listen to the short-wave stations all over the world. No need
now for the expense and trouble of a special all -wave set to pick
up America, Africa, Australia or India.
Just plug the PILOT SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR into your
present battery Set. This remarkable Unit fits without any
alteration. No extra valve required, no additional apparatus.
Ready for immediate use and sold complete with Dial Calibration
Chart and simple tuning notes, " How to Hear the Short-wave
Stations," specially compiled by an expert. Your dealer should
have it in stock.

I pumna3.a a bliot
Short-wave Adaptor, and
feel I must tell you how
pleased I am with its per-
formance. In addition to
Rome, Zeesen, Moscow
and Chelmsford, I can, un-
less conditions are very
bad, at any time get
Schenectady and KDKA
and Pittsburg, and have
also picked up other
Americans. Sunday last
I picked up at 3 o'clock in
the afternoon, a trans-
mission front VK2ME
Sydney; this at the first
attempt." (Sgd.) W.W.A.

Wol-ertn, Rucks.

Supplied with
Plug-in Coil for
16 - 52 metres.
Additional Coil
for 4 0 - 1 2 0
metres, if re-
quired, 4 6 extra.

"It is really won-
derful. The following
were all obtained on
t he loud - speaker.
Chicago, Bound
Brook, Pittsburg East,
Cassablanca N.
Africa Lisbon, Rabat,
Radio Maroc., Schen-
ectady, Zeesen Ger-
many, Eindhoven,
Chelmsford, Rome,
Vatican City and
Moscow. These were
cb.ained on three
values."

(Sgd.) M.D.G.
liodleigh, Essex.

f,

0 moiety Wirele!,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 1

AMERICA
Schenectady
Fast Pittsburg
Philadelphia
Springfield
Chi:ago
New York, Etc.

AUSTRALIA
Sydney
Melbourne, Etc.

AFRICA
Johannesburg
Nairobi, Etc.

INDIA
Calcutta, Etc.

EUROPE
Chelmsford
Moscow
Paris
Rome
Berlin, Etc,

Plugs into your
battery set

without alteration

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1. Telephone: Clerlzenwell 9406-7-8 CO. LTD.
62 H:GH HOLBOTA, LONDON, W.C.1. Telephone: Chancery 8266

SEND : -3° POSTAGE FOR NEW CATALOGU E

(0) ACCESSORIES

AMPLION 61.C.8 MOVING -COIL Send
SPEAKER, permanent magnet, wit'i n/2
cutput Iran former. Compd.:1a. Cast
Price £317/6. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments at 8/2

W.B. PERMANENT MAG. Send
NET MOVING -COIL
SPEAKER P. M.3. Complete
with 3.ratio input transfo.mer.
Cash Price, 12/12/6. only
Balance in 11 monthly payme nts of 4/10.

ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR, TYPE Bend
A.C.244. 3 tapping:-S.C., deice- 5/6tor, power. Output 120v. at 20 mja.
Cash price or C.O.D., £2/19/6. only
1;alance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.

MANUFACTURERS' KITS
READI-RAD METEOR 3. Detector, With
L F. and Power for short, medium and a
long waves. Complete kit of parts, less / 
valves and cabinet in sealed carton. order

Cash Price, £3 15 0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/11.

FORMO TRIPLE -WAVE 3. Detector, With
L.P. and Power. Less valves, but with C /I 1
chassis and switch -operated three -wave
coil. Cash Price, £3 5 0. woirdmer
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/11.

FORMO ECONOMY 3. With coils, rend
Less Valves and Cabinet.

CASH PRICE £1 19 8.
Balance in 7 monthly payments 01 5/6.

V.3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION.
With Valves, less Cabinet.

CATH PRISE £5 17 6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of
10/10.

5'6
Only

Send

10/ -
only

THIS WEEK'S "A.W."
SHORT-WAVE KITS

5 VALVE SHORT-WAVE SUPER -HEY
KIT A, Author's Kit less valves and Saud
Cabinet, Cash or C.O.D. S5/15/1.
Balance11111 monthly paymetus of 10/7 10/7
Set of specified valves £3/19/0; only
Cameo Cabinet in Oak, 15/-.

1 -VALVE SHORT -WAVER
KIT A, Authors's Kit, less valve and Send

4././14.1
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/11
Cabinet, Cash or C.O.D. £2/13/4.

SUPER -HET SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR
KIT A, Author's Kit, less valve and Send
Cabinet, Cash or C.O.D. 112/15/11. 5;
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/1 only _

SHORT-WAVE PLUG-IN ADAPTOR
KIT A, Author's Kit, less valves and Send

Cabinet, £3/0/7.
e in 11 monthly payments of 5,7

5/7

EXPRESS ORDER FORM
TO ETU-St:un- GO. 1.70.
I lease send ma t...A3.4/H.P.

for which I enclose
Lashoi.P. beposit a. d.

Name

Add rem
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FOR
THE
A.W.
S.W.
-SET

Dead accurate and hair line tuning is impera-
tive for successful results from a S.W. set.
That is why the designers of the AMATEUR
WIRELESS one - valve short - waver specified
Utility Dial and Utility Condenser.
War is a true micro dial. The ratio is roo-r
-the drive is frictional and guaranteed free
from backlash. The open scale is surveyed
by line and cursor, and as the line is a real
hair line without appreciable thickness, very
accurate readings can be taken even of the
sub -divisions.
W187, our short-
wave condenser, is
equally good. De-
signed by S.W. ex-
perts for the use of
S.W. experts, it is
the ideal condenser
for workers in this
field. It is built
with the precision
of laboratory appar-
atus, yet is sold at a
price that competes
with the ordinary
type of condenser.

W181 S.M. Dial - - 7/6
W187 S.W. Condenser, 6/6
The two together, 131 -

From all good dealers or post free from the
makers of the world's finest condensers.

WILKINS & WRIGHT, Ltd.
UTILITY WORKS, HOLYHEAD ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

AGENTS-London : E. R. Morton, Ltd., 22 Bartlett's Buildings,
Holborn Circus, E.C.1 ; Scottish : R. B. Hammond, 113 Vincent
Street, Glasgow ; Lancashire and Cheshire : R. Lister, 93 Old
Road, Blackley, Manchester ; Westmorland, Cumberland, Durham,
Northumberland,1Yorkshire, and Derbyshire : H. C. Rawson, Ltd.,
100. London Rd., Sheffield. South Western : Lawrence Fraser,

Chelsea House, Lansdown Road, Bath.

"no better way to,
ALL -MAINS RADIO"

THERE'S now no need to scrap your battery -driven
receiver in favour of a new and expensive all -mains

model. You can enjoy absolute reliability, increased power and
economy, and put an end to battery troubles for ever by con-
verting your old set to mains operation.

Get an " ATLAS" All -British Mains Unit. Nothing could
be easier to install, nothing simpler or more reliable in operation
and it will cut your running cost to only one penny a week..
Ask your dealer to demonstrate, and be sure to insist on
" ATLAS," the winners of the Wireless World Olympia
Ballot in 193o and 1931.

There are " ATLAS " Units for every requirement: D.C.
models from 35/-, A.G. models from 52/6. Send coupon for
your free copy of " Power from the Mains," giving many
valuable hints on converting battery sets to mains operation.

Cgdn,MTNS3 Olenab
MAINS UNITS
H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr.) LTD.

Old Trafford, Manchester. Phones: Trafford Park 1744-5-6
Southern Offices : Bush House, W.C.2.
Glasgow Office : 24 Oswald Street.

_ _
FREE BOOKLET

H. CLARKE & CO. (Mier) LTD.
EASTNOR Sr, OLD TR.AFFORD, MANCHESTER.

Please send me FREE copy of " Power from
the Mains," telling me how to convert my
battery set to mains operation.

Name
(in capitals)
Address

=WM. IIM=61 22: 1 =11

To Ensure Speedy Delivery Mena°, "A.W." t3 Advertiser/

'Phone : Temple Bar 7130
'Phone: Central 5119.

DOWN
AND BALANCE

IN EASY
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS
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Mazda valves ara used and recommended
for tha follow"ng receivers for
their indisputable superiority, consistency

and reliability

1932 ETHER SEARCHER
SG.215 HL 2 Pen 220

20/= 8/6 2C1/=

1 VALVE SHORT WAVER
HL.210 8/6

SHORT WAVE SUPER -HET.
ADAPTOR
HL.210 8/6

EDISWAN RADIO

A

GOOD CIRCUIT
needs Mazda Valves
to make it into a fine

RECEIVER
Mazda valves are the necessary complement

of a good circuit. They are now standardised

by all the leading set makers ; radio

engineers are unanimously agreed on their

excellence. Mazda valves are 100% British

made and designed by British engineers.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

The amazing

155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

7

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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TOUR THE

CONTINENT

FROM YOUR

FIRESIDE THIS

WINTER WITH
AN ALL -BRITISH
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GOLLY
THAT'S ALGIERS

Tour the Continent or take a Mediterranean
Cruise from your fireside. The Telsen 3 brings in
a score of foreign radio programmes clear, distinct
and at full volume. During the week you may ask
chiefly for the National and Regional programmes
---and in they come, absence of overlapping
guaranteed, rio distortion, and as powerful as you
wish. But on Sundays you certainly want to go
farther afield-and over you go --to Paris, Vienna,
Berlin, Rome, even to Warsaw and to Algiers . . .

You need no expert skill to build the Telsen 3.
An evening delightfully occupied and you are ready
to tune in not only to British but to Foreign radio
programmes --with success guaranteed. The only
tools required-- a pair of pliers and a screwdriver!
Buy your Telsen 3 Kit to -day and to -morrow
evening tune in for the first time on a perfect
receiver made by yourself-and, remember, the
cost of the Kit is as little as 39,i6!

THE TELSEN 3 KIT
includes panel, baseboard,
battery cord, battery plugs,
terminals,connecting wire,
terminal and escutcheon
plates, full-size blueprint
and point-to-point wiring
chart, with full instruc-
tions. All components are
Telsen i00% British and
therefore all matched for
efficiency.

Send for illustrated folder of
"The Telsen 3" to the Telsen
Electric Co., Ltd., Aston,
Birmingham.

TELSEN 3
idvt. of The Trlsen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham,

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

CC'S --137

a

1110-
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OUR " SPECIAL "
THIS is the second Special Number
announced last week and, as pro-

mised, you will find it full of good things.
The twelve -page supplement on short-wave
reception will interest all listeners, even
those who have not yet tried the " wave-
lets." " 7932 Ether Searcher" builders
must see the pictorial guide and construc-

141.1111

tional details in connection with this fine
new set, while all listeners will profit by
the " Score of Speaker Hints and Tips,"
which make a special feature in this issue.

Jr.*
HONOURED BY CAROL
BRAILLAID, the well-known
President of the Technical Com-

mittee of the U.I.R., the
body responsible for check-
ing up our wavelength
plans has been makin" a

M.
A PEEP INTO THE FUTURE

1

A forecast of New York's Radio City. This is a photograph
of the architect's wash drawing of the block of buildings
between Fifth and Sixth Avenues in NIw York, which will
cost about £100,000,000 and will embrace practically the

whole of New York's broadcasting

European tour to see how
the Prague plan is working
in various countries such
as Roumania. King Carol
granted him an audience
and, after talking at length
about technical radio mat-
ters (Carol is a keen listener),
made him a Commander of
the Order of the Crown of
Roumania.

CHRISTOPHER
STONE'S

PROGRAMME
A5 Christopher Stone is

generally known in
connection with  gramo-
phone broadcasts, it is a
pleasant surprise to find
that he is responsible,
with Gordon McConnel, for
a. January 26 programme
called "New Songs for Old."
Details of this are not avail-
able yet, but we think the
B.B.C. is wise in taking
advantage of Stone's know-
ledge of what the public
wants in the way of music,
j udging from the popularity
of his record broadcasts.
This item will be heard on
the National.

JP.*
NEW TALKS
DIRECTOR

AS we ventured to fore-
cast some time ago,

Mr. Charles Siepmann has been made Talks
Director of the B.B.C. Lionel Fielden will
have control of the topical talks and
Tony Rendall will be responsible for the
talks dealing with adult education. We
understand that in future the news section
will come within the Talks Department, so
Mr. Siepmann will have his hands full.

4,44
THOSE SUNDAY PROGRAMMES
ALL readers must be aware of the

intensive campaign now going on for
brighter B.B.C. programmes on Sunday.
We ourselves have tried hard to convince
the B.B.C. that Sunday is not necessarily
a day of penance. The B.B.C.
ally denies any change in the present policy,
but we understand that an extension of
hours is being considered. Within the
next few months we shall very likely have
Sunday programmes through B.B.C. sta-
tions from r p.m. onwards. The only
trouble is that these earlier programmes
may swamp the dials on sets tuned to
sponsored programmes from abroad.

A TYPICAL REPLY
AREADER passes on to us, without

comment, an extract from a, reply
received from the B.B.C. in responsaPto
letter he had sent to Savoy Hill about the
Sunday programmes. "You need have
no fear," said the B.B.C., " that there is
any intention at all to lower the standard
that we have set up in this matter. We are
satisfied that our policy and practice are
approved by the great majority of lis-
teners."

4141
- EMPIRE BROADCASTING

CONTRACTS will shortly be placed with
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd.

br the erection of the two short-wave
stations at Daventry, which, readers will
recall, are to provide the Empire with
programmes throughout the twenty-fo-:r
hours of the day. The B.B.C. hopes to
have these transmitters in operation before
the year is out. The aerial power of each
will be 20 kilowatts.

NEXT WEEK : A TWO-VALVER YOU CAN BUILD FOR 25f-
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FNEWS  & QOSSID  OF THE  WEEK -Continued
RE -MAKING 5XX

r -r HE next big constructional job on
I hand for B.B.C. engineers is the

rebuilding of an up-to-date plant for
Daventry 5XX, to serve the whole of
Great Britain on long waves. This work
will be undertaken within the next few
months. At the moment the B.B.C. is
looking for another site for 5GB, the Mid-
land Regional transmitter, as its present

THE B.B.C. CONTROLLER

Vice -Admiral C. D. Carpendale, C.B., Con-
troller of the B.B.C. since 1923, has been
re-elected President of the U.I.R. for the
fifth consecutive year. The Union Inter-
nationale controls European wavelength
schemes, so British listeners are well

represented !

position at Daventry is not ideal for
Midland Regional reception.

JP,*
ABOUT JACK PAYNE

SO Jack Payne is leaving, after all the
rumours and counter -rumours ! He

leaves the B.B.C. officially on March 12.
On the day Hilda Matheson leaves-
namely, February r-in comes Jack Payne's
successor, Henry Hall, to start his rehear-
sals in the studios at Savoy Hill. He says

"I am going to play sweet music,' net
'hot' jazz."

.511.-916

DRAMATIC MOMENTS
THE day Henry Hall called to see the

B.B.C. he did not know when he
entered the building that before he left he
would have signed the contract to make
himself director of the  B.B.C.'s dance
music. He is, a charming man, of quiet
and unassuming character, and should
prove a worthy successor to Jack Payne.

4050
WE WONDER !

JACK PAYNE has, of course, gone to
very big money in making gramophone

records and fulfilling music -hall engage-
ments. Henry Hall comes, no doubt, into
great possibilities. But at the moment,
both dance band leaders must be wondering
whether they have done the right thing in
making a change. January 8, 1932, was a
day of big decisions for both of them. We
wish them good luck !

4141
B.B.C. AND THE GRAMOPHONE

BY all accounts, the antagonism that
sprang up between the B.B.C. and the

gramophone companies threatens to break
out again. The slump in record sales is
attributed in part to the counter -attraction
of broadcasting. The gramophone com-
panies are in a very strong position and
might show their strength by forbidding
artistes with gramophone contracts to
broadcast.

-100
ENGLISH FROM ALGIERS

ALGIERS is a fairly good test of recep 
tion just now, and ether hunts for

it will be whetted by the arrangement of
special English broadcasts at 9.45 every
Tuesday evening. These English talks
were to have started at the beginning of
last month, but owing to programme
hitches they are only now just starting.

414,
A TRAVELLING SHORT -WAVER
READERS who profit by the advice

given in the short-wave supplement

IN A TELEVISION CONTROL ROOM

In the television con-
trol room of a famous
American television
station,WCFL, Chicago.
The lamp housing and
scanning disc can be
seen, while the photo-
cell amplifiers are on
the left. The arc, of
course, projects into

the television studio

of this issue, and who soon find that
bringing in the ultra -short-wave American
and Australian stations is often easy,
should make a note in their reception logs
of a new travelling Australian station.
This is fitted up in two vans, one carrying
the transmitter and the other the studio
and a library of 400 gramophone records.
This newcomer to the ether is touring the
sheep farming areas.

B.B.C. ORCHESTRA
MANY listeners have asked why the

B.B.C.'s Symphony Orchestra haS
never been recorded. The reason is that

FOR BUILDERS OF OUR NEW SET !
Constructors of the "1932 Ether

Searcher" who are now making up their
new set with the aid of the full-size
wiring diagram given in last week's
issue should take advantage of the
pictorial diagram on pages 152 and 157
of this issue. This has been specially
prepared by the "A.W." Technical Staff
to illustrate the leading features of the
set, and will be of the greatest assistance
to present set -builders. A constructional
description is given on pages 154 to 156.

Next week's issue will give full operat-
ing instructions, enabling you to get the
best from your outfit, so order your copy
now.

the B.B.C.'s contract has been with
Columbia, but certain artistes have been
tied to H.M.V. Now arrangements have
been made for the whole orchestra to record
for H.M.V.

4uPP
GRETA KELLER BANNED

THE girl with the fascinating micro-
phone voice, Greta Keller, who was

recently heard by listeners to Radio Path
during the Sunday concerts, has been
refused a permit to perform in this coun-
try; so have Ross and Sargent.

FOREIGN ARTISTES
ROGER ECKERSLEY and CecilGraves

have been to the Ministry of Labour
about foreign artistes' importation. It
appears that a hundred musicians have
been admitted recently and only nine
refused. The Ministry points out that
total exclusion would mean drastic repri-
sals The B.B.C. was not, unfortunately,
represented at the recent Conference
between the Ministry of Labour and
variety interests, and it seems clear that
foreign vaudeville acts will suffer more
exclusion than musicians of rank.

46.114
VIOLET LORRAINE

THE Violet Lorraine programme which
was to have been broadcast in January

has been postponed until March. It was
found impossible to rehearse this fairly
elaborate programme while Good -night,
Vienna was being put through the dramatic
panel system. This rehearsing problem

. will be greatly eased at Broadcasting
House, where two separate dramatic con-
trol panels will be available.
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--theTIME SIGNALS

WIIEN down in the control room
recently, while a programme was on,

I happened to be near the London control
desk when it was about time for the
Greenwich pips to be given.

The engineer in charge gave me warning
and we went over to the junction boxes
which are at the end of the line coming
into Savoy Hill from Greenwich. In these
are a stage of amplification and a relay.
Everything is switched on by a key switch
and jack. "

After the complicated means which I
had pictured for super -imposing the " pips "
on a programme, the almost automatic
method of switching came as a surprise.

All the control engineer has to do is to
flick the key switch, bringing into circuit
the relay and amplifier. The strength of
the output has already been balanced so
that there is no need to bring a potentio-
meter into circuit to prevent the "pips"
blotting out the programme on which the
time signal is super -imposed. An oscillator
with " honeycomb " coils produces the pips
note.

" Pips" by Telephone
The B.B.C. is in touch by an ordinary

Post Office line with the room at the
Greenwich Observatory in which there is a
standard mean -time clock. The same type
of line has been installed in Broadcasting
House, but it is not yet definitely settled
where the time signal relay will be. Its
most probable place is in the control room
on the sixth floor where, incidentally, is the

"Big Ben" and the Greenwich "pips" take their special place
in the programmes, and here our Special Commissioner
describes the way in which these time signals are given
master electric clock for the whole building.

The standard mean -time clock at Green-
wich is driven by weights and is mounted
in a sturdy wooden case. A little wheel
forming part of the clock train makes
contact for the six dots second. This comes
into action like the alarm mechanism of a
clock and the time signal service is sent all
over the country, to other organisa-
tions as well as the B.B.C.

At the side of the clock in the
Observatory is a board with two
switches putting the lines through to
the distribution board for Savoy
Hill, Westminster and other centres.
On another shelf is a carefully bal-
anced relay in a brass case with a
glass top, and this transmits the dots
to the control room.

The six "pips" give the seconds
fifty-five, fifty-six, fifty-seven, fifty-
eight, and zero of the hour.
The error is generally kept to within
one tenth of a second and the
Greenwich officials state that the
error is generally down to less than
one twentieth of a second. So you
need have no fear when timing your
watch !

The standard mean -time clock is
kept correct by observation of the
stars. The stars, observed through a
special telescope, give sidereal time
by reference to the earth's rotation
and this has to be corrected for mean
time. This is done by calculation and
the standard mean -time clock is
corrected by having a bats magnet
fitted to the pendulum and a solenoid
coil underneath.

For correction a current is switched
on for a short period. According to

Relay automatically operated by the clock used to pass the seconds dots on to the B.B.C.
control room. The key is employed for test purposes only

the direction in which it is switched on,
the pendulum is attracted or repelled and
so the clock is advanced or retarded.

Big Ben gives the time signal at certain
programme intervals, such as at 10.15 in
the morning on Daventry National and on
the London Regional. It also gives the
time signal at noon on National, and

Broadcasting "Big Ben." Close up view of the
suspended microphone in the gallery above the
bells of "Big Ben." The instrument is enclosed

in a protective cover of rubber

London and Midland Regional, Saturdays
excluded.

As`a matter of fact, the engineers always
try to "fade-in" Big Ben at the beginning
of any programme emanating from London.

A microphone hung up in a rubber bag
from a girder in the tower picks up the
sound of the bells. There is an A -type
amplifier close to the microphone, and the
output of this, through an L.F. trans-
former, goes on to a Post Office line leading
tb the control room.

-At first the engineers were troubled with
extraneous noises reaching the microphone,
but by putting it in a new position they have
overcome this.
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HOW YOU CAN IMPROVE REPRODUCTION
Loud -speaker Realism

EVERY listener strives for
realism in his loud -speaker

reproduction. Often he strives
in vain, because the volume is
not just right. Granted a really
good loud -speaker, driven from
a good set, you will not get
realistic results unless the volume
of the output is readily controll-
able.

It really stands to reason that
a thfferent level of sound will
be needed to given an announcer
realism from that: needed for,
say, a symphony orchestra
going all out. But the control
of the loud -speaker volume
should be made long before the
signals reach the loud -speaker.

It is bad practice to attempt
to control the volume at the
loud -speaker, because this
implies that the power valve is
being fully loaded all the time
and on moderate volume out-
puts there will then be an
unnecessary risk of overloading
at the power -valve stage.

The practice of controlling
loud -speaker volume by putting
a variable resistance across the
output terminals is quite wrong,
for this means cutting high
notes on low volume settings.

Altering the Tone
Tastes vary enormously re-

garding the timbre or tone of
loud -speaker reproduction. Some
listeners are happy only when
there is a " healthy " bass -note
response, and they do not mind
if half the top notes are missing.
Others, probably more musi-
cally inclined, must have the
definition imparted by full
reproduction of the top notes,
and are quite prepared to

FIXED
CONDsR.

V2 MEG. VARIABLE RESts.

Fig. 1. Showing how a simple filter
can be wired up to control the tone

sacrifice some of the bass,
particularly if the bass is
reproduced in a "boomy" way.

It may interest some readers
to know that the tone of the
loud -speaker reproduction can
be materially altered by chang-
ing the impedance of the power
valve. For example, a low-
pitched tone can be changed to
a cleaner tone by putting a
pentode in place of an existing

low -impedance power valve.
Conversely, absence of bass can
often be made good by putting
a lower impedance power valve
in place of the existing valve.

Another way of modifying
the loud -speaker tone is by
putting a high- or low-nSte filter
across the loud -speaker termi-
nals. To make a high-pitched
loud -speaker sound lower in
pitch you must cut off some of
the top frequency response, by
shunting the loud -speaker with
a high -note filter.

Such a filter can be made up
with a fixed condenser in series
with a variable resistance. Try
a .oi-microfarad fixed condenser
and a half-megohm variable
resistance.

Doping Linen Speakers
Thc re are certain

types of linen supplied
with kits of parts for
linen -diaphragm
speakers, which do not
need doping with any
amyl - acetate c o m -
pound. In this case
you have only to wet
the diaphragm slightly
and, on drying, it will
contract and tension
itself. An important
point is that this
damping should be
done lightly with a
sponge and must be
done evenly all over, fox' other-
wise the strands of the linen will
stretch unevenly. Doping with
a cellulose compound may be
done twice or even three times
to make the diaphragm drummy,
but you will generally find that
a specially prepared diaphragm
must be damped only once, and
that if any further tensioning
is needed, this must be done with
the adjusting screws only.

H.F. Interference in Speakers
A trouble sometimes met with

by radio -gram. owners is high-
pitched whistling, whenever the
set is working in a fairly sensitive
condition. This may be an
indication that the set is on the
verge of low -frequency oscilla-
tion, and is a sign of the need for
decoupling in the set.

A much more likely cause,
though, is the straying of H.F.
currents in the low -frequency
circuit and speaker windings.
A'whistle is caused in some sets
if the speaker wires are run close
to the aerial or arouncithe high -
frequency end of the set, and the
cure is obvious.

Do not confuse this whistle
with the ringing set up by the
mechanical vibration of the
speaker, causing the power valve
or the detector to hum or ring,
usually at a fairly high-pitched
note. -

Cellulosing Speaker Cones
In the same way that amyl -

acetate doping - of a linen -
diaphragm deepens the tone, so
the cone of an ordinary speaker
may be doped, to make it more
responsive to the bass. A light
coating of one of the proprietary
dopes should be given on both
sides of the cone and this will
have a further advantage in
making it non-hydroscopic.

Some types of thin cardboard
cone are apt to get flabby in
continual damp weather and the
speaker in consequence loses
its brilliance. A point to note
in this connection is that the
cone must not be doped if it is
suspected of being at all damp.
Take the cone off the driving

rod and warm it for an hour. or
so before applying the dope.

Moving -coil Speakers and the
Mains
Moving -coil speakers with

energised magnets have tempor-
arily gone out of favour, giving
place to permanent -magnet
speakers and inductors; the
reason is in many cases the
lifficulty of supplying current

Fig. 2. Simple connections for
moving -coil speaker owners who
wish to work the field magnet
from alternating -current mains

to feed the field winding. A
metal rectifier, though, provides
an easy solution. A metal recti-
fier, such as the Westinghouse

is suitable for mains -fed
speakers having a pot winding

resistance of about 2,000 ohms
and requiring a field current of
coo milliamperes or so-an
average value. The connections
are very simple (Fig. 2)'and no
tranformer is needed, providing
the mains voltage does not ex-
ceed 230.

For safety's sake a fuse blow-
ing at ampere should be put
in each mains lead to the
rectifier. The 4-microfarad con-
denser is connected in parallel
with the field winding to get the
full output from the rectifier and,
of course, has no effect upon the
performance or tone of the
speaker. Where the mains
voltage is greatly in excess of

34:, a transformer must be used,
the connections otherwise being
the same. Low -resistance
speakers may be fed in the same

Fig. 3. A similar arrangement
. to Fig. 2, but for use where a

low - resistance battery - type
moving coil is to be fed from
alternating current mains and a

low-tension supply is needed

way. A step-down transformer
must be used and an A3, A4, or
A6 rectifier should be used
according to the resistance and
current demands of the field
winding. The connections are
shown by Fig. 3. No condenser
is needed across the pot winding,
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PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR EVERYONE I

as at this low voltage the induc-
tance is generally sufficient for
good smoothing and to get the
best output from the rectifier.
The A3 and A4 rectifiers have
a D.C. output of 9 volts at r and
2 amperes respectively, while
the A6 gives 6 volts at 3 amperes.
Choose the most suitable type
for your particular pot winding.
In certain instances a resistance
may be used to cut down the
voltage, on the output side.

Stopping Rattle
Nothing upsets the perfor-

mance of a speaker so much and
depreciates its response to bass
as rattle set up in the framework
or baffleboard mounting. This
is a common trouble with linen
speakers made up on whitewood
frames of insufficient strength.
Hardwood, such as oak, is far
better for this purpose and the

little extra trouble in
cutting and screwing
the parts togetherts
well repaid. Cone
speaker and moving
coils behind a thin

baffle often cause the baffle -
board to vibrate slightly at some
period-generally fairly low-
and one suspects the speaker
itself of leaving a resonance at
that frequency. If it is not an
easy job to provide a stouter
baffleboard then do not mount
the speaker tightly to it, but
rest it lightly against the board
through  the intermediary of a
felt ring.

Preventing Chattering
Moving -coil speakers, either

Fig. 4.
ment

permanent -magnet or energised
type, are apt to rattle after they
have been working for some
while and off -hand it is not easy
to find the cause. With perman-
ent -magnet speakers, if the
sensitivity has dropped off as
well, then one can safely say

Fig. 5. Chatter will be set up if there
is lack of clearance between the field
coil and the poles of a moving -coil
laud -speaker as indicated by the

accompanying diagram

that the trouble is due only to
loss of magnetism.

The speaker should be sent
back to the makers or to a
competent magneto -repairer for
re -magnetising. This trouble
cannot arise, of course, with
energised - type speakers. A
cause of rattle on both types is

lack of clearance between the
speech coil and the coils of the
field magnet. If there is no
proper means of centring, then
a star -shaped piece should be
fitted across the inside of the
cone near the apex and by
adjustment the speech coil
may be lightly pulled so that it
does not foul the magnets. Fig. 4.

Self-contained Loud -speakers
Among commercial sets there

is a big move to include the
loud -speaker in the cabinet
containing the set chassis and
power supply. Such a layout
certainly is neat and convenient,
but when the amateur tries to
put it into practice he may
encounter the snag of "singing
round the ring," which means
that the sound waves from the

A simple centring adjust loud -speaker impinge on theof particular interest to
moving -coil owners detector, or even a high -fre-

quency amplifying valve, and
set up a ringing noise.

This trouble is most likely to
develop with a microphonic
detector valve, which may work
quite well inside a table cabinet
but which will cause no end of
trouble in a console cabinet.
The remedy the manufacturer
of consoles adopts is to put in
another valve, but the amateur
must perforce use up his existing
apparatus.

Probably the best way to get
over the trouble is to cover the
glass bulb of the detector with
cotton wool, making a thick
pad around it and holding it in
position with a rubber band.
Often a thick rubber band, made
of spongy material, will do the
trick.

Still another way, and one
adopted by a leading maker of
consoles, is to insulate the entire
set chassis from the vibration
of the loud -speaker by mounting
the chassis on rubber blocks.

,Using Cellulose Dope
Whether or not you get good

results with a linen speaker,
when plain linen doped with a
cellulose compound is used, de-
pends largely on the way in
which this tensioning is done.
Special Titanine dope or amyl -

acetate (as used for mend-
ing celluloid -cased accu-
mulators) may be used, or
one of the several pro-
prietary dopes. The dia-

phragm should be tightened
by means of the adjustors, so

that it is just reasonably taut
but not drummy, and the first
coating of dope should be quickly
and evenly applied with a small
paint brush. Keep the speaker

near an open window, as
some dopes are not only
unhealthy but very in-
flammable. Allow this
first coat to dry properly
before putting on a
second if this is needed.
Each coating of dope will
make the diaphragm

stifler and, up to a certain point,
will deepen the tone, but too

_ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSER

Fig. 6. Hum in an energised moving -
coil speaker can be cured by shunt-
ing a condenser across the "pat"
windings. In this diagram an elec-
trolytic condenser is shown for use
with a low resistance coil. An ordin-
ary solid dielectric condenser must

be used with a high -resistance coil

much dope will make the speaker
insensitive.

Humming Moving Coils
If your energised -type moving -

coil speaker hums when you have
built up an eliminator to work it
direct from the mains, then there
is a very easy way of getting
rid of this form of distortion.
Where the speaker is fed with a
high -voltage supply, a 4- or
6-microfarad mains -type con-
denser should be connected
directly across the pot winding.
This will smooth out the recti-
fied output of the rectifier
supplying the field current.
If the speaker is a low-tension
type previously fed from a
6 -volt accumulator, then a
4-microfarad condenser will not
give sufficient smoothing. Try
an electrolytic condenser,
capable of withstanding a peak
of 20 volts or so, and with a
value of Looct to 1,soo micro -
farads. This forms a reservoir
which keeps the field current
constant. The connections are
shown by Fig. 6.

Finding the Best Place
While you should never sacri-

fice a good position for a set,
where a short aerial and earth
can easily be obtained, it is,
nevertheless, worth while
making sure which is the best
place in the room for your
speaker. A corner position is
most advisable because the
reflection from the adjacent
walls will help to throw the
sound out into the room. Also,
where a baffle is used, the back'
of the speaker will automatically
be dosed in if a board is mounted
against the two walls with the
fret facing outwards.

Resilient Mounting
The larger a speaker and the

greater volume it has to handle,

Fig. 7. A suitable method of mount -
Mg a speaker chassis to a baffle in

order to prevent drumming

the greater tendency will there
be for vibration to be trans-
ferred to the fret. A ring of felt
is usually supplied with a cone
chassis and this should be placed
as shown in Fig. 7. The wood -
strews used to secure the speaker
to the baffle (only one of which
is shown in the diagram) must

(Continued on page 140)
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REVEALING A SECRET!
.-;GENE : A

By Leslie T.

sumptuous apartment at the
B.B.C.

1sT Ex PERT (drawing slip from hat) : The
word is "vocabulary," gentlemen. How do
you propose to-hum-pronounce this
word?
2ND EXPERT : At present, I think, the

mass of the people lay the emphasis on the
second syllable, thus, voCABulary. I pro-
pose that we put the accent on the shorter
third syllable and pronounce it " vocaBU-
lary."

3RD EXPERT : Or pronounce it " VOCabu-
lary." The choice is illimitable with this
word, gentlemen.

1ST EXPERT : VOCabulary, gentlemen,
or vocaBUlary. Those in favour of the
first hold their hands erect. Thank you,
gentlemen. VOCabulary, it is.

(He draws a fresh slip from the hat.)
1ST EXPERT : The word is "illimitable,"

gentlemen. The word, strangely enough,
that our colleague on the right emplcyed a
moment or so ago. Er-exactly how did
you pronounce this word, please?
3RD EXPERT (blushing furiously): With

the emphasis on the second syllable. It is
the accustomed way and by a slip of the

Barnard

tongue I pronounced it in that manner.
1ST EXPERT (severely): It is our duty not

to condone popular pronunciation by pro-
mulgating its use, but to-ah, hum-cor-
rect it at every possible point. The mass-
ah-put the emphasis on the second
syllable. I suggest, therefore, that we
instruct our programme announcers to lay
emphatic emphasis on the third syllable.

4TH EXPERT (musingly): "IlliMITable."
A nice sounding word, gentlemen, and I
don't think it can be bettered.

1ST EXPERT (beaming): Carried unani-
mously, then. (He proceeds to draw another
slip). The word is "consecutive," gentle-
men.
2ND EXPERT : Again, gentlemen, the

public lay the accent on the second syllable.

BUILD THE "ETHER
SEARCHER "

FIRST TEST GAVE 40
STATIONS IN 90

MINUTES

JANUARY 23,

Strange the predilection the mass has for
the second syllable of a word.
3RD EXPERT : This strange mania must

be eradicated, gentlemen and I propose
that one of us gives a broadcast lecture on
these lines. It should prove of popular
interest.

1ST EXPERT : We will go into that later.
At the moment the word under discussion
i " consecutive ."

4TH EXPERT : I propose that we instruct
the announcers to pronounce the word
" conseCUtive." The emphasis on the third
syllable, you will observe.

3RD EXPERT : The choice seems apt. In
fact, in view of the inveterate "

1ST_ EXPERT : Gentlemen, gentlemen.
Did, you notice how our colleague pro-
nounced the word " inveterate ? "

2ND EXPERT : It is the second time that
this gentleman has pronounced a word in
the manner that the mass of the people
pronounce it. This pernicious habit must be
stopped.

3RD EXPERT (triumphantly) : "PerNICi-
ous," sir, With the C hard, not PERnicious
with a soft C. Your own pronunciation
leaves mush to be desired;

Isr EXPERT (soothingly): Come, gentle-
men, come. We are delaying the proceed-
ings. See, I will draw another word from
the hat. .

And so the vital work proceeds!

"A SCORE OF SPEAKER HINTS AND TIPS" (Continued from page 139)

not be tightened up to the limit.
for otherwise the resilient effect
of the felt ring will -be damped
out.
Using Your Gramophone as a

Speaker
Speaker adaptors can be

obtained which clamp on to the
tone arm of a gramophone and
make use of the gramophone
horn as the radio speakera. As
the units for this job are of the
ordinary diaphragm type used
in horn speakers, popular several
years ago, there is generally a
good high -note response, but a
noticeable lack of bass. If your
gramophone is of sound con-
struction there is no reason why
you should not try this method of
reproduction, especially if a
high -note filter, as previously
described, is used to prevent a
preponderance of "highs."
Beware of Big Frets

A fancy fret on a baffle -
board undoubtedly improves
the appearance, but take care
that the fretwork of this is of a
very open nature. If there is a
lot of woodwork in the pattern,
then not only will the volume
be cut down, because of the
decreased opening to the cone,
but resonances will be set up.
Remote Control

Where the H.T. and L.T.
circuits of your set are remote
controlled so that it can be
entirely switched on and off
from another room; there is a
natural temptation to put a
variable resistance directly
across the speaker in order to

get remote control of tone.
This is a very ineffective way and
one of the previously described
methods of tone control should
be used with a separate pair of
extended leads for the shunt
circuit. The only tone control
which can effectively be done
directly across the speaker is
by means of a condenser and
resistance in series to limit the
high -note response.

Decorating a Cone
Large cones can be rendered

more attractive by transfers or
by some hand -done decoration
in cil colour. It is inadvisable
to use too much colouring matter
though because it may make the
cone flabby, which will cut
down the effective volume of the
speaker and will certainly affect
the tone.
Take Care of Polarity

Speakers which are fitted
with an integral choke or
transformer input unit can with
impunity be connected either
way round to a set. The leads
of simpler type speakers are
always marked in some way for
polarity and it is most important
to put the positive speaker lead
to the positive terminal of the
set-that is, to that terminal
which goes direct to the high-
tension supp'y, not to that which
goes to the anode of the output
valve.
Pick-up from the Set

In transportables a frequent
cause of instability is stray
coupling between speaker wind-
ings and a transformer or

choke in the set itself. This can
be stopped in many ways. Often
earthing the speaker frame is
effective. A most satisfactory
and direct way, though, is to
change the speaker position so
that there is no mutual induc-
tion.
" Tuning Up" Reed Speakers

Simple type reed and
balanced -armature speakers,
provided with an adjusting
knob should occasionally be
checked to see that the reed or
armature is not fouling the poles
on loud notes, nor that it is not
too far apart so that the speaker
is not giving its full output.
While the set is working, turn
the knob until a loud click is
heard and reproduction becomes
very tinny, indicating thaf the
pole magnets are being touched:
Then turn the knob back a
trifle-only far enough to pre-
vent a rattle on loud notes.
Loud -speaker Demonstrations

When you enter a radio store
to buy a new loud -speaker, it is
most important that you should
carry with you certain facts
about your set, its output valve,
the power supply, and the type
of room in which the loud-
speaker is going to be installed.

You may be perfectly satis-
fied with the results given by a
loud -speaker in the store, but
terribly disappointed when the
same speaker is tried out at
home.

The reason for this sad state
of affairs, examples of which are
all too common, is simple-the
results obtained from any given

loud-sPeaker depend so much on
the external conditions.

Here are some of the most
important points : bear them in
mind and you will chpose the
most suitable loud -speaker.
Firstly, decide how much volume
you want. This will depend on
how you use a wireless set;
if only as a background, a small
output will do, and there is no
need to go in for an expensive
model. If you listen on a more
ambitious scale, and desire
ample volume it is better -le
get a moving -coil loud -speaker.

- But before investing in such a
type, make sure the output valve
and the power supply are ade-
quate. Nothing less than a P2
and preferably something even
bigger is wanted for the output
valve to drive a moving -coil
really well.

The choice of a larger power
valve must not be made until
you can assure an adequate
power supply-at least 15o
volts at, say, 15 to 20 milli-
amperes anode current.

There are many small moving -
coil loud -speakers on the mar-
ket, but in general it is doubtful
whether they are any better
than well -designed moving -iron
or inductor -dynamic cone loud-
speakers. The only claim to
superiority of the cheap moving -
coil is reproduction of the lower
bass, say down to 5o or 75
cycles. But there is no point in
getting such a loud -speaker un-
less there is a good power supply,
for without power bass notes
cannot be reproduced on any
loud -speaker.
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FROM POWER TO SUPER -POWER
THE MULLARD WAY

P.M.202
Super -power output WITHOUT

INCREASING LOW TENSION
CONSUMPTION. That is the
MULLARD way, and the P.M.202
is the valve that will do this for you.
Here are the facts.

P.M.202 is a super -power output
iiillimmimmilmPa valve. Its filament consumption

is 0.2 amps., the same as that of an
ordinary power valve, and sub-
stantially less than that of most
other super -power valves.

Moreover, its characteristics are

Aiminimem absolutely up-to-date and highly
efficient, with the result that its
output is the maximum obtainable
from a valve of this type, combined
with unequalled quality of repro-
duction.

P.M.202 is intended for use as an out-
put valve in battery -operated

receivers where considerable volume
is required, and where the available
signals are greater than can be

handled without distortion by an

mullardordinary power valve.

It is British Made, by British Labour,
THE  MASTER,  VALVE and costs 13/6.

Advt. The Afullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Alullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, TV! C.2 Arks
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention



AN
AMAZINGLY SIMPLE

SET TO BUILD AND HANDLE
WONDERFUL RANGE Er SELECTIVITY

This easily constructed Kit provides you with the oppor-
tunity, never offered before, of tuning -in to the world's
ultra short-wave stations in addition to the host of medium -
and long -wave broadcasts-by the simple turn of a neat
panel switch.

NO COIL CHANGING
Another feature of this wonderfully efficient three-valver
is that when the wave switch connects the ultra -short coils
in circuit with the detector valve, it simultaneously reduces
the capacity of the .0005 tuning condenser to .00015 through
a small mica condenser and thereby enormously improves
reception.

The efficiency of the Kit is assured by the use of the famous

MAZDA VALVES
numbers P22oA, L2, and HL2, which are obtainable from all
Radio Dealers.

GET THIS FREE BOOKLET
Components, without valves, are supplied already mounted in
position and the simple wiring instructions are described and
illustrated in this Booklet, obtainable FREE from your dealer
or address below.

TRIPLE WAVE COIL ONLY Price 17/6
IPROV. PAT.)

ARTHUR PREEN & CO. LTD.
Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, London, W.1

JANUARY :23, 1932

" INTERNATIONAL "
STRAIGHT 3 VALVE

SET, 45/- Each. -

Those who desire entertainment f rent
B.B.C. Broadcasts or -from European
Stations without (implicated adjust-
ment will readily appreciate the advan-
tage of a Straight 3 -Valve Set, employing
Dual Range Tuning for Long or Short
Waves, Super Detector, and two first-

class Stages of amplification. The whole mounted on a special metal Chassis
and fitted in an Oak -finished Cabinet. This is a fine set. Not only will it do
justice to your loud -speaker by feeding it with pure output at full volume, but
its simple tuning will be welcomed by the family, the least expert of whom can
tune in foreign stations with ease.

IF COMPLETE WITH VALVES AND BATTERIES 70/-
2'6 reduction off above two prices if advert. ie seat with order

Another "UNIVERSAL"
Sensation

Gecophone combined Wave -trap and Coupling
Unit. This new Gecophone device is an effec-
tive means of improving the selectivity of any
set, even in the most difficult situation; alter-
native programmes may he received clearly and
without interference. - Ideal for separating
stations under the regional scheme.
I: 18T PRICE 18/6 OUR PRICE 3/6 EACH

B.T.H. CZ
LOUD -SPEAKERS

list Price 45,'- 51,0 EACH
OUR PRICE 'm" Carriage Paid.

Brand New Ex Factory. As Illustrated.
Size, :124- in. high; flare, 14 in.

Money refunded in full if not satisfied.
Special terms to Traders for quantities

Radio and Bargain List Post Free on request.

15
11ACI-1

MIIIVERSA
NaGELECTRIC SUPPLY C.? LTOau

(Dept. A.W.) 4& 8 Brown Street,MANCHESTER
4410111wwwwww. Estab. 1/3fi2. 'Grams " I Manchester."

GOOD REASONS

18 -
Dustproof Cover 1/-
3 -Gang 28'-
llustinoof Cover 3/6
4 -Gang 33/-
Dustproof Cover 4/ -
Oxidised Silver
Escutcheon a n d
Drive Assembly
with pilot lamp
attachment .. 5, -

Super Met type
condensers w i t
special tracking vane
now available.

Write for descriptive
brochure.' Prompt
deliveries are assured

for using RADIOPHONE
GANGED CONDENSERS
1 GUARANTEED ACCURACY -maximum

error of only m.mfd, plus Ko.
2 ROBUST CONSTRUCTION-a sound

engineering job.
3 PERFECT SPINDLE ROTATION-con-

stant tension and s most h
movement.

4 NO ENDWISE MOVEMENT-an
important point in true ganging.

5 NONE BETTER when specified-the
best alternative when not
specified !

oftutio.

-
g(:.1

DADIOPUOHE
GANGED CONDENSERS

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE Ltd., Aldwych House, Aldwych, W.C.2.
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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ETHER SEARCHER
components are universally acknowledged as scientifically and con -

1.0 -7 structionally BEST. Their inclusion in all modern circuits is a definite
safeguard in time and expenditure. Ask for the new R.I. catalogue.

QUAD ASTAT1C
H.F. CHOKE

Tested by all the leading Wireless
trade and public press and reported as
one of the best chokes wehave tested." and as "givingone of the best curves wehave yet obtained." It is

specified for most reliable results in
parallel feed coupling and
ensures greatest regularity over all
broadcast wavebands. Inter-
ference with adjacent com-
ponents practically nil. .UI
List No, FY 2.

7 to 1

L.F. TRANSFORMER
The lowest priced component con-
sistent with really efficient perform-
ance. For all modern high ratio
amplification circuits. Ensures
powerful uniform response
and elimination of un-
wanted interference
frequencies. Encased
in black bakelite. Weight
1 lb. List No. DY 21,1.

Radio Instruments Ltd., Croydon, England. 'Phone: Thornton Heath, 321.1

NORMAL\

BRILLIANT\

BRIGHT

MELLO*

IMPORTANT REASONS
why your set needs a
Harlie Tone Selector

Fitted in a
moment. Sim-
ply connect
between your
set and speaker,
then turn knob
and hear the
tone change.
Brings your
speaker under
complete con-
trol. Consumes
no current.
Lasts indefi-
nitely.

1 0/
Pos [Free.

The Harlie Tone Selector definitely improves reproduction from every type of set and
loud -speaker. It gives you the choice of five different tones. It reduces undesirable
noises. It eliminates needle scratch when a gramophone pick-up is used. It is the
vital link which enables you to balance your set with your speaker.
To prove our claim that you'will be delighted by the improvement in your radio or
gramophone reproduction, we offer you a Harlie Tone Selector on Seven Days' Free
Trial and guarantee to refund your money in full if you are not more than satisfied.
Thousands of Harlie Tone Selectors are now in use. Thousands of unsolicited
testimonials have been received. Users say : " Worth its weight in gold," " Repro-
duction is perfect," " Depth and beauty of tone makes listening a real pleasure,"
" Imparts a wonderful clearness to speech," "The difference is unbelievable," " What
used to be the noisiest foreigner now comes through as clear and noise -free as the local
station,"" Eliminates all surface noise and needle scratch," " Makes old and scratched
records into new ones," etc., etc. (Originals may be seen.)
You will be equally delighted. Get your Harlie Tone Selector to -day. Stocked by
all dealers; or post order form now

Send for free
copy of the Har-
lie book entitled,
"Revealing
the Hidden
Beauty in Your
Grim op hone

Records."

TONE SELECTOR
AND SCRATCH FILTER.....  ......

To HARLIE BROS. (Edmonton), LTD. (Dept. T.A.W.21, Balham Road, Edmonton, London, N.9.
Please send use one liArlie Tune fief eetur.
(a) I enclose 10;-; (Si I will pay 10!- on delivers. (Co,'e, sot rf Sid, ever doe, not apply.).
If I am not entirely satisfied and return the Emile Tone Selectoruithin 7 days of pur-
chasing from you direct, you guarantee to refund my money in full.

NAME
ADDRESS

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention



Crrtateur WircileD

A new edrion of the
Ccssor Station Chart
is now available price

Zd. Ask your Dealer
for a copy of this usa-

ful rovelty or write to
usenclosing1d.stamp.

7

6

5

COSSOR
Type

A C Mains 4 Vol s)
!lewd)

FN

as

-
4

3

2

z Z

0 25 50 75 100 125 150
Anode Volts

Send for a copy of the 72 -pp. Cossor Valve and
Wireless Book B11. pcst free on application to
AA. C. COSSOR LTD., Cossor Works,

Corsor M.S.GjL.A.
(Indirectly Heated

Cathode)
Impedance 200,000;
Amplification Factor
750 ; Mutual Con-
ductance 3.75
m.a./v.; Normal
Working Anode
Volts 150; Screen
Grid Volts 80. Max.
Anode Volts 200.
Price with Plain or
Metal!ised Bulb.

175 200 2216

144 .1ANUARY 2.3. 1932

Mutual
Conductance:

3E75 m a iv

ensures maximum
efficiency in
Screened Grid Stages

THE Cossor M.S.G/L.A. A.C. Mains Screened Grid
Valve has a mutual conductance (" efficiency factor °)
of 3.75 m a /v. uncle- working conditions, and should

therefore be used to obtain the utmost amplification
from a screened grid stage. It possesses the abnormally
low grid -anode capacity (of the order of .001 m.m.f.)

which is an outstanding feature of all Cossor Screened
Grid Valves.

Even with couplings of low dynamic resistance-as is
the case when followed by a leaky grid or power grid
defector-the Ccssor M.S.G/L.A. is capable of providing
ample stage gaii. It is eminently suPable for band-pass
Sets having cne stage of H.F. amplification. Uniformity
of characteristics is ensured by the famous Mica Bridge
sys'em of construction.

THE

COSSORils
BRITISH MADE

A.C. MAINS SCREENED GRID
Higlibury Grove, London, N . 3 , and Branches.

32O c6:8

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." with Your Order
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A. NEW FUSION
NOTICE with great interest that
the various concerns owning the
patents which co;ver radio -grams
have decided to v,00l their rights and

to accept an " omn;:ous" royalty. This
is a good idea and he a considerable
help to the deve',upment of the cheap but
good radio .&ram. There is no reason,
as AM 'ITEUR WIRELESS and Wireless
lliae,,,L;ine have shown by their construe-
t'ional articles, why excellent radio -grams
should not be produced at reasonable
prices. One big step forward, I feel, is
the announcement that radio -gram royal-
ties will not be at one fixed price for each
valveholder or anything of that kind.
They are to be a small percentage of the
retail sales price of the set. That is the
right system, for it is obviously ridiculous
that a de luxe five -valve radio -gram costing,
maybe, X70 or 8o, should pay the same
royalties as a simple affair priced at round
about

J1P

WERE YOU THERE ?
ID you by any chance attend the
G.P.O. Telephone Exhibition for
youngsters of all ages? If you

. didn't you missed something, for it
xvai, a good show. Perhaps you happened
to be there as I was, on the opening day,
when many thousands of kiddies converged
upon it from every point of the compass.
Something like a deluge was threatened,
and the display might have been pretty well
swept out of existence by sheer weight
of numbers, if it hadn't been for prompt
action on the part of the authorities. Even
as it was, thousands of pounds' worth of
damage was done to delicate and expen-
sive apparatus during the opening hour
or two, for all the switches were within the
reach of the kiddies, whose one desire was
to twiddle anything that could be
twiddled. I am told that a valuable
c7,athode-ray oscillograph went completely
"west.

-/%46

CRITICAL THERMION "
HOUGH, as I have said, it was a
good show, it did str;ke me that
certain things could Lave been
improved very considerably. The

cinematograph films, for instance, w.2re. not
too well titled. The titles were often long
and written in such a way that even adu2ts
had to do a bit of thinking to see exactly -
what they were driving at. Carping
criticism No. 2 : Why-oh, why-did they
adopt that absurd way of showing the
passage of wireless waves from point to
point that has caused the man -in -the -street
to misunderstanrI -tither than understand
what happens? On the film we saw
a transmitting station in America separated
by an expanse of sea from a receiving
station in this country. Then, like a row
of illuminated hairpins, " waves" wriggled
across from aerial to aerial. The hairpins

...11
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remained the same size all the way and they
appeared to travel along one narrow path.
John Citizen immediately says : " Yes, I
can see the waves going across from
station 'A' to station B,' but what
happens to station 'C,' which is right off
the map? I know that reception takes
place there, too; but how can it if waves
travel in a straight line like this?"

The waves might, of course, be shown as
going out from the transmitting station
in more or less concentric rings. That
would be better, but again John Citizen
is puzzled. " Quite so," he says, "I see
that station 'A's' transmitter can now
reach 'B' and 'C' and 'D,' and so on.
But I know that reception is perfectly
possible in an aeroplane, and not merely
by a station at ground level." You see
at once that the wrong idea is put into
people's minds by this kind of "simple"
explanation, and if you were a writer on
wireless subjects you would know that any
such exposition would mean a flood of
letters from puzzled readers.

AV 4'0

SUNDAY PROGRAMMES
AM glad to see that the lay press

f is once more calling attention to the
British brand of Sunday wireless
programmes, a matter to which

I have frequently referred in these notes.
No sensible person wants to introduce any-
thing like the " Continental" Sunday into
this country; but equally no sensible person
wants Sunday to be a day of gloom. It is,
after all, the one day in the week that most
people have for rest and relaxation
There is no question that more use is made
of wireless sets on Sunday than on any
other day of the week, and Heaven knows
how many more watt hours would be
supplied by batteries and mains if only the
home stations provided the kind of pro-
grammes that we have the right to expect
from them. The first grouse that I have
is that the Sunday programme hours are
far, far, too short. Except for an announce-
ment about the usual deep depression over
Iceland from 5 XX in the morning, all of
our stations are silent until 3 p.m. Then
there is usually a gap from 5.3o until
8 p.m. The evening entertainment pro-
gramme does not start until 9.5 p.m., and
it lasts but an hour and twenty-five
minutes.

41.-V
SOME SUGGESTIONS

T seems generally agreed that church
services should be broadcast, but
many people would like to see the
times of these altered. It has

always seemed to me that the people who
listen to the wireless services are mainly
those who are prevented by illness, by stress
of weather, or by some other cause, from
attending their own place of worship in
person. An evening service beginning at
8 o'clock is certainly too late for invalids,
and I am sure that a morning service from,

say, ii to i r.45 a.m., would be much appre-
ciated. And why not give the evening
service between 6.30 and 7.3o p.m.?
There can be no objection to broadcasting
services at times when those at the churches
are in progress, for this is already fre-
quently done when Welsh and other
services are relayed.

JP 40
THE MIDDLE DAY

nSUGGEST that we do want really
good musical entertainment between
midday and 3 p.m., when there is
now nothing whatever to he heard.

the Regionals could transmit light music,
the Nationals some slightly more solid fare.
Let the afternoon programmes remain much
as they are from one set of stations, but
brighten the programmes from the others.
The evening entertainment programmes
should start at 8 o'clock, giving us two and
a half hours instead of less than one and
a half. Were I Director -General, as it is
exceedingly unlikely that I ever shall be,
I would concentrate a large part of my
energies on making the Sunday programmes
the best and brightest of the whole week.
It can be done without giving offence, for
bright programmes do not mean necessarily
red -nosed comedians or anything of that
kind.

441
WHEN MY SWITCH FLICKS OFF

MACK PAYNE, I am sorry to hear.
is to leave the B.B.C., and my
regrets would be deeper if .only he
(or was it some other member of

the orchestra?) had not had that appalling
singing complex. I like dance music and
I like singing. But I do utterly loathe,
detest, and abominate the nasal bleat which
seems to be regarded as necessary for the
rendering of the vocal refrains of dance
tunes. The instant that the vocalist of the
orchestra bursts into song, flick goes my
switch. I suppose that some people must
like this kind of thing or they wouldn't
do it. What fills me with horror and
dismay is to read a statement in my morn-
ing paper by Mr. Henry Hall, who is to
succeed Mr. Jack Payne in March. " I shall
make," says he, " a speciality of vocal
refrains . . . " In that case, Mr. Hall,
I am afraid that " Thermion's " filaments
won't do much glowing whilst you are per-
forming.

- 4144
A BACK NUMBER

INCE every broadcasting dance band
seems to be filled with the same urge
to bleat and whine, I began to think
that there must be a big popular

demand for this sorry business, and fears
that I might be becoming a back number
assailed me. I find, though, that my
youngsters are just as quick as I am off the
mark in making for their switches when The
catawauling begins. In fact, of dozens
of. people of all ages whom I have asked
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On Your Wavelength! (continued)

whether they liked singing by a jazz band,
not a single blessed one has said "yes."
They were unanimous in saying that they
would enjoy the dance music ten times as
much if there wasn't any singing. Really,
I do not wonder; for, quite apart from the
bleating, the words are, in most instances,
the worst imaginable kind of "tripe."
It is customary for the young to accuse
their elders of having spent their youth
in an atmosphere of Victorian sentimentality.
I can assure them and they can verify the
facts for themselves-that the sloppiest
song of twenty years ago was a robust piece
of virility compared with the average dance
refrain of to -day.

.114.511

A RA(Y)DIO FANTASY
N his broadcast play Love One
Another, Mr. du Garde Peach pre-
sents a picture of the world under
the influence of a newly discovered

' ray ' which makes it impossible for any
person to hate or envy another. Unfortu-
nately the effects of the ray turn out to
be very different in practice from what was
anticipated in theory and the scientist
responsible is made to pay dearly for his
ambitious experiment on the human race.
Apart altogether from the merits of the
play, as a play, the idea of using some form
of " curative" radiation on a large scale has
a certain fascination. Any attempt to
influence human conduct by such means is,
of course, purely fantastic, but something
might, perhaps, be done to attack epi-
demic disease. For instance, suppose an
inventor could discover just the right kind
of vibration to give the influenza germ
a nasty jolt. Half an hour's transmission
of the right frequency, say twice a day,
from "all stations," Might then save lots
of people all sorts of pains and aches. And
if influenza, why not other noxious germs
which are propagated through the air?

11

SYNCHRONOUS CLOCKS
HERE seems to be something of

a boom in synchronous clocks.
With the linking up of much of the
" grid " scheme through the trans-

mission lines which are now becoming
a familiar feature of our countryside, it has
become necessary to standardise the fre-,
quency within very close limits. This
being so, the frequency of the supply
becomes an accurate measure in time, and
an electric clock driven off the A.C. mains
keeps the most extraordinary time, never
varying from one week to the next, and
what is more important with me, never
requiring to be wound up ! Personally,
I find them the most fascinating things.
Most of the types have a second hand or
disc which travels round continuously to
show that the clock is working, and to see
this hand creeping steadily round without
any jerk or step-by-step motion is quite
entertaining.

The first clock of this type which I saw
was also provided with a date arrangement,
so that it not only told the time, but the
correct date from day to day. Of course,
such a device requires re -setting at the end
of the month, as otherwise it continues to
run on and on.

Another rather interesting thing which
I found with these clocks is that periodi-
cally they give very slight rattling sounds.
The noise is barely noticeable, but in com-
parison with their usual silent running, one
can detect the difference. This rattle
presumably occurs when the frequency of
the supply is undergoing correction. It
only lasts for a minute or so, and then
reverts to its normal silent running. Per-
haps some reader can confirm this explana-
tion.

1Let "A.W." Solve Your Problems)
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ONE -KNOB SETS

N the February issue of Wireless
.Wagazine-I have been privileged
to sesc an advance copy as it came
from the printers-there are two

sets with one -dial tuning control. The
more important set of the two is called the
Quadradyne; it is a lour-valver with two
screen -grid stages and four tuned circuits.
It is thus obvious that e four -gang con-
denser is used. Two of the mils are for an
aerial band-pass unit, while the of hertwo
are tuned -grid coils associated with the
high -frequency valves. This set, as one;
would expect, is very selective and power-
ful; no fewer than forty-five stations were
received during the course of a three-hour
test. It is an important step forward that
such results can be obtained with only- one
tuning knob.

This issue of Wireless Magazine, by the
way, is a special constructor's number.
There are descriptions of four sets to build.
I was also specially interested in two of the
other articles. One is by P. K. Turner; he
is a real fiend for quality, as you may know,
and describes how to get really good
reproduction at small expense with a
special push-pull circuit. The second
article that attracted me was by F. E.
Henderson, who knows more about valves
than most people. He is writing about the
new variable -mu type and his explanation
of its merits struck me as being particularly
easy to follow. Two of these valves, I was
interested to note, are used by W. James in
the 1932 A.C. Super 6o, also described in
the same issue.

Wireless Magazine is certainly still
living up to its- boast of being the "best
shillingsworth in radio"; there are fifty -
odd features in this February issue.

THERMION.
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STATION IVEN
Some Helpful Hints

N fairly experienced listeners often
find great difficulty inidentifying a

foreign station. The absolute novice has
that same difficulty multiplied many times
over. While it is hopeless trying to lay
down rigid rules for identifying purposes,
still a great deal can be done to assist those
who despair of being able to tell Riga, let
us say, from Vienna.

Start on the Long -wave Band
For convenience, begin with the long -

wave band, because stations on this band
are generally the easiest to log. The
medium -wave band is badly overcrowded,
whereas there is plenty of space between
most of the stations on the higher wave-
lengths.

Kaunas is at the top of the long -wave
band, for he works on 1,935 metres. There,
should be no mistake about spotting this
station. Its position is several condenser
readings above Huizen, on 1,875 metres.
Though both stations have a man an-
nouncer, the call from Kaunas is quite dis-
tinct, and also it is a point worth noting
that the signal strength of the Lithuanian
station will be much feebler than that of
Huizen. On the ordinary set Kaunas will
be inaudible during the daylight hours, but
Huizen can be heard at any time.

B?low Huizen is Lahti, which is a station
seldom heard in this country. Its position
lies midway between Huizen and Radio
Paris. The last-named station is surely too
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familiar to require attention. Konigswus-
terhausen (Zeesen), sandwiched between
Radio Paris and Daventry National, is. on
all but the ultra -selective receivers, hard to
separate from its neighbours. Working on
1,481 metres is Moscow (Old Kornintern), a
station only heard, as a rule, when Daven-
try and Eiffel Tower (1,445 metres) are
silent.

Next to Eiffel Tower on the downward
scale is the giant Polish station, Warsaw
No. r, its wavelength being r,4a1 metres.
There can hardly be any doubt as to
whether this station or Eiffel Tower is call-
ing, since the two languages are utterly
different.

Motala (1,348 metres) relays Stockholm
programmes, and is awkward to separate
from Warsaw No. r. To ascertain whether
a broadcast you suspect to be Motala
really comes from this station, verify your
suspicion by tuning Stockholm (436 metres).

Russian Stations
On 1,304 metres will be found Moscow

(Trades Unions). Frequently talks and
announcements are made in English as well
as Russian. On 1,200 metres comes Reyk-
javik, the Iceland station, not often picked
up in this country. Should there be doubt
as to whether a programthe received comes
from Moscow or Reykjavik, it is worth
noting that, with a frame aerial having
directional properties, Reykjavik's position
lies at right angles tc Daventry, but Moscow

lies at about 70 degrees.

MAKING A GRAMOPHONE RECORD

Sir Edward Elgar conducting the London Symphony Orchestra in
the new H.M.V. Gramophone studio. This is an enlargement of
a Path!tone new3 film now being shown in many cinemas. One

of the recording microphones can be seen at the back

Kalundborg (1,153
metres) can readily be
identified by the single
stroke on a gong which
precedes every an-
nouncement. Nor should
Oslo, on 1,083 metres,
produce confusion, since
the call is usually quite
unmistakable.

Tiflis (1,o6o metres),
Leningrad (1,000
metres), and Kharkov
(937 metres) are three
Russian stations at the
lower end of the long -
wave band which may
be tuned in often with
little difficulty. Their
individual identification
can be solved, as a rule,
by the dial reading3
alone, otherwise the
calls are similar and
very frequently they
relay Moscow. On a
great many sets the
long -wave readings do

worenr Wholes)
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By J. Fletcher Tempest

not descend below r,000 metres, so Kharkov
may not be heard at all.

The Medium Waves
Identification of stations on the medium -

wave band, to which we will now turn, is
generally much trickier because of the
multiplicity of stations, many of them
practically on the same wavelength.

On some sets the readings at the top end
of the scale begin at 600 metres, in which
case Llubljana (574 metres) is at the head
of your log, being recognisable by the
interval "cuckoo" signal. Budapest, on
55o metres, is a powerful signal under
favourable conditions, with a distinctive
musical note for opening and intervals.
Should you find a station between Llubljana
and Budapest, probably it is Augsburg
relaying Munich. This can, of course, be
verified by tuning Munich (533 metres).
However, above Munich (interval signal a
musical box and siren for opening signal),
but below Budapest, may be found Sunds-
vall, which relays Stockholm. From now
downwards the stations should come in,
thick and fast with one for almost every
dial degree.

Riga can be distinguished by the very
lucid call, "Hallo Riga !" usually given by
a woman announcer, in contradistinction
to Vienna's man announcer and call,
"Hallo I Hallo 1 Hier Radio Vien. . . ."
Riga works on 525 metres, Vienna on 517
metres.

Interval Signals
Brussels No. I should cause no difficulty,

working on 509 metres, while on 501 metres
is Milan, with the song of the nightingale
for an interval signal. On 487 metres, or
immediately above the North Regional, is
Prague, often a tricky station to tune, but
hardly likely to be confused with any
other. Langenberg is also conspicuous for
its place next below North Regional, after
this coming Beromunster, the powerful
Swiss station, on 459 metres. If doubtful
whether you have got Langenberg or
Beromunster, listen for the interval signal.
In the former case it consists of a chime of
five bells, and in the latter it is two notes on
a clock regularly repeated.

Rome (441 metres) is clearly identifiable
from its call and the almost inevitable
woman announcer. Stockholm can be
separated from Rome with a frame aerial
by turning somewhat between the Acme
and Daventry positions. This also affords
a means of identification.

Late at night Madrid, on 424 metres, may
be found, but earlier Berlin Witzelben is
more likely, being 418 metres; the entirely
different languages are recognisable.

A 25/- "TWO" WITH A REMARKABLE PERFORMANCE-NEXT WEEK.
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SELECTIVITY AND SIMPLE SETS
Although new band-pass and filter circuits in modern sets give very sharp tuning,
there are still many simple old -type outfits in use which need greater selectivity

DURING the last week or so I have been
called in to give friendly adyice in

two cases where old-fashioned sets of
extremely simple variety were being
deluged by foreign -station volume. Even
the local B.B.C. stations had a background
of Germany I

" It's all very well for people who can
afford new sets," said one of the owners of
a flatly tuned outfit. "What I should like
to see are some simple ideas which will
enable old sets to carry on for a while,
without being swamped."

I investigated both cases.
Every ordinary precaution had been

taken.
The aerials in both instances had been

shortened and in one case an indoor aerial
had been fitted instead. The tuning
arrangements of both sets embodied plain -
circuit connections.

One had an old multiple tuner and the
other a reasonably efficient solenoid coil,
wound on an ordinary former, 2% in. in
diameter.

A Dual -range Coil
This latter seemed more susceptible to

improvement. The multiple coil was
scrapped in favour of a simple dual -range
coil with a shorting switch for the long -
wave winding, costing only a few pence
as it was wound at home.

The second set:* with the coil arrange-
ments which were subsequently modified,
is more typical of the average old set and
the schemes we tried to get sharper tuning
are of very general interest.

In the end we did manage to get extreme-
ly good tuning. The owner of the set
reckoned that he can carry on for another
year without too much interference if the
Prague plan experts don't get busy again !

As a first step the aerial connections
and the tuning condenser were cleaned.
Dust had crept in between the vanes and
the high resistance leaks all over the place
were flattening out the tuning curve. Five
minutes of prodding with a pipe -cleaner

' These are the connections for an intermediate tapping on a plain
solenoid coil of the type described in the accompanying article.

The dotted line shows the new connection to the tapping

removed crackling noises and made the
condenser control more effective.

There was, of course, a pre-set condenser

in the aerial lead. The owner of the set
had been told that this was the most
effective Way of getting selectivity. Unfor-
tunately the coil arrangements were wrong.
That is the root of. the trouble in most
cases of poor selectivity.

First of all, I found that the aerial was
connected to the top end of the coil, at the
same point as the wire going off to the
grid condenser. I left wire as it was and,
removing the aerial wire, made connection
with it about 20 turns down the coil. This
intermediate tapping made a noticeable
difference. Things looked hopeful 1

Fitting an Aperiodic Winding
A skein of 24 d.c.c. wire was unearthed

from the junk box and 4o turns of it were
wound around the main section of the
tuning coil (not over the reaction winding).
One end of this was connected to earth --
as a matter of fact, it was to the negative
filament terminal on the detector valve
holder, and the other end was connected
to the aerial.

This shows how to mount the variable
selectivity coil mentioned

In this way we coupled the aerial to the
grid coil by an aperiodic winding. This
gave still sharper tuning than when the
intermediate tapping was taken to the coil.

" What happens if you use fewer turns ? -
I was asked.

We took off ten
turns, tried the set
and then took off
another ten turns,
leaving only 20 on.
Each reduction made
the tuning a trifle
sharper, but there was
not much difference
between the 20 and
the 3o -turn winding in
selectivity. There
was, though, a big drop
in volume, very notice-
able on foreign sta-
tions.

Then we took off all
the turns and, on a
scrap piece of card-

board former we wound a 4o -turn coil,
with the turns bunched together. This
was slipped off the former and short ends

of insulating tape were bound round the
ring of wire at three points, to keep the
turns together.

The diameter of this was just sufficient
for it to be a push fit inside the former of
the aerial coil. It was connected in the
same way as the first winding tried, namely,
one end to aerial, and the other end to

GRID
WINDING

AERIAL
WINDING

The arrangement of windings for the
aperiodic coupling described

earth, the aerial being totally disconnected
from the actual aerial coil. As the new
aperiodic winding was a push fit inside the
aerial coil we could vary its position.

When it was " flat," and in the same
plane as the windings of the aerial coil,
there was the most coupling and B.B.C.
stations came in strongly and without
interference. For good foreign station
reception the inner coil was twisted a little
so that the coupling was reduced and a
little more reaction was used to bring the
signal strength back to normal.

Where plug-in coils arc used in a set
having only one coil socket, an aperiodic
winding of this kind could be pushed inside
the aerial coil former.

These simple hints do not constitute
epoch-making inventions ! Aperiodic
aerial coupling is used in some tuners,
but many owners of . old sets don't know
how to take advantage of this more
selective coupling. K. U

AT THE QUEEN'S HALL
ON January 13 the programme included

two old favourites and a Notturno by
Mozart for "four orchestras "-not four
full orchestras, but the usual orchestra
divided into four. The piece was delightful.

Brahms' First Symphony was performed
with real distinction, especially the second
and fourth movements. Dr. Adrian Boult
is a great Brahms conductor. The melody
of the second movement and the tempo and
rhythm of the fourth were of a higher
standard than I personally remember else-
where. I have yet to hear a performance
equally good of the Unfinished Symphony
It was spoilt to -night by treating it as
though it were Brahms-which is worse
than the practice at some concerts of treat-
ing it as if it were all honey. L. R. J.
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Read what Press Experts
say about the 29 - Guinea Model 501

"His Master's Voice" Radio - Gramophone
" The quality of reproduction of both broad-
casting and gramophone records is of the high
standard one expects from H.M.V. products. A
full round --bass is balanced by crispness in the
-upper register without over -emphasis of sibilants
or objectionable needle scratch. The last valve
is capable of supplying an undistorted output of
1,4 watts, and the volume from gramophone
records is such that most people will find the
volume control an indispensable accessory . . .

It goes without saying that the quality of material
and standard of workmanship in the chassis is
irreproachable, while the finish of the cabinet
work is of the customary H.M.V. excellence."

" Wireless World "
" An unusual type of set is the H.M.V. model
got three valve table radio -gramophone. In-
cluded in the table cabinet is a three valve all
mains set, a moving coil loudspeaker, gramo-
phone pick-up and electric motor. The price
is 29 Guineas, a figure that should appeal to
many E et -buyers wanting radio -gramophone
reproduction without the expense usually
associated with radio -gramophones."

" Wireless Magazine "
" A remarkable engineering achievement and

4- an instrument deserving of the highest praise.
The radio performance is of a very high level
with the gramophone side equally efficient."

" Music Seller "

-Mt MASTER'S VOICE'.

" Reproduction was of the highest possible
standard, the bass is not overdone and the
higher frequencies are reproduced with utmost
pleasantness. Selectivity was astonishingly good
for a three -valve circuit. A considerable range
of stations was secured." "Evening Standard"
" For three valves the set has excellent range,
and the quality of reproduction left nothing to
be desired. There is a complete absence of
background valve noise and the combined
reaction and volume control give pleasantly
smooth operation." " Daily Mail
" Tests soon proved the excellence of the Model
501 radio -gramophone under working condi-
tions. All the laboratory staff agreed with me
that the quality of reproduction is outstandingly
good. This applies to the loud and soft
settings of the volume- control. On the radio
side it was evident that selectivity, even with a
fairly long aerial, is above the average. I found
the wave -length calibrations quite accurate
enough to locate distant stations, of which a
large number have been logged."

" Amateur Wireless "
" Britain has beaten America for quality and
price in the production of gramophones and
radio -gramophones . . . A table model radio -
gramophone for twenty-nine guineas is one of
the outstanding achievements of the company."

" Daily Express " Scottish Edition

" I have now had the opportunity of testing
the Model sot radio -gramophone and I think
that this three -valve ' all -electric' instrument
is the most compact radio-gramo. of its type
that I have seen. The results on test proved
the receiver to possess good sensitivity and
selectivity. The set is capable of bringing in
most of the stations worth listening to on the
medium and long wave bands. The power on
the gramophone side is all that can be desired,
and the reproduction sets a very high standard."

" Wireless Constructor "
" Though this receiver has only three tuned
circuits selectivity is good. Either a mains
aerial or a short indoor aerial can be used with
good effect . . . the moving -coil speaker delivers
very good quality, and an excellent volume
control enables strength to be adjusted nicely
to requirements acting on both radio and
gramophone." " The Observer "
" It is devoid of ' frills,' but still of neat appear-
ance, sturdy and compact, and above all is as
efficient on both the radio and gramophone
sides as some of the larger and more expensive
instruments we have heard . . . The instrument
is excellent value for money."

" The Gramophone "
" The radio side pleased us as much as the
gramophone side, which is really saying a good
deal ! " Wireless Magazine 1.1.

As any "His Master's Voice" dealer for full discripfve Illustrated Brochure, as1 full particulars of Hire Purchase Terms.

His Master's Voice
The Gramophone Co.. Lid.. London, W. 1.

You Will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Ijou must use LISSEN parts to
build the real 193Z

they Searcher

I

a

CONDENLISSEN

FIS
ER
XED1 /

LISSEN GRID 1 /.
LEAK a/
LISSEN FIXED /
CONDENSER a/
LISSEN "HYPERNIK"
I.F. TRANS- 12/6
E./101ER

LISSEN DISC- 9/
TYPE H.F.ChOKLa./

LISSEN TERM:- 1 IN/
NAL BLOCKS a/

ez ch
IISSEN TERM I. 1/ea
NAL BLOCK

ISE the Lissen parts
'b.' specified in the 1932
Ether Searcher. The de-
signers wanted real dis-
tance -getting, real power,
real purity of output.
You will get the results
intended ONLY if you use
Lissen in your 1932 Ether
Searcher.

HYPERINIIIK
IL. E. TRANSFORMER
The designers of the Ether Searcher have used this transformer in
the actual set because they could not get such a good response
curve-such fine quality of reproduction-from any other transformer
at anything like this price.
With a primary induction of fully 100 henries, it
yet operates perfectly when passing currents up to
5 mA. or more. Its step-up ratio is 4 to 1, and a
stage amplification of more than 100 is obtained.

PRICE

:FIXED CONDENSERS: LISSEN FIXED GRID LEAKS
These Lissen Mica Fixed Condensers are
leak -proof. They never vary. They de-
liver all their stored -up energy. Guar-
anteed accurate within 5 of marked
capacity. Can be mounted upright or
flat. Grid -leak clips included free with
each condenser. .002 to .006, 116

.0001 to .001

/EACH

It is of utmost importance that resistances should be unvarying
in value and free from defects which may cause parasitic
noises. Lissen Resistances have been tested by exposure to PIram and sun, and they remain constant 2nd silent in use
always. All values

LISSEN
TERMINAL

BLOCKS
1 /- each

ILISSIEN disc type H.F. CHOKE
I

I A disc -type H.F. Choke of outstanding merit,
I in very compact form. Will operate per -
I fectly in any capacity reaction circuit
I wherever an H.F. Choke is specified.
I Suitable for both long and medium wave -
I lengths. Will give perfect results in re-

ceivers employing Dual Wave Coils. PRICE
I
I

LISSEN LIMITED, WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
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HOW TO PROTECT YOUR RECEIVER
In this article our Technical Editor deals with the safeguarding of valves and
components by the use of fuses. Some little-known applications are explained

rj-1HERE are several points in the
I average wireless set at which relatively

serious damage may be done by an inad-
vertent wrong connection. In these cir-
cumstances it is surprising that more
precautions are not taken to guard against
accidents.

Any electrical supply to a building is
sub -divided into circuits, each of which is
protected by fuses so that the current
cannot exceed the safe value.

With wireless practice the currents dealt

Fig. 1. Two ways of inserting a fuse in the H.T. lead

with are so very small that any normal
type of fuse is quite cut of the question.
A piece of 5o S.W.G. copper wire, for
example, requires over half an ampere to
fuse it, whereas the normal current in a
wireless receiver is of the order of zo or
3o milliamperes only.

One solution of the problem has been
the development of flash -lamp bulbs
having very fine filaments. Such bulbs
have now been made to operate on as little
as. 6o milliamperes and to blow at about
xoo milliamperes, while more robust fuses
blowing at 200, 300, and 50o milliamperes
respectively are obtainable. This class
of fuse is generally reliable, although it
takes an appreciable fraction of a second to
blow.

Gold Film Fuses
A fuse of a different character is the gold

film fuse, which consists of a very thin
layer of gold mounted on a small glass.
strip. At normal currents this gold has
an excellent conductivity, but as soon as
the current rises above a certain value the
gold film disintegrates and breaks the
circuit. The action is extremely rapid,
often taking less than one -thousandth of a
second, and fuses of this type have been
made to operate with as little as 5 milli-
amperes.

It is not proposed to enter into any
discussion of the relative merits of different
types of fuse, but rather to indicate the
position in which fuses may conveniently
be used. One of the most common appli-
cations of this form of protection is in the
high -'tension circuit of a receiver to prevent
the H:T. battery from being connected
across the filaments of the valves in the
event of an accidental short circuit. Where
one is carrying out experiments it is a
very easy matter to make a wrong con-

nection or even to drop a screwdriver into
the set and momentarily connect the
H.T. + to the L.T. circuits. Normally,
of course, the filaments of the valves would
be burnt out by the application of this
excessive voltage, but if we can arrange in
the H.T. circuit a fuse which prevents the
current from rising to a dangerous value,
then the likelihood of damage is greatly
reduced.

The ideal arrangement is to have a fuse
just sufficiently large to carry the normal

H.T. current of the re-
ceiver. This will blow
at about " twice the
normal value, which
is sufficient margin of
safety to allow for
abnormal conditions,
such as a sudden rise
in the anode current
due to one of the valves
oscillating, and yet as
soon as the conditions
definitely become
faulty the fuse cuts
out. On the other

hand, since one's principal consideration
is the protection of the valve filaments,
it is sufficient in many cases to have a
fuse which will blow at a current of
the same order as the filament current.
Thus, with a three -valve set taking, say,
0.4 ampere on the filaments, a fuse which
will actually blow at 200 milliamperes
would provide adequate protection. Of
the two methods the former is more sound,
unless the fuse in- the latter case is a very
quick -acting one.

Small -current fuses usually have an
appreciable resistance, and if such a fuse
is included in the common negative lead,
battery coupling may be introduced. It
is desirable to shunt the fuse with a con-
denser of 2 microfarads or so in order to
minimise battery coupling, or alternatively
to shunt the condenser across the whole of
the battery as shown in Fig. (b). The
condenser should not be too large, or the
current rush, due to the charging of the
condenser when connecting up the circuit,
will blow the fuse.

Grid -bias fuses can be arranged in the
same way, for with the modern receiver
having 9 to 18 volts grid bias or more, the
G.B. battery is just as liable to cause trouble
as the H.T. supply.

Protecting Mains Units
 When we come to mains apparatus,

fusing is required for a rather different
reason. Even if the H.T supply were
inadvertently connected across the fila-
ment supply the heaters could not burn
out, owing to the high internal resistance
of the windings. The receiving valves
would, therefore, not be damaged; but the
current drawn would be considerably in
excess of the normal, and this would entail
trouble from t*o causes.

In the first place, the current through

the rectifier would be excessive, and this
would cause overheating in the case of a
metal rectifier and loss of emission in the
case of a valve. In both cases the rectifier
would be damaged.

A similar effect happens if the reservoir
condenser immediately following the recti-
fier develops a short circuit. The current
again reaches an excessive value and
damage to the rectifier will easily result.
Both these troubles may be guarded against
by the inclusion of a fuse in the H.T.
negative lead as shown in Fig. 2. The
arrangement is exactly similar to that of a
battery set and functions in the same
manner.

Power Transformer Safety
It is becoming more the practice, how-

ever, to put fuses in the mains lead to the
primary of the transformer. If the fuse
is suitably chosen it will be found to give
acIequate protection against the faults just
described, because any excessive current
in the secondary draws a correspondingly
large current from the primary. Protec-
tion in the mains lead has the further
advantage that it guards against any short
circuits that develop across any of the
filament windings, or if the transformer is
inadvertently connected to too high a
voltage (e.g., a ioo-volt transformer con-
nected to Zoo -volt mains).

This fuse on the primary side, however,
must be chosen with a certain amount of
care. It is not sufficient to obtain a
fuse rated to carry the normal current of
the receiver and, therefore, blowing at
twice this current. At the actual instant
of switching on the current is momentarily
considerably in excess of the normal. This
is partly due to the fact that the heaters
of the valves are cold and take a much
larger current than normal, and partly

Fig. 2. Protection for a rectifier valve is
often useful

due to the fact that when switching on any
transformer certain transient effects can
occur which tend to give double the usual
current for a fraction of a second. The
instantaneous current on switching on may
thus be three or four times the normal, and
practical tests confirm this point. The fuse
in the mains lead should thus be designed to
work at twice the normal current and to
blow at four times the normal current.
This will provide adequate protection.
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OU will, of course, have seen the pre-
liminary details for the "1932 Ether
Searcher," which were given on pages

Too to 102 of last week's issue of AMATEUR
WIRELESS, No. pr. You must keep this
copy by you because a full-size wiring plan
was given with it which, with the aid of a
pictorial diagram on pages 152 and 157 this
week, will make the construction and
operation as easy as possible.

The " 1932 Ether Searcher" is an easy
set to build. Taking into consideration the
complications, introduced by the ultra-
modern circuit and the neatness of the final
layout, the construction is remarkably
simple.

Typifying its modern design, the new
" Searcher " does away with the conven-
tional ebonite - panel - and - right - angle -
baseboard system of construction. But it
does not err on the side of being too
mechanical and having an all -metal con
struction which is above the capabilities of
the novice to tackle.

No Panel
A sufficient amount of metal has been

introduced in the design of the " 1932
Ether Searcher" to stabilise the circuit and
effectively screen the stages. Nevertheless
the set, basically, is built up on a piece of
plywood and actually the only metal work
which has to be undertaken is the shielding
which covers the top of this plywood board.

In essentials, you see, the set is built up
on a 16 -in. by ro-in: plywood baseboard,
covered with metal foil. The three -gang
condenser is in the centre of the set and the
three -coil unit is on the extreme left-hand
side. The screen-grid,valve and other high -
frequency components are on this side \ too,
while the detector and power valve are on
the right-hand side of the condenser unit.

Another modern feature of the set is the
mounting of the "panel" parts on small
brackets. The set is intended to be placed
in a cabinet fitted with a wooden front and
the shafts of the wavechange switch,
balancing condenser, tuning control, reac-
tion condenser, and radio -gramophone
switch project through. No parts are
actually mounted on the wooden panel and
this is a good feature, because by mounting
the parts firmly on the L brackets, care can
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This remarkable new set was
introduced in last week's issue
and a full-size constructional

wiring plan was given

be taken to get good earthed connections
where necessary.

After the details given in last week's
issue; you will probably have by you all the
parts needed. If these are purchased com-
plete in a kit from one of the several
manufacturers making up complete groups
of parts, then you will have
an additional check in having
selected parts of the correct
electrical values. If you are
buying loose parts yourself
and perhaps using compo-
nents from some other set,
then do take the greatest
care to see that every con-
denser and resistance is of
the rated value for each par-
ticular job.

If you use the full-size
wiring plan given on pages
98 and 103 of last week's issue,

visualising this as a plan of
your complete set, then
you will find the  con -

Making a preliminary test of
the "Ether Searcher" before
it is fitted into the cabinet
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struction absurdly simple. As a first step
cover the io-in. by 6 -in. seven -ply baseboard
with a piece of aluminium foil measuring
15% in. .by 9% in. If you have not purchased
yoUr parts in a complete kit (with which
the foil will be supplied), then you must
get this metal sheet from an ironmonger's.

not bend upwards and make "bubbles" in
parts. Mounting the baseboard parts will
help to keep it down on the board:

There is just one little point which it is
advisable to attend to now, as it may be
overlooked if left to a later stage in the
construction. The bracket on which the
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diagram will show you the correct position.
In fact, when you have tacked the foil down
to the baseboard, you can plot the positions
of all the baseboard parts.

Detach pages ioo to 102 complete from
your copy of AMATEUR WIRELESS, No. 501,
exposing the wiring plan as a complete

sheet. This can then be pulled

COMPONENTS NEEDED FOR THE " 1932 ETHER SEARCHER"
.0005-mfil. triple gang variable condenser (1.13., type R.3; Utility, Polar,

Lotus).
Three dual -range coils mounted and ganged (Calcui, type K-pair of

KBLC and one KGR).
Baseboard, 16 in. by 10 in. (Peto-Scott).
Piece of aluminium foil, 151 in. by 91 in. (any ironmasicers).
One five -pin valve holder (Junit, Lissen, W.B., Lotus, Baler, Benjamin).
One four -pin valve holder (Junit, Lissen, W.B., Lotus, BolgsnaBenjamin).
One four -pin valve holder (Telsen, Lissen, W.B., Lotus).
Two .0002-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C., Formo,

Ormond).
One .0002 fixed condenser (Dubilier type 62), T.C.C. type SP., Telsen).
Three 1-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier type 9200 ; Formo, T.C.C.,

Lissen, Telsen).
2-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, type 9200; Lissen, Formo, T.C.C.).
High -frequency choke (Lissen "D:sc," Varley, Polar, Atlas, Climax,

Telsen, Watmel).
High -frequency choke (Readi-Rad, Lissen, R.I., Climax, Wearite, Telsen,

Atlas, Watmel).
Low -frequency transformer (Lissen " Hypernik," Telsen Radioyrand,

7 to 1 R.I., Lotus, Igranic, Ferranti, Varley, Lewcos).
.0002-mfd. reaction -type variable condenser (Formo " Midget" with

knob, Lissen, J.B , Polar, Lotus, Telsen, Ormond).
.0003-mfd. reaction condenser (Readi-Itad, Lissen, J.B., Formo, Polar,

Lotus, Telsen, Ormond). 4
Double -pole change -over switch (Wearite, type 1.22), with terminals

Do not make the mistake of getting very a,
thick foil, because it will only i make ilm
difficult to mount the baseboard parts with
ordinary wood screws. The foil need be no
thicker- than the paper on which this is
printed and metal of this gauge can easily
be tacked down to the baseboard with
small nails. Get it quite flat, so that it does

and indicating window " Radio-off-Gramo.').
Pre-set condenser, .0002 mfd. to .001 mfd. (Sovereign, type G ; Lissen,

Ormond, Telsen, Formo, R.I., Igranic, Polar).
.05-mfd. fixed condenser (non -inductive) (Dubilier, type 9200 ; T.C.C.).
Valve screen (Colvern).
Five spaghetti resistances, one 50,000 ohm, one 10,000 ohm, two 5,000

ohm, and one 1,000 ohm (Lewcos, Lissen, Bulgin, Varley, Telsen, Readi-
Rad, Sovereign).

3-megohm grid leak (Lissen,Telsen, Dubilier, Sovereign, Graham- Farish).
Fuse holder and fuse (Bulgin, Lissen, Telsen, Readi-Rad).
Three terminal blocks (Lissen, Belling -Lee).
Three yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos, "fiffilinc").
Three aluminium brackets to specification (Reac1.-Rad, Peto-Scott).
Two spade terminals, marked L.T.-, LT.+ (Belling -Lee, (Ix, Eelex).
Six wander plugs, marked H.T.-,H.T.-1, H.T. 2, G.B. --, G.B.-1,,

G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex).
Two -foot length of shielded wire (Lewcos).
Cabinet (Pero -Scott!.
Speaker (W.B., Type PM3 with cabinet).
120 -volt double capacity H.T. battery (Drydex, Lissen, Pertrix, Fuller,

Ever Ready).
2 -volt accumulator (C.A.V., Exide type D, Pertrix,
16 -volt G.B. battery (Drydex green triangle, Lissen, Pertrix, Fuller,

Ever Readv)

balancing condenser (second knob from the
left) is mounted must not touch the foil,
whereas the other two brackets are mounted
on top of the foil, making electrical contact
with it.

So, before you forget it, cut away a small
part of the foil where the balancing con-
denser bracket will be mounted. The wiring

FORTY STATIONS IN 90 MINUTES IN FIRST TEST

away from the wire fasteners
and can be placed down on
the baseboard.

The brackets for the three -
gang condenser should be
mounted and, in fact, this
condenser tempor-
arily can be put in
place, to show you
just where the other
parts come on- the
baseboard and
to enable you
better to

1

A close-up of the H.F. end
of the set showing the coils
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visualise the complete set. Prick through
the- screw holes for the brackets and screw
these down.

Even if the condenser is temporarily
mounted, remove it from its brackets before
continuing mounting the other parts,
because ir the condenser is left in position it
will make it difficult to get the proper
positicns for the small parts near it. The
three -gang condenser should be actually
one of the last components connected when
you come to the wiring stage.

Assembly
Put out the complete kit of parts on the

table before you and, using- the wiring plan
as a guide, prick through the screw holes
for each component. Make sure that you
get the condensers in their right positions.
The grid condenser, for instance, stands
upright, while the detector by-pass con-
denser is fiat on its side. Mount the valve
holders, condensers, terminal blocks, and
then the three -coil unit at the extreme left
of the set. Instructions are given with the
coil unit for mounting. As the three coils
are rigidly fixed to the aluminium strip
forming the base, it is necessary only to
screw this firmly down to the metal foil on
the baseboard. The alignment of the coils
and of the wavechange rod does not concern
the set builder.

Now you can mount the balancing and
reaction condensers and radio -gramophone
switch on the three L-shaped brackets.
These brackets are supplied with most kits
of parts, but otherwise must be bought
separately or cut from scrap aluminium.
The dimensions are not critical and the only
point to observe is that the knobs of these
parts present a symmetrical appearance
and that the moving vanes of the balancing
and reaction condensers do not foul the
main tuning condenser as they are rotated.

Also you must note that the reaction
condenser must be mounted firmly on the
bracket, for otherwise if it is pushed forward

..==1. 4104/1/ *1,0
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OU will, of course, have seen the pre-
liminary details for the "1932 Ether
Searcher," which were given on pages

Too to 102 of last week's issue of AMATEUR
WIRELESS, No. pr. You must keep this
copy by you because a full-size wiring plan
was given with it which, with the aid of a
pictorial diagram on pages 152 and 157 this
week, will make the construction and
operation as easy as possible.

The " 1932 Ether Searcher" is an easy
set to build. Taking into consideration the
complications, introduced by the ultra-
modern circuit and the neatness of the final
layout, the construction is remarkably
simple.

Typifying its modern design, the new
" Searcher " does away with the conven-
tional ebonite - panel - and - right - angle -
baseboard system of construction. But it
does not err on the side of being too
mechanical and having an all -metal con
struction which is above the capabilities of
the novice to tackle.

No Panel
A sufficient amount of metal has been

introduced in the design of the " 1932
Ether Searcher" to stabilise the circuit and
effectively screen the stages. Nevertheless
the set, basically, is built up on a piece of
plywood and actually the only metal work
which has to be undertaken is the shielding
which covers the top of this plywood board.

In essentials, you see, the set is built up
on a 16 -in. by ro-in: plywood baseboard,
covered with metal foil. The three -gang
condenser is in the centre of the set and the
three -coil unit is on the extreme left-hand
side. The screen-grid,valve and other high -
frequency components are on this side \ too,
while the detector and power valve are on
the right-hand side of the condenser unit.

Another modern feature of the set is the
mounting of the "panel" parts on small
brackets. The set is intended to be placed
in a cabinet fitted with a wooden front and
the shafts of the wavechange switch,
balancing condenser, tuning control, reac-
tion condenser, and radio -gramophone
switch project through. No parts are
actually mounted on the wooden panel and
this is a good feature, because by mounting
the parts firmly on the L brackets, care can
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This remarkable new set was
introduced in last week's issue
and a full-size constructional

wiring plan was given

be taken to get good earthed connections
where necessary.

After the details given in last week's
issue; you will probably have by you all the
parts needed. If these are purchased com-
plete in a kit from one of the several
manufacturers making up complete groups
of parts, then you will have
an additional check in having
selected parts of the correct
electrical values. If you are
buying loose parts yourself
and perhaps using compo-
nents from some other set,
then do take the greatest
care to see that every con-
denser and resistance is of
the rated value for each par-
ticular job.

If you use the full-size
wiring plan given on pages
98 and 103 of last week's issue,

visualising this as a plan of
your complete set, then
you will find the  con -

Making a preliminary test of
the "Ether Searcher" before
it is fitted into the cabinet
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struction absurdly simple. As a first step
cover the io-in. by 6 -in. seven -ply baseboard
with a piece of aluminium foil measuring
15% in. .by 9% in. If you have not purchased
yoUr parts in a complete kit (with which
the foil will be supplied), then you must
get this metal sheet from an ironmonger's.

not bend upwards and make "bubbles" in
parts. Mounting the baseboard parts will
help to keep it down on the board:

There is just one little point which it is
advisable to attend to now, as it may be
overlooked if left to a later stage in the
construction. The bracket on which the
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diagram will show you the correct position.
In fact, when you have tacked the foil down
to the baseboard, you can plot the positions
of all the baseboard parts.

Detach pages ioo to 102 complete from
your copy of AMATEUR WIRELESS, No. 501,
exposing the wiring plan as a complete

sheet. This can then be pulled

COMPONENTS NEEDED FOR THE " 1932 ETHER SEARCHER"
.0005-mfil. triple gang variable condenser (1.13., type R.3; Utility, Polar,

Lotus).
Three dual -range coils mounted and ganged (Calcui, type K-pair of

KBLC and one KGR).
Baseboard, 16 in. by 10 in. (Peto-Scott).
Piece of aluminium foil, 151 in. by 91 in. (any ironmasicers).
One five -pin valve holder (Junit, Lissen, W.B., Lotus, Baler, Benjamin).
One four -pin valve holder (Junit, Lissen, W.B., Lotus, BolgsnaBenjamin).
One four -pin valve holder (Telsen, Lissen, W.B., Lotus).
Two .0002-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C., Formo,

Ormond).
One .0002 fixed condenser (Dubilier type 62), T.C.C. type SP., Telsen).
Three 1-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier type 9200 ; Formo, T.C.C.,

Lissen, Telsen).
2-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, type 9200; Lissen, Formo, T.C.C.).
High -frequency choke (Lissen "D:sc," Varley, Polar, Atlas, Climax,

Telsen, Watmel).
High -frequency choke (Readi-Rad, Lissen, R.I., Climax, Wearite, Telsen,

Atlas, Watmel).
Low -frequency transformer (Lissen " Hypernik," Telsen Radioyrand,

7 to 1 R.I., Lotus, Igranic, Ferranti, Varley, Lewcos).
.0002-mfd. reaction -type variable condenser (Formo " Midget" with

knob, Lissen, J.B , Polar, Lotus, Telsen, Ormond).
.0003-mfd. reaction condenser (Readi-Itad, Lissen, J.B., Formo, Polar,

Lotus, Telsen, Ormond). 4
Double -pole change -over switch (Wearite, type 1.22), with terminals

Do not make the mistake of getting very a,
thick foil, because it will only i make ilm
difficult to mount the baseboard parts with
ordinary wood screws. The foil need be no
thicker- than the paper on which this is
printed and metal of this gauge can easily
be tacked down to the baseboard with
small nails. Get it quite flat, so that it does

and indicating window " Radio-off-Gramo.').
Pre-set condenser, .0002 mfd. to .001 mfd. (Sovereign, type G ; Lissen,

Ormond, Telsen, Formo, R.I., Igranic, Polar).
.05-mfd. fixed condenser (non -inductive) (Dubilier, type 9200 ; T.C.C.).
Valve screen (Colvern).
Five spaghetti resistances, one 50,000 ohm, one 10,000 ohm, two 5,000

ohm, and one 1,000 ohm (Lewcos, Lissen, Bulgin, Varley, Telsen, Readi-
Rad, Sovereign).

3-megohm grid leak (Lissen,Telsen, Dubilier, Sovereign, Graham- Farish).
Fuse holder and fuse (Bulgin, Lissen, Telsen, Readi-Rad).
Three terminal blocks (Lissen, Belling -Lee).
Three yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos, "fiffilinc").
Three aluminium brackets to specification (Reac1.-Rad, Peto-Scott).
Two spade terminals, marked L.T.-, LT.+ (Belling -Lee, (Ix, Eelex).
Six wander plugs, marked H.T.-,H.T.-1, H.T. 2, G.B. --, G.B.-1,,

G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex).
Two -foot length of shielded wire (Lewcos).
Cabinet (Pero -Scott!.
Speaker (W.B., Type PM3 with cabinet).
120 -volt double capacity H.T. battery (Drydex, Lissen, Pertrix, Fuller,

Ever Ready).
2 -volt accumulator (C.A.V., Exide type D, Pertrix,
16 -volt G.B. battery (Drydex green triangle, Lissen, Pertrix, Fuller,

Ever Readv)

balancing condenser (second knob from the
left) is mounted must not touch the foil,
whereas the other two brackets are mounted
on top of the foil, making electrical contact
with it.

So, before you forget it, cut away a small
part of the foil where the balancing con-
denser bracket will be mounted. The wiring

FORTY STATIONS IN 90 MINUTES IN FIRST TEST

away from the wire fasteners
and can be placed down on
the baseboard.

The brackets for the three -
gang condenser should be
mounted and, in fact, this
condenser tempor-
arily can be put in
place, to show you
just where the other
parts come on- the
baseboard and
to enable you
better to

1

A close-up of the H.F. end
of the set showing the coils
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visualise the complete set. Prick through
the- screw holes for the brackets and screw
these down.

Even if the condenser is temporarily
mounted, remove it from its brackets before
continuing mounting the other parts,
because ir the condenser is left in position it
will make it difficult to get the proper
positicns for the small parts near it. The
three -gang condenser should be actually
one of the last components connected when
you come to the wiring stage.

Assembly
Put out the complete kit of parts on the

table before you and, using- the wiring plan
as a guide, prick through the screw holes
for each component. Make sure that you
get the condensers in their right positions.
The grid condenser, for instance, stands
upright, while the detector by-pass con-
denser is fiat on its side. Mount the valve
holders, condensers, terminal blocks, and
then the three -coil unit at the extreme left
of the set. Instructions are given with the
coil unit for mounting. As the three coils
are rigidly fixed to the aluminium strip
forming the base, it is necessary only to
screw this firmly down to the metal foil on
the baseboard. The alignment of the coils
and of the wavechange rod does not concern
the set builder.

Now you can mount the balancing and
reaction condensers and radio -gramophone
switch on the three L-shaped brackets.
These brackets are supplied with most kits
of parts, but otherwise must be bought
separately or cut from scrap aluminium.
The dimensions are not critical and the only
point to observe is that the knobs of these
parts present a symmetrical appearance
and that the moving vanes of the balancing
and reaction condensers do not foul the
main tuning condenser as they are rotated.

Also you must note that the reaction
condenser must be mounted firmly on the
bracket, for otherwise if it is pushed forward
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" BUILDING THE 61932 ETHER SEARCHER 9 " (Continued from preceding page)

at all while the knob is rotated, one of the
terminals at the back will foul the bracket
Df the gang condenser.

There are several other little construc-
tional points which must be noted, but on
the whole the construction is simple and
cbvious from the wiring plan and photo-
graphs. The holder for the screen -grid
valve is mounted on the top of the base of
the aluminium can which covers the whole
valve. Slots are already cut in this base so

RECOMMENDED VALVES
Make S.G. Detector Power

Mullard FM 2 PMiHL PM 2 2
Marconi S22 HL2 PT2
Osram S22 HLz PT 2
Mazda SGzi5 111.2 to Pen22oA
Cossor 2t5SG 2 I OHF 23oPT
Six -Sixty 2 I 5SG 2 IOH 230PP
Lissen SG2t5 HLzro P1225
Eta BY6 BY2o23
Fotos BCI5o BCx8 BDtoo
Dario SG HF
Tungsram S2 IO Hero PP230

that the four leads may pass out from the
holder. Do not be confused if your par-
ticular base has five slots. Only four of
them need be used.

As you have already cut away the foil to
clear the base of the bracket holding the
balancing condenser, make sure that there
is no possible electrical connection between
the bracket and the metal work. There is
no danger attached to a short circuit here,

0002 MAX.

0005

1,000
OHMS

O

with bare finned copper wire, which must
be put inside insulated sleeving. We have
used Jiftilinx in wiring the original set, and
this system has much to recommend it.

The wires are shown as black lines on
the wiring diagram. In each case the wire
should be cut about half an inch longer than
actually is needed to go easily from point
to point, so that loops may be made at each
end to clamp on to the terminal heads. The
insulated sleeving is cut a trifle shorter than
this and is slipped on the wire before the
final end loop is made.

The wires shown with no shading at all
on the wiring diagram are flex leads and in
most cases these go straight out to the
battery connection points. A wander plug
or spade tag should be put on the cnd of
each wire and the wiring diagram dearly
shows which are the high-tension, low-
tension, and grid -bias leads. The following
are the flex leads : 6, 7, 25. 27. 28, 31, 51.

The wires shown with black and white
shading are not leads, but spaghetti resist-
ances. The values are shown against each,
and take care that you get these in the right
positions.

Where wires are shown dotted it indicates
that they pass underneath or through any
special component. For example, three
wires and a spaghetti resistance pass under-
neath the three -gang condenser, and where
the wires enter the shields of the three
tuning coils they are shown dotted.

Eac coil has six terminals and it is, of
course, .of the greatest importance to con-

nect these up in the
right way and see
that no loose ends
or soldering tags
touch the screen
bases of the coil.

There are two
special leads which.
come under the
heading neither of
flexes, insulated
sleeving, nor spag-
hetti resistances.
These are the leads
from the radio-

tti switch
to the terminal
block for the pick-
up at the back of
the baseboard and
the lead from
the high -frequency

1.0
MFD

=HMS

P.F.C.140XES

1000z
0002 g

topoo----wAnnAni
OHMS
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5;000
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50000
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The circuit of the " 1932 Ether Searcher." A full-size layout and
wiring d agra n was given in last week's issue

but as the aerial will be "shorted" to earth,
you will get no results.

Wiring
At this stage you should have the set

bearing a close resemblance to the photo-
graphs, but without the three -gang con-
denser. Now we are ready for wiring-a
simple job in the case of the new " Searcher "
and not one of which even the new con-
structor need be afraid, for fear of getting
in a muddle.

The ordinary wiring of the set is done

choke to the anode
of the screen -grid
valve. These leads
are made of special
shielded wire, de-

tailed in the components list, and a 2 -ft.
length will be ample for both leads.

The lead from the radio -gramophone
switch is connected between the two ter-
minal points and earthed by clamps-
ordinary staples-to the metal foil. There
is an interesting feature in connection with
the anode lead to the top terminal of the
screen -grid valve. The bare end of a short
length of flex is twisted around the outer
covering of this anode lead and a good
electrical connection must be made. The
other end is earthed under one terminal of

the r-microfarad condenser, next to the
H.F. choke. This detail is clearly shown in
the wiring diagram and the lead referred to
is wire 3o. It should be noted that the
radio -gram switch does not cut out the
screen grid valve when in the gramophone
position.

At certain points of the set connections
are made direct to earth by means of an
inch or so of the bare tinned copper wire,

The' Ether Searcher' makes an ideal
radio - gramophone. This is the
special Clarion cabinet designed for
those who wish to make it up in this
form. Full details of the assembly

will be given in a later issue

connected to a terminal on the component
and then clamped underneath one of the
fixing screws, so that the wire tcuches the.
foil. By the way, when operating the set
remember that this foil is at earth and
negative high- and low-tension potential,
so do not get bare high-tension positive con-
nections in contact.

When all the leads have been put in
place, make a careful check of the whole of
the wiring, for this will save a lot of trouble
and may even save damaging valves. Next
week's issue will contain operating instruc-
tions and test reports of the completed
set. These are of the greatest value to
"Searcher" constructors. Although the
operation itself is easy, the preliminary
tuning up and ganging of the set must be
done with care.

The West Regional station will broad-
cast speeches and music from the annual
gathering of the Cardiff Caledonian Society
in celebration of Burns Night on Janu-
ary 25.

NEXT WEEK:
FULL OPERATING NOTES

AND TEST REPORT
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,ALIC ABOVIT-# AGOOD SHOW

IIMAGINE most of you listened to Good
Night, Vienna ! "A romantic operetta

for broadcasting" was the description
given of it in the programme-a description
that exactly suited it.

I am all in favour of this type of enter-
tainment. For one thing, it was devoid of
the eternal American style of music and
text generally, for which I, for my part,
was thankful. We have had far too much
of that sort of thing lately.

I should like to congratulate Mr. Holt
Marvell on writing for the -microphone; he
contrived to create a thoroughly Viennese
atmosphere and to make his libretto
intelligible at the same time.

Light entertainments with a strong
atmosphere about them are wanted increas-
ingly, especially when set to music of the
kind George Posford writes.

Apart from the excellence of the actual
writing, I thought the production well
thought out and the soloists splendid all
through.

Turning to more serious thoughts, I
thoroughly enjoyed the Sunday evening
broadcast of Bantock's Song of Songs. I
thought the music very lovely, especially
the canonic setting of the twenty-third
Psalm.

Frank Titterton sang magnificently; I
have rarely heard him better, while Elsie
Suddaby and Norman Allin, as the Shula. -
mite and King respectively, were most
impressive. Altogether, I consider the
broadcast one of the best for a long time.

In the afternoon I was very pleased with
the Lane Wilson programme. It is a long
time since I heard any of his music, which
came back to me with such a singular
freshness. The singers, Megan Thomas.
Esther Coleman, Herbert Thorpe, and
Foster Richardson, sang effectively
throughout.

The Cupid-Plus Two vaudeville was not
very entertaining; I certainly think it was
not worth doing twice in one week. Bobbie
Comber was amusing, but the rest rather
bored me, the syncopated piano -playing, in
particular. I thought it bad technically; I
hate to hear a piano thumped.

The chamber -music concert that same
evening left me disappointed. The Michael
Dore Trio might have impressed me had
they played something more attractive
than the work by Ravel.

It was, to me, very ungrateful sort of
stuff. Usually I like Ravel because he is
not hyper -modern; here I found him hyper -

tuneless and disagreeable harmonitally.
Sophie Wvss. singing Debussy in the

same programme, cheered me up a little;
her French was, however, not quite good
enough. Still, it was a degree better than
the announcer's !

I wonder what you thought of Winter
Landscape? I heard part of it and came to
the conclusion that its style would appeal
to a minority. After all, there are minori-
ties, and it is nice to please them occasion-
ally. Not everyone wants vaudevilles or
dance bands.

There was quite a good soprano singing
in a light music programme on the Tuesday
evening-Rosalind Rowsell. A very good
voice; but why did someone allow her to
" blast " on her high notes ? It was not her
fault. I do think the utmost care should be
exercised with regard to these vocal trans-
missions; this is not the only one that has
been spoilt by carelessness in control.

I enjoyed the playing by Section D of the
B.B.C. Orchestra of Mendelssohn's
Blas." Landon Ronald is always credited
with enjoying the music he conducts. In
this instance he enjoyed some of it so much
that he lingered too long over it; his tempo
was incorrect in places.

I thought Leslie England played the

An impression of Colin Clive

Saint -Satins Concerto admirably. It was
not his fault that the lower notes of the
piano were out of tune; has the B.B.C. no
tuner?

Thinking of these operatic broadcasts,
such as Good Night, Vienna, I plead for
more of them. I am convinced they are
acceptable. To my way of thinking, the
excerpts from The Daughter of the Regiment
made an ideal entertainment. The music.
of course, was altogether delightful; apart
from which the whole atmosphere of the
work was eminently suitable to the micro-
phone. It needed no effort of imagination
on the listener's part to absorb the plot.
The singing, I thought, was well up to
standard.

Vernon Bartlett was very interesting on
foreign affairs on Thursday evening. I
switched him on accidentally, as a matter
of fact, but he held me until the end. He is
amongst our best serious broadcasters.

Then followed a singer who won m= -
mental thanks for singing dead in tune. -I
have heard so much out -of -tune singing
broadcast recently that I cannot refrain
from mentioning Dale Smith, of whom I
hope to hear a great deal more. His voice is
thoroughly suitable to the microphone, his
diction is practically perfect, and (as I
have said) he sings dead in tune.

The music of Stanford and Parry made
a pleasant combination and a pleasant
contrast at the same time. Winifred Small's
playing of the violin works of the latter
composer was, I thought, extremely good.

There was a diverting vaudeville on
Friday evening. Marcelaine D'Alroy's
monologues were delightfully quaint and
original. Monologues are often unsatis-
factory, but these were quite the reverse.

The other item I enjoyed was a very
good type of melodrama called The DuSter.

It is not at all a bad idea to introduce a
"thriller" occasionally into a vaudeville
programme. In this instance one recog-
nised the power of Philip Wade's writing.
It left me wondering whether the piece was
written for the microphone or whether it
was adapted. It may have been stated
either one way or the other, but if so I
must have missed it.

I think I should add a word of apprecia-
tion of the clear diction of the actors;
every word was almost strangely clear,
which, of course, simply added to the thrill
of the piece. WHITAKER-WILSON
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THE HOW AND WHY OF TUNING-XIX

ALL ABOUT THE HARTLEY CIRCUIT
In this, the nineteenth article in a complete series on tuning, Hotspot explains
the Hartley circuit, and shows how a simple centre -tapped coil can be used to

make a very selective aerial -tuning circuit on the Hartley system

WHEN seeking ways and means of
making the aerial tuning circuit more

selective you should not overlook the
claims of the simple Hartley system, which
is most easily understood by a study of
the five circuits A, B, c, n, and E shown by
Fig. 1.

amplifier, we must connect one end of the
tuning coil to the grid and the other end
to low-tension negative.

Close examination of the B circuit will
show you that the current flowing in the
aerial circuit takes in only one-half of the
centre -tapped tuning coil, namely, the

coil forming the grid and low-tensiott nega-
tive connections respectively.

So far as the aerial -to -earth and grid -to -
filament damping effects are concerned, the
c and D circuits are equally good. But
there is an important advantage of n over
c. With then circuit we have a "free"

Fig. I. These five circuit diagrams show how the Hartley arrangement at E was evolved from a centre -tapped coil

At A we see a centre -tapped coil, which
can be either a solenoid winding or a plug-in
coil, tuned by a variable condenser, having
the usual value of .0005 microfarad. We
are concerned at the moment with the
various ways of making use of three con-
necting paints, namely, the centre tap and
the two ends of the coil and condenser.

On turning to B you will see one way,
Here the aerial lead is taken to the centre
tap of the coil. And as there will be a
valve immediately after the tuning circuit,
either the detector or a high -frequency

lower half. This method of connection is
really an auto -transformer, with the lower
half of the coil acting as the primary and
the whole coil as the secondary.

As the advantages of this method have
already been fully discussed in this series,
I will pass on to c. As in the B circuit,
the aerial is taken to the centre tap of the
tuning coil. But so also is the grid of the
valve, so that the grid circuit is across
only one-half of the coil, namely, the lower
half. Note, though, that the variable
condenser still tunes the whole coil.

This c circuit repays

START

-4-No20 DC.C. WIRE

CENTRE TAP
AT 27Tr TURN

END
AT 54 TURNS

PAXOLIN COIL FORMER

Fig. 2. Winding details of a medium -wave centre -tapped solenoid
coil suitable for use in a Hartley circuit

a further look -over
since it is a circuit
capable of giving very
selective tuning. Not
only is the aerial damp-
ing reduced by remov-
ing the source of damp-
ing from the whole coil
to one half, but so is the
detector damping.

Now look at D, and
you will see that the
aerial and detector
damping are also cut
down, only in this D
circuit it is the top half
of the tuning coil that
serves. We still have
the centre tap and we
still tune the whole coil.
Here the aerial lead has
to be taken to the top
of the coil and the earth
to the centre tap, these
two connections of the

end of the tuning coil, namely, the end of
the coil remote from the aerial and grid.
This coil end can be used for reaction, by
connecting a variable condenser between
the coil end and the anode of the valve
whose grid is connected to the other end.

At E you can see how this addition is
made. And there you have the Hartley
reaction system; which is very simple to
understand when built up from the pre-
ceding circuits, is it not? The advantage
of the Hartley system is obvious; with the
simplest of coils, namely, a. centre -tapped
coil, we are provided with selective tuning
and simple reaction.

Perhaps it would be as well to mention
the disadvantages, chief of which is that
neither side of the reaction condenser can
be connected to earth, ,and so there is a
passibility of erratic reaction control.
Another disadvantage is that switching
from medium to long waves involves a
certain complication. This will not affec
the user of plug-in coils, nor the user of
set wanted only for medium -wave tuninc,

As a guide, I recommend a No. 6o centr
tapped coil of the plug-in type. This wil
cover the medium waves. A No. 25o cot
will be needed for the long waves. It
should be remembered when choosing coils
for the Hartley circuit that the aerial and
earth are across only half of the coil,
meaning that the capacity is reduced, so
entailing more turns thait would be necde
with the whole of the aeilal capacity acro
the coil.

As both aerial -to -earth and grid -t
filament damping are low with the Hartle

(Continued at foot of page 16o)
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MATCHING
makes al I the difference to
THE 1932 ETHER SEARCHER

KA(Less Valves g 6:10:it " " 6and Cabinet)

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

12/- DOWN and 11 monthly
payments of 12,-

Kit "B" (With Valves 10.
less C3b:net) OVV

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
16/6 DOWpZyrfaie,dt 11

o 1616hly

Kit "C" (With £9:19:0
OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

18/3 DOWpaNymancd.t." r.lhly

IMMEDIATE
DISPATCH

Turn to page 161 for
full lists, coupons, etc.
READY RADtO LTD.
Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3

READY RADIO
MATCHED KITS for the
"1932 ETHER SEARCHER"
Ready Radio alone can offer matched
kits which contain components guaran-
teed to be carefully selected. The
greatest care is taken to see that each
component is re -tested before dispatch
and the whole kit is accurately matched
under the supervision of Mr. G. P.
Kendall, B.Sc.

The latest improvements call for even
greater care in choosing and matching`
components. One unsuitable part will
spoil the performance of the whole Set.
Accurately matched components are
therefore essential.

The designer of the 1932 Ether Searcher
has given of his best-ENSURE 100%
EFFICIENCY BY USING A READY
RADIO MATCHED & TESTED KIT.

Mention i "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Designing Your Own
THERE are so many simple sets

available just now for the amateurs
to build that it might be thought an easy
matter to design such a set.

It does not do, however, to get the neces-
sary parts, to screw them down, and to
wire them without taking trouble. The
careful man will always get better results.

There is a best place for the various parts
and the wiring is quite important. Then
again, some parts work best with others
having certain characteristics. All the
parts must be chosen to form a complete
set, having desirable properties. For
example, if the tuning coils tune rather
sharply, so tending to cut off the higher
notes, the low -frequency parts should have
a rising characteristic in order that the
tendency in this part of the circuit shall
be to strengthen the treble.

When a pentode is used without a high-
nq.te filter the high -note losses in a circuit
can be considerable before the quality is
spoilt. The results obtained depend upon
all parts and it is foolish to choose parts
that, taken by themselves, are good, as
it is the output from the loud -speaker that
counts.
Battery -type Multi-mu's

I see that Cossors are now producing a
battery model multi -mu screen -grid valve.

ikeWillats
CONsTRLKTIONAL

e THEORETICAL

WJAMEs
This is to have a slope of 1.6 millianperes
per volt at zero bias, that is, wi:h the
grid return circuit taken to the negative
side of the filament.

When valves are available we shall see
how the characteristics vary with the grid
bias. This type of valve is, of course,
intended to be used with a variable bias
as volume control. There are numerous
advantages which have been explained.

The control of volume with negligible
effect upon tuning and quality has been
considered since broadcasting began, as
we have always had to face the great
strength of the local station. Most controls
used in the past have introduced difficulties,
but the chances are that, with the new
multi -mu valve, we shall obtain good
results.
Strong Ganged Condensers, Please

Ganged tuning condensers ought to be so
strongly made that the accuracy of the
separate condensers at all points is not
affected by the process of fixing the con-
denser.

I have noticed, however, that some types
are not so well made that when the fixing
screws are tightened the capacity of the
sections is not affected. In one or two cases
the accuracy of the matching has definitely
been upset when the condenser has been
fastened down.

With a stiff framework this does not
occur, but as some types are not very
stoutly made care must be taken not to
fasten the fixing screws too tightly.

Trying a New Detector
Some of the more efficient detector valves

are fair examples of the valve makers' skill
in working with small clearances between
the electrodes. But you should not neces-
sarily expect that the signals will be in-
creased in strength when one of these new
valves is fitted in place of an older type.

When receiving the local stations, for
example, the results may not be quite as
good. This is because the valve is being
overloaded. If a volume control for
reducing the strength of signals applied
to the detector is fitted to the set, this
effect may not be noticed. As the valve
gives an output enough fully to load the
power valve with a much smaller input
than would be required with a less efficient
type, it is clear that overloading must be
guarded against.

I have had several instances of this lately
and stronger signals have, in fact, been
obtained when a less efficient valve has
been fitted, the set having no volume
control apart from reaction. The efficient
'valve is, of course, of value when dealing
with weak signals. The great sensitivity
is then of considerable value.

"ALL ABOUT THE HARTLEY
CIRCUIT"

(Continued from page 158)
system it is also worth making the coil low

CENTRE
TAPPED
COIL

on a 3 -in. diameter paxoliii coil former.
The length of the winding is just under 21/2
in., so a piece of not less than 31% in.
will be needed to allow sufficient at each
end for fixing. The tap is made at the

27th turn by twisting
the wire back on itself
and subsequently
baring 1/2 -in. or SG for
connection.

Fig. 3 shovirs - a typ-
ical two -valve circuit
in which the coil of
Fig. 2 was actlally
tested out. It com-
prises a leaky -grid
detector with a stage
of transformer-corpled
low -frequency amplifi-

_ cation after it.
A typical two -valve circuit, comprising a detector and one

The circuit has liven
very satisfactory lec-

low-frequency stage, using the Hartley coil shown by Fig. 2 tivity in the 1-/Adon
loss. A solenoid coil will give excellent area, enabling London Regional to be cut
results with the Hartley circuit. Fig. 2 out and Strasbourg to be received at bud -
shows a simple centre -tapped coil I have speaker strength clear of local interference.
made up for inclusion in this series. All the necessary values are given exctly

It comprises 54 turns of No. 20 DCC wire as used in the tests. It will be seen that

..0003 PRE-SET

20,000 OHMS
HE CHOKE

HT+

HI-
LI-
LT+

a pre-set type of condenser is inserted
between the aerial lead and the top of the
coil, but if the aerial is On the short side
this will not be needed, as the tapped coil
then provides good selectivity with a direct
aerial connection.

As the damping on the coil is very low,
only a small amount of reaction is needed;
and as half the coil is being used as a
reaction coil it follows that only a small
reaction condenser is required. Tests show
that a .000r-microfarad maximum capacity
is ample for reaction over the whole tuning
range. There is an advantage in using an
air dielectric type of condenser for reaction,
as this,type enables a more critical applica-
tion of reaction to "be gained, and without
much trouble from hand -capacity effects.

The rest of the Fig. 3 circuit follows
standard practice; I would stress the
importance of the anode by-pass condenser
and of the decoupling resistance and
condenser, as these make just the difference
between mediocre results and the really
good results the circuit is capable of giving.
Wind the coil and try out the Hartley cir-
cuit-you will be very agreeably surprised
at the results, I am sure. HOTSPOT.
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IMMEDIATE
DISPATCH

of MATCHED KITS for the
1932 ETHER SEARCHER
Tested and Passed by
Mr. G. P.
Kendall, B. Sc.

APPROVED LIST
s. a.

1 Polished Oak Cabinet with baseboard, l6 in. by 10 in. 1 0

J.B. .0005 Triple -gang variable condenser, type R3 1 9

1 Set of Colvern coils as specified (2 ICHLC, 1 MGR) 1 8

1 Piece of aluminium foil, 151 in. by 91 in. - - 1

1 Five -pin valve holder - - - - -
2 Four -pin valve holders 1

3 T.C.C. .0002 fixed condenser, type 34 - 4

3 T.C.C. 1-mfd fixed condensers, type 50 8

1 T.C.C. 2-mfd. fixed condenser, type 50 -

1 Lcwcos11.7. choke, type MC - 2

1 Readirad Standard H.F. choke 4

1 R.I. L.F. transformer, type GP 10

1 Formo .0002 Midget reaction condenser with knob 3

1 Readirad .0003 solid dielectric reaction condenser 3

1 Wearite double -pole change -over switch, type 1.22 4

1 Sovereign pre-set condenser, type G - - - 1

1 Valve screen 2

1 T.C.C. .05 non -inductive condenser, type 40 - 1

1 Lewcos 50,000 -ohm Spaghetti resistance - 1

1 Lewcos 10,000 -ohm spaghetti resistance - - 1

2 Lewcos 5,000 -ohm spaghetti resistance - - - 2

1 Lewcos 1,000 -ohm spaghetti resistance - -

1 Readirad 3-meg. leak and holder - - - 1

1 Readirad fuse and holder 1

3 Belling -Lee horizontal mounting terminal blocks - 2
6 Eelling-Lee terminals, type R - - - 1

6 Belling -Lee wander plugs - 1

2 Spade terminals - -

1 Set aluminium brackets as specified -
3 Valves as specified, PM12, PM1HL, P0022 2 8

1 Packet of Jiiiilinx for wiring - 2
2 lox, screws, shielded cable, etc. 2

6
6

6

10
0

6

10

6

6
6
0
6
0

9
9
6

0

0

4

6

0

0

9
6

6

£9 19 0

CASH or COD
ORDER FORM

Recommended Accessories
1 Pertrix 120 volt super capacity £ s. d.

H.T. battery - - 1 5 6
1 Pertrix 2 volt accumulator, Type

PAC.3 11 0
1 Pertrix 15 volt grid bias battery 2 3
1 Blue Spot loud -speaker, 44R - 2 12 6
Send four I zd. stamps for your copy of
Kendall's latest book entitled " 10 Hows
for Modern Radio Constructors. Packed
full of useful information.

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.-Your goods are
dispatched post free or carriage paid.

TO OVERSEAS CUS-
TOMERS. - Everything
Radio can be supplied
against cash. In case of
doubt regarding the val-
ue of your order, a de-
poSit of one-third of the
approximate value will
be accepted and the bal-
ance collected by our
Agent upon delivery of
the 1;oods. All goods are
very carefully packed tor
export and insured, all
charges forward.

Get Your
r Short-wave Kit

from the
Short-wave
Specialists

SHORT WAVE PLUG-IN.
ADAPTOR

IlfifirVITTYVVVYVYVIY7YVVVYYYTY7111
r.

4

A!

1
10.- Or deposit 5/6 and 11 monthly 5/6payments of - - - -

: KIT B £3-6-6 i
4

IP-
0,, Or deposit 6,'3 and 11 monthly 3
0- payments of - - - - 49 4
C

4
4

If you are interested in any of the 4
41

1ir- following short-wave receivers, or 4
Po- any other short-wave apparatus, '4
10- -4
10-

write to Ready Radio-the short-
41

lo-- ware specialists-for full particu-
lars,

-4
110-

'4
lo. Sahros.Short Wave Super Het. Adaptor. 4
10-

IIP' One -valve Short Wave Set. 4
lo. Five -valve Short Wave Super Het
10- -4
110.

Receiver designed by Mr. W. James.
1.
INAAAAAAA.A.A.AAAAAAAABAAAAAA A 11

1 Ebonite Panel, 9" x 6" - -
1 J.B. .00015 Popular Log Slow

Motion variable condenser -
1 J.B. .00015 Midget reaction

condenser - - - - -
1 Pair panel brackets - -
1 Readirad short wave H.F.

choke - - - - -
1 Valve holder - - - -
I T.C.C. .0001 mfd. fixed con-

denser, Type 34 - - -
1 T.C.C. .0002 mfd. fixed con-

denser, Type 34 - - -
1 Readirad 4-meg. leak and

holder - - - - -
1 J.B. neutralising condenser -
1 Set of Stratton short wave

coils and holder (Duplex) -
1 Belling -Lee terminal mount
2 Belling -Lee terminals - -
I Bulgin 4 -pin bakelite plug,
1 Packet of Jiffilinx for wiring
1 Valve as specified (Cossor,

210 Det.) - - - - -
Flex, screws, etc. - - -

£ s. d.
3 6

8 0
4 9

10

3 9
6

1 6

1 6

1 4
3 6

1 2 6
8
6

2 0
2 6

8 6
8

4
'4
4

-41

-4
-41

4
4
-4

-4

4
-4
-4
-4

.4
4
-4
-4

4

-4

L3 6 6

To : Ready Radio, Ltd.
Eastnor House,

Blackheath, S.E.3.

Please dispatch to me at once the following goods

for which
1
f (a) I enclose .1 (Cross out line C
(6) I will pay on deliveryf not applicable) oL,

NAME

ADDRESS

A.W. 2.9/1/32......

To: Ready Radio, Ltd.,
Eastnor House,

Blackheath, S.E.3.

KIT A £2-18-0

4

EASY PAYMENT
ORDER FORM

Please dispatch to me the following goods

for which I enclose first deposit of E
NAME

ADDRESS

A. \V. 23/1/32

Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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A weekly review of new components and tests of apparatus conducted by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

Wates Star Pick-up
THE Wates Star pick-up on which we

are reporting this week is a neatly
made instrument of conventional appear-
ance, being something like a cardoid in
shape. The movement appears to be of the
balanced -armature type, although the bot-
tom air gap is unusually large. The two
pole pieces are U shaped, having one side
longer than the other, and mounted between
the poles of the permanent magnet, so that

Wates Star pick-up for mounting on a standard
pick-up arm

the two long sides and the two short
sides face one another, thus forming two
air gaps, a small one at the top and a larger
one at the bottom.

The armature is constructed from a small
piece of iron tube, this being mounted on a
non-magnetic needle carrier. A rubber
buffer is employed and adjustment is
carried out by means of two small screws
situated at the bottom of the pick-up.
These two small screws also hold the arma-
ture in position on the bronze body, this
also carrying the means for mounting the
pick-up on the arm. The armature passes
up between the two pole pieces and through
the centre of the coil, the free end being
vibrated by the needle in the small upper
gap.

On test the pick-up was found to have a
fairly even response curve from 15o to about
2,50o cycles; the output was of the cider
0.1 of a volt maximum. Fair speaker
strength was obtained with a two -valve
amplifier. The pick-up is supplied complete
with 6 ft. of connecting flex.

Novel Bulgin " Pot " Switch
AVERY interesting component which

we have recently received for test is
the combined ,potentiometer . and 'on: off
switch manufactured by Messrs. A. F.
Bulgin & Co., Ltd. This component con-
sists simply of an ordinary wire -wound

potentiometer on the back of which is
mounted a quick -acting switch, this being
operated by a small lever attached to the
moving arm of the potentiometer. This
small arm is so positioned that the switch
is operated just as the potentiometer arm
reaches the end of its movement.

The potentiometer is of conventional
design, the resistance elements being wire
wound and protected by some transparent
material. The moving contact does not
actually touch the resistance element, but
pushes down on to it a thin brass plate,
which is normally held away from the wire
by its own springiness. By this means the
resistance element is well protected and the
potentiometer should "give long and. satis-
factory service.

The switch is of the quick -action type
and rated to break 3 amperes at 25o volts.
A moulded bakelite body is employed and
is finished in the familiar Bulgin mottled
green colour. One -hole fixing is employed.

Various uses will suggest themselves to
the reader, the net result being the saving
of a control knob. The device retails at
7s. 6d. and is an attractive proposition.

Sangamo Electric Clock
READERS will be familiar with the

synchronous type of gramophone
motor which made its appearance some
time ago. The feature of this type of
mechanism is that once it is set in motion
it always rotates at a constant speed, deter-
mined only by the frequency of the supply
and not by the voltage.

The latest development of this principle
is the synchronous clock. By arranging a
similar, although a much lighter mechanism,
which, once started, will revolve in unison
with the frequency of the supply, we can
easily arrange to drive the hands of a clock
and, provided the frequency remains con- 
stant, the time indicated by the hands will
always be correct.

Until recently a variation of 2% per cent.
was permitted in the frequency of generat-
ing stations, but with the extensive inter -
linking df various stations and areas which
is now taking place, a much closer tolerance
than this is necessary. A large number of
supplies now have their freqeency con-
trolled by a master regulator, so that the
variation is negligible, and a clock run
from the mains is a thoroughly practicable
article.

Tne Ediswan Sangamo clock illustrated
herewith is a typical example of such a
device. The mechanism occupies about as

LEXT WEEK : A " TWO " FOR 25/ -

much space as a dash -board clock on a
motor car. The primary moving part is
a small rotating armature, which is mag-
netised. This rotates past a series of small
magnetic pole pieces, the polarity of which
is continually changing according to the
current flowing at the time. -

With an alternating supply one pole piece
exhibits a north polarity at one instant
and a fraction of a second later the next
pole piece takes over the north polarity and

Of particular interest to set -users, the Sangamo
synchronous eieeric clock

so on, so that the polarity travels round the
assembly, dragging with it the small mag-
netised armature. This in turn drives the
clock through the usual train of gear
wheels.

The whole apparatus is housed in cases
of varying size and appearance. That illus-
trated is a simple bakelite case in walnut
finish. It is 6 in. wide, 6 in. high, and
23/4 in. from back to front. The clock face
is of standard appearance, while there is a
small centre disc, with an arrow which
rotates at the rate of r revolution per.
minute, and thus indicates the seconds.

To operate the instrument it is merely
connected to the supply and a small lever
at the back lifted and released. This sets
the armature spinning at approximately
the correct speed after which it pulls into
synchronism with the supply and continues
to rotate indefinitely as long as the supply
is connected. A regulator is provided at
the back for moving the hands to the cor-
rect time when the instrument is first put
into commission.

We have had this instrument running for
some time and it is really very -useful to
have a clock which never requires winding
and can always be relied upon to indicate
the correct time. It is quite silent in
action and may be obtained at prices rang-
ing from 45s. to 7 los., according to the
type of housing required.
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IDEAL FOR
SHORTWAVES
This Lissen Economy Valve Holder is

particularly suitable for short waves,
because there is no superfluous insu-
lating material and, therefore, it is a
low -loss and low -capacity valve holder

and conserves signal strength.

Simple and robust
design, with firm
and individual con-
tact between
springs and valve
legs.

Puke ,each

163

D

2

Osmium-
WireIT

Going to build a short-wave set? Remember you
haven't got the same margin to play with as when
you're building a broadcast waveband receiver. You
need matched parts, balanced parts; use Lissen parts
throughout, because they are made to pull together.
You're going to deal with smaller signals,- weaker
power, and the high electrical efficiency and mechanical
precision of all Lissen components will help you to
conserve and utilise the tiniest distant impulse.

ONLY BY USING THE SPECIFIED
LISSEN COMPONENTS CAN YOU
GET THE SHORT-WAVE RESULTS
DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE OF
" AMATEUR WIRELESS "

LISSEN H.F. CHOKE
For Short Waves

Designed specially for ultra -short
wave work and can be used in any
part of the circuit-reaction. H.F.
by-pass and output lead filters.
May also be used in normal
receivers for preventing feedback
and resonance
in H.F. ampli-
fiers. Short
moulded case
hermeticall y
sealed.

Price

LISSEN SWITCHES
These Switches are carefully designed to ensure low loss and are, there-
fore, particularly suitable for short-wave work. They have - scraping"
contacts, which are, therefore, self-cleaning. Being fitted with terminals
there is no risk of loosened contacts. Lissen Filament Switch

3 -point Wave -
change Switch,

1/6

All other types
available.

LISSEN LIMITED . WORPLE ROAD . ISLEWORTH . MIDDLESEX

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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PUTOMATI

RECORD

GIANGE

VOL UME
CONTROL

MOVING -COIL

LOUD -SPEAKER

N describing this de -luxe instrument I
I shall refrain from superlatives, because
otherwise there will be no end to the praise
and no beginning to the real details. It'
will be sufficient if I say that this H.M.V.
radio -gramophone is the most 'ambitious
instrument I have ever had an opportunity
of testing.

When I remember all that model 53t
contains I am amazed that it can be sold
for 7-0 guineas-you get so much for the
money. Of course, an instrument in this
price class is not everybody's meat, but
some indication of the potential market
may be gained from the fact that I person-
ally know three people who have bought
models since the original was shown at
Exhibition time. And I am told by the
Gramophone Company that their original
factory order has had to be considerably
increased to cope with the admittedly
unexpected demand.
A Good Product

It is the old story-people will pay almost
any money for a really good product.
The H.M.V. instrument shown by the
photographs is a good product at a reason-
able price; no wonder there is a demand for
it.

In designing model 53 t the makers have
aimed at de -luxe technique at every point.
Probably the most technically interesting
feature of the radio side is the single -
control super -heterodyne circuit, which
tunes on medium and long waves.

The super -het circuit comprises six
valves of the indirectly -heated type, for
this is a set for A.C. mains. The_ first valve
is a screen -grid, then comes the first
detector and a separate oscillator, followed
by two screen -grid intermediate -frequency
valves, and finally the second detector.
Needless to say, the ganging of all the four
tuning circuits for single -dial control on
medium and long waves is a very great
achievement' which will be more especi ,Ily
appreciated by those who have any
experience of simple super -het circuits.

Such a radio circuit confers a degree of
sensitivity that could not conceivably be
bettered -8o or go stations are regularly
received on this instrument, as my friends

SETS OF DISTINCTION

CP,,poli.M.V MODEL

I RADIO-GRAMOPHONE

IMMO MEM ENNIO MOM 111111111111 MONO MM.

Makers : The. Gramophone Company, Ltd.
`Price: 70 guineas

have testified. And personal tests show
that the selectivity more than copes with
the present chaos. If a station is clear of a
low -frequency heterodyne this instrument
will get it clearly. In London the high -
power Miihlacker station was received clear
of all trace of London Regional, and with a
strength and quality approaching the local.

Separate Power Amplifier
The output of the six -valve super -het

set is coupled by the resistance -capacity
system to a separate power amplifier,
which comprises an input valve coupled by
the push-pull method to two PX4 power
valves. These give an undistorted output
of over 4 watts, representing immense
volume-enough to fill a large hall. Up to
six extra loud -speakers can be worked from
the output without any diminution in
volume.

So much for the bare outline of the
circuit specification. But there are a
hundred and one circuit improvements
that I have not the space to mention,
although I am sure interested readers would -
be supplied with full details on writing to
the Gramophone Company.

Here is a rear view of the
H.M.V. Radio -gramophone
showing the many fine features

The main part of the set is the super -het,
which comprises a large chassis mounted
in the middle section of the cabinet of the
radio -gramophone. In the bottom section
is the power amplifier and the moving -coil
loud -speaker, which, by the way, is of the
energised type.

Under the lid at the top is the record
mechanism. Here we find the now famous
automatic record -changing mechanism,
which enables eight records to be played at
one loading. These may be either to -in. or

z -inch records. The mechanism is quite
easy to work, and once the two supporting
arms have been loaded up the setting down
of the pick up at the beginning of each
record is done entirely automatically.

Apart from the automatic mechanism,
the top of the instrument carries all the
set controls with the exception of the
volume control, which, as in all H.M.V.
instruments, is mounted on the front of the
cabinet, so that volume can be adjusted
when the lid is closed.

The radio controls are very simple; there
is a local -distance switch knob on the left,
very useful in cutting down the amplifi-
cation when receiving stations within a
hundred miles, so that the rest of the set
is not overloaded. Then there is the single
tuning control knob at the centre, and in
addition to actuating all the four tuned
circuits this control knob rotates the
pointer moving along the horizontal tuning
scale, which is calibrated in wavelengths
and illuminated when the set is switched
on.

The external volume control knob works
on radio and gramophone reproduction-
an idea the H.M.V. people originated last
year and now followed by several other
makers.

I am conscious of having very sketchily
described this wonderful instrument, the
mere so because I am writing this imme-
diately after having left an amazing demon-
stration of its powers, not only to reproduce
records with life -like fidelity, but to cover
every requirement of:radio reception with
the greatest simplicity of control.

During the demonstration I listened to
the latest H.M.V. record of "Cavalcade "-
a particularly suitable record since it
contains renderings by almost every known
type of musical combination, as well as
several vocal efforts including a running
commentary and a choir. I can think of
nothing adequate to describe the results, so
I advise you to hear a model for yourself-
then you will know what can be done for
70 guineas. SET TESTER.
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Thelearet of the Test -Tubes'

IMPROVED Lissen Battery ! Bigger cells made
in a better way-finest battery -making chemicals
with their reactive properties scientifically increased
-the Lissen secret process, giving an even more
amazing Row of current because of IMPROVED
manufacturing methods which exactly reproduce
laboratory conditions in the cells.
A longer -lasting battery ! A GUARANTEE with it !

And big price reductions -60 volt from 7/11 to 5/6,
100 volt from 12;11 to 9 3, 120 volt from 15/10 to 11/-.
Examine the guarantee when you buy-it means
weeks of extra life, more power for less money.

In your new Ether Searcher, in your
big Super -het, in any set you build,
this IMPROVED LISSEN BATTERY
will last longer than any other
battery you can buy. 06 OW

0 Ilk
"SSP!

HT. BATTERY

NOW 9,3

wAsSZ
LISSEN LIMITED ````I--- \m ilk NOW' I far

Worple Rd., ISLEWORTH, Mdlx.

60VOLT
WAS

NOW 56

7WAS

Get this GUARAKEEDbattenj for tourEther Searcher
Plcose Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Short Waves and the "Century Super"

SIR'-.I
have been extremely satisfied

with the results I have obtained with
my Century Super " and now wish to
try out my luck with the short waves.
I know you have already described how
to adapt the set for the ultra -short waves,
but I have been unable to obtain the issue
of AMATEUR WIRELESS dealing with this
particular modification. 'Will you there-
fore please assist me by advising what
changes are necessary.

A. Q. (Bath).
You should disconnect the frame aerial and

substitute a special centre -tapped short-wave
coil. Now erect about io to 20 ft. of insulated
copper wire indoors to act as a short-wave
aerial. Connect the lead -down end of the wire
to one terminal of a small -capacity variable
condenser. A neutralising type of condenser
will be satisfactory. The other terminal of
this condenser should be joined to terminal
No. r of the three terminals used normally
for the frame aerial connections.-ED.

"Britain's Super" and Six -volt Valves
SIR-I intend building the " Britain's

Super" battery model, but wish to
employ 6 -volt valves instead of the z-volters
specified. I find I am unable to obtain
any other than a 2 -volt hi -grid. Can you
suggest anything that may help me in
this matter. D. S. (London.

You could use a 6 -volt supply for 6 -volt
valves in the set and incorporate a filament
rheostat or fixed resistance to limit the voltage
and current to the 2 -volt bi-grid. The method
of determining the correct resistance to use
to restrict the current to the 2 -volt valve is to
divide the excess voltage by the current require-
ments of the filament. Thus, for a 2 -volt

of an ampere type hi -grid to be used with a
6 -volt accumulator, the correct resistance
would he 4 divided by . t which equals 4o ohms.
This resistance should, preferably. be placed
in the positive L.T. lead to the bi-grid so as
not to upset the arrangement of bias to the
valve.-ho.

Smoothing Mains Hum
SIR, -I have been informed that by

connecting a couple of condensers in
series across either A.C. or D.C. mains and
taking the centre point between the con-
densers to earth will often cure excessive
mains hum. It seems to me, however,
that as large -capacity condensers are used
for the purpose of handing on currents
through rectifier circuits in A.C. mains
units, the use of condensers as suggested
above will result in a waste of current from
A.C. mains. Am I correct in this assump-
tion or is there something about the arrange-
ment or principle of condensers with which
I am not familiar? D. W. (Kent).

A condenser does not actually allow a cutrent
to pass through it in the true sense of the word.

When a fluctuating-alternating or oscillatory
-current is applied to or across the terminals
of a condenser, fluctuating potentials correa-
ponding to those applied to one plate of the
condenser will be transferred to the other plate
of the condenser. No actual current will flow
through the insulating material separating
the two plates or sets of plates of the condenser
--ED.

Working Moving -coil Speakers
SIR,- I have just purchased a permanent

magnet moving coil speaker and find
it does not give me half the power I usually
obtain from an ordinary cone -type speaker.
I must admit that I am highly delighted
with the quality of reproduction and am
loth to give up the idea of using the moving -
coil speaker. Can you help me to get
sufficient power by suggesting what steps
I should take? My receiver is a three-
valver, using 2 volt valves, with an ordinary
power valve in the last stage. My only
wish is to receive the local and Daventry
stations with good quality and the set,
therefore, has a detector valve followed
by a stage of R.C. and a stage of trans-
former coupling.

F. W. (Bermondsey).
A small power valve is not of much use for

driving a permanent -magnet moving -coil
speaker. You should use a large power super
power valve. Suitable valves are the Cossor
23oXP and the Lissen P24oA Ordinary
super -power valves such as the Mullard
PM252 or PM2oz, Mazda P24o or P22oA,
Marconi and Osram P24o or P213 and Six -
Sixty SS22oSP could be used provided the
speaker is sufficiently sensitive. Some per-
manent -magnet speakers ate more sensitive
than others. The use of a super -power valve

(Ccentinued on page 168)

flue Pinnacle of Perfection
R. & A. Reproducers are designed and produced by spec:ialists
in the field of Sound Reproduction. They are built to a
standard, and carefully made to ensure conformity to this
standard. Their low price is the outcome of specialisation
and is not achieved through shoddy materials or warkminthip.

Chosen by Mr. G. P. Kendall for the "METEOR III"
Sir. Ken lall writes :-
"I think you may be interested to know that after lengthy tests, I ha:., Ir I
upon your Model 41) Chassis as the best value -for -neon*. reproducer I can /HI
for use with our Meteor III. On test I found speech unusually crisp and natural,
and the general balance of musical reproduction excellent. Reproduction of
bass was also notably better titan one evpects from any unit of this type, regardless
of price, and was, indeed, definitely good The actual
range of frequencies adequately reproduced I found to
be surprisinglv wide, and at no point thereon did I find a
noticeable peak."

91LeReftel
"TYPE 40"

REPRODUCER

10011
PERMANENT MAGNET

MOVING COIL
REPRODUCER

11

THE R & A " 100." A full-sized PERMANENT
MAGNET Moving Coil Reproducer. not a miniature
loud -speaker. The first P.M.NI.C. Speaker to be
offered at 45:-. and still the leader in its class.
"WIRELESS TRADER" reports :-
"In power handling capabilities . . . above the average
of its type, . . . will deal with a SW undistorted A_C.
At upper end of the scale the reproduction is very
good. . . . The tone will appeal to a wide public .

plenty of bass and no shrillness. . Will work well
with quite a modest output valve . . . excellent value
for money."
"WIRELESS WORLD" reports :-
". . output in lower register from 150 cycles down-
wards does not fall away, but is maintained as in middle
register between 200 and 1,000 cycles . . . curve shows
a general increase of level between 1,400 and 4,500
cycles . . . at 6,000 equal to middle register. . . .

Reproduction cf music is good with well maintained
bass . . . speech even better."
3 -ratio Output Transformer to suit all 12,6Power Valves

Ask your dealer to demonstrate these reproducers

REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS LTD.
Frederick St., Wolverhampton
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COLVERN COILS SPECIFIED

FOR THE 1932

ETHER SEARCHER

For the third year in succession,
Colvern components are used in the
"Ether Searcher." Order them now
from your dealer -

I pair Colvern Coils, type KBLC,
ganged with I KGR - - - 28/-

I Valve Screen, Type VS - - 2/9

COLVERN LIMITED, MAWNEY'S ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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" READERS' IDEAS AND
QUESTIONS "

(Continued from page 166)
or large super -power valve means that the
H.T. supply must be adjusted accordingly.
It is not sufficient to ensure a high voltage.
The H.T. supply must be capable of delivering
the necessary amount of current. At least
20 milliamperes should be allowed for working
the super -power valve alone, whilst 25 to
3o milliamperes is not too much for this valve.
En.

Dual -range Coils
SIR,-W. C. A.'s letter in AMATEUR

WIRELESS, No, 500, raises an interest-
ing question, although what appears .to be
the mixing of long -wave winding " skimp-
ing" with the trouble of insufficient reac-
tion rather confuses one at first.

I have made up numerous dual -wave
coils from particulars given in AMATEUR
WIRELESS and - "Wireless Magazine,"
and I have almost invariably found that the
number of turns of wire specified did not
give me sufficient range on the long waves.
The National programme coming in at
about 170 degrees did not strike me as
being Very satisfactory.

Long ago I adopted the simple plan of
windina.t' more turns on the long -wave sec-
tion than the designer specified, and by
gradually reducing and testing got the
range to my liking. A count of the turns
left generally, reached a higher figure than
the designer gave.

So with reaction. A note of the capacity
of the reaction condenser recommended
with the particular coil would give a clue to
the number of turns necessary to work with
the reaction condenser used by the reader -
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constructor. Personally, I always found it
necessary to nearly double the number of
turns and then redue by test until reaction
was satisfactory on both sections. On some
coils (solenoid, for instance) it is not always
easy to wind on a greater number of turns
without tipsetting the balance of the
remainder of the coil.

J. P. N. (Cardiff).

Crystal Range
Q IR,-The paragraph re crystal _range

reception in AMATEUR WIRELESS dated
January i is very interesting.

Perhaps you or, maybe, a few of your
readers might like to read of the following
results on my crystal set, which is home
made. I brought in with very fair head-
phone volume North Regional, 5XX
Daventry, Rome, Milan, Berlin. The
volume from Berlin was quite as good as
my local station (2RN). This apparently is
no freak reception, as I have had them
every evening for -the past two months.

I would like to hear some further crystal -
set results from some of your numerous
readers. F. J. G. (Dublin).

LISSEN ULTRA SHORT-
WAVE COILS

ISTENERS who are now buying short-
wave equipment to hear the stations

detailed in the short-wave supplement
included in this week's issue, should note
that a set of four short-wave coils, covering
a wide range, are manufactured by Messrs.
Lissen, Ltd.

These are extremely sturdy and compact,
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the maximum diameter being ily12 in. and
the length over the pins 3% in. The
windings are of heavy gauge tinned -copper
wire, held in grooves cut in a six -ribbed
ebonite former.

A practical point is that each former is

Two of the set of four Lissen short-wave coils

extended beyond the winding and is fitted
with a handy knob so that the coils can be
inserted and withdrawn from the holder
without any risk of damaging the winding.

The set includes four coils which, when
tuned with a .000r5-microfarad condenses
range from, 10-20, 18-32, 3o -5o, and 50-8o
metres, thus covering the most popular
short-wave bands. The four coils cost
only 16s. per set.

A new version of the famous

REGENTONE ALL- ELECTRIC

RECEIVER

now with built-in speaker

£13 10.0
or 20'- down and II
monthly payments of 6/ -

Here is a new version of the famous "Regentone" two -valve A.C. all -electric receiver-in
a handsome walnut -finished cabinet, with built-in loud -speaker. It costs, complete with
B.V.A. valves, only £8: ros. cash or £r down and eleven monthly instalments of 16s. each.
If you already have a good speaker, there is the original "Regentone" two -valve all -electric
receiver, contained in a walnut -finished bakelite cabinet, complete with B.V.A.
valves-k6: 15s. cash or s5s. down and eleven monthly instalments of 12S. 9d. each.
British made throughout-chassis built-what remarkable receivers they are !
Giving National and Regional programmes at loud -speaker strength, and other British
and Continental stations as well. Really keen selectivity-a few degrees on the dial
cuts out your local station in any part of the country. Simple to operate, one tuning
dial only ! Your local dealer will be pleased to give you a demonstration and all
particulars, or write to Regentone, Ltd., for free art booklet giving full details of these
receivers and other "Regentone" products.

Specified in the
"1932 ETHER SEARCHER"

REGENTONE
MODEL W.1.A
for A.C. Mains
£3 : 17 : 6
REGENTO N E
MODEL D.C.1
for D.C. Mains

35 -
REGENTONE D.C. Mains
Units from 35/-. A.C. Mains
Units from 50/-

REGENTONE LIMITED, Regentone House, 21 Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4. Tel.: Central 8745 (5 lines)*
Irish Free Stale Distributors; Kelly & Shiel, Ltd., 47 Fleet Street, Dublin.
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ETHER
SEARCHER

Everyone knows the phenomenal success achieved each year by the "Amateur Wireles s"
" Ether Searcher." Last year's model, the second, was easily the most popular con-
structor -set of the season ! Simple to operate, selective, powerful . . . and each year
the condensers used by the designer have been J.B.
Now, 1932 brings in a new and even better "Ether Searcher." This is the set you must
build if you want the best results. BUT-follow the specification. Use the
condenser the designer used.

The J.B. R3 GANG . . 29/6 PRECISION!
Advertisement of Jackson Brothers, 72, St. Tho:nas' Street, Lo ldon, S.E.I. Telephone : Hop 1837 INSTRUMENTS

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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RADIOGRAMS
THE PRINCE OF WALES will broad-

cast from the Royal Albert Hall on
January 27, when he attends a meeting
organised by the National Council of Social
Service. The Prince's address will be pre-
ceded by a speech by Captain E. A. Fitz-
roy, M.P., Speaker of the House of Com=
mons, and this also will be broadcast.

A running commentary on the Inter-
national Rugby match between Ireland.
and England is to be broadcast from
Belfast on February 13.. The commen-
tary will be under the direction of the
Dublin, Broadcasting Station and the
commentator will be Mr. W. P. Collopy,
who acted in a - similar capacity in the
match between Ireland and the Springboks.

A sequel to the sing -song, " Nuts and
Wine," which was broadcast early last
month, will be heard by National listeners
on February 6. It will be called " Cakes
and Ale" and, as on the occasion of the
previous programme, Alan Howard will be

" THE A.B.C. OF ALL -ELECTRIC
RADIO "

IN next week's issue of "Amateur
I Wireless " will appear the first of a
special series of articles on mains
working for the amateur. Each article
will be complete in itself, but the
whole series will cover every impor-
tant aspect of this interesting subject.
An important point about the articles
will be their treatment from an essen-
tially practical angle.
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the producer. Frederick Grisewood (bari..
tone) is the soloist. He as one of the
London announcers !

The first relay from Sadler's Wells
Theatre takes place on. January 30, when
Act 3 of Tales of Hoffman- is to be heard
by National listeners. Two frequent
broadcasters are in the cast for the Sadler's
Wells relay, Tudor Davies and Franklyn
Kelsey.

Two vaudeville programmes from the
National transmitters which should be well
worth hearing are to be given on January 28
and 30. In the first Ronald Gourley and
Elsie and Doris Waters take part. The
second programme includes the Carlyle
Cousins, Nobby Knight, Leonard Henry,
Jack Collinas, George Wood, Edith and
Sonia Watson, Carr Lynn, the Three Eddies
and Max Miller.

On February 4 an excerpt from a con-
cert in the Scottish National Academy of
Music, arranged by Dr. W. G. Whittaker,
will be broadcast.

Professor W. J. Gruffydd will be heard
during the Welsh Interlude relayed by
Daventry National on February 6.

For the first time on a Saturday night, a
"Nine -Thirty Novelty" will be broadcast
on February 6. This is number seven of
Mr. Charles Brewer's popular series, and
listeners to Midland Regional will hear
this programme.

Kathleen Cooper will be the sole artiste
at the Philharmonic Midday Concert which
will be broadcast from Queen's College,
Birmingham, on February 4.

A Shakespearean recital by Henry
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Baynton is a feature of the Midland
Regional programmes on February 2.

The North Regional programme on Jan-
uary 24 will begin with a half-hour's violin
recital by Alfred Barker, accompanied by
Eric Fogg.

Mr. Will John, M.P. for Rhondda West,
is appealing for the Rhondda Institute for
the Blind on January 31. Because of idle
collieries, voluntary contributions have
dropped heavily this year. West Regional
listeners will hear this appeal.

The centenary of Lewis Carroll's birth
is to- be celebrated on January 27 by a
special feature programme from the North
Regional transmitter, in which most of his
best known works will be remembered.

A "Wagner" concert has been arranged
by the Sutton Coldfield Musical Committee,
and will be broadcast from the Town Hall,
Sutton Coldfield, on February a.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months.
4s. 6d.; 6 months. 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd.',
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, accord.
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

DESIGNED BY
THE SPECIALISTS
IN SHORT WAVES BRING IN THE WORLD

At Full Loud -speaker Volume!
The Kilodyne 4 is the voice of the world, it receives stations from every Con-
tinent, and operates at loud -speaker volume. It opens up a vast new field
of interest to the wireless fan.
Tunes down to 12 metres and is adaptable up to 2,000 metres, incorporates

H.F. amplification, absolutely no hand capacity, perfectly smooth
reaction, one dial tuning, has been designed by short-wave specialists and
praised by leading short-wave critics. It is supplied complete ready for any
home constructor to assemble easily or the individual components are obtain-
able separately.
Total cost of all parts, with blueprints, leads, grid battery, coils for 12.5/85
metres, not including valves, £6 17s. 6d.

Set of blueprints, eorntrue-
tionat details, and list of
parts. po,t free.

NOTE. The Eddystone
Short-wave Apparatus incor-
porated in the S.W. con-
verter and adapter described
in this issue can be obtained
through any genuine radio
dealer. It any difficulty,
advise us.

Sole Manufacturer,:
STRATTON & CO.. LTD.
BROMSGROVE STREET.BIRMINGHAM

London Service Depot
WEBB'S RADIO STORES
164 (-haring Cross Road. W.C2
Telephone : Temple Bar 2954

mi1111111111111111111111111111EDDY T
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BRITISH MAKERS
introduce standardisation

into dry battery
manufacture ...
A dry battery is a collection of small cells.

Like a company of soldiers it operates most
successfully when each individual is equally

strong, equally efficient and equally energetic.
That is why the FULLER machine -made and tested

' Super' Battery is proving its superiority
under all conditions in the field of wireless.
The FULLER cells are standardised by machinery.
Each part, each detail, each ingredient is

identical in every cell, no matter how many
are turned out. Each step in construction is
automatically correct. Result-a perfect dry
battery. A battery, too, which is British -made.
The perfection of the Fuller 'Super'
emphasises the benefit of Buying British.

Fuller D.T. Dry Batteries are obtainable snail types and
sizes -60-120 volts-at prices ranging from 5/3 to 15/3.
Also Portable, Triple and Grid Bias Batteries and a
full range for Torches, Flashlamps, Cycle Lamps and
Electric Beds. Write for list .03.

'SUPER' DRY BATTERY
EMISSION UP TO 20 MILLIAMPS

Oblabtable through Fuller Service Agera$ or any reputable dealer

Full List of other types and sizes, with names of Local depots on application.

FULLER ACCUMULATOR CO. (1926) LTD., Chadwell Heath, Essex,

Telephone : Seven Kings 1200. Telegrams: Fuller. Chadwell Heath.

Contractors to British and Overseas Government Departments, Railways, etc

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

entateur Wtre6i
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PA 1.14

LOOE I.1.A TOM
VOA EASEL

IT IS YOUR GUARANTEE TNAT THE
CAPACITY Of C A A
ACCUSIULATORSSIAS SEEN CERTitirO
11% THE PORTABLE ACC(Nit t roli
StANUEACTt YEAS ASsOCI trio,

INDIVIDUALLY BUILT
for the DISCERNING BUYER

TANNOY
Make your battery set

all -Electric. Constant .
reliable and without Hum.

Type

G 91B 1
Pat. No. 353375.
Type

P1
Type

Cs P.2
For H.T. & L.T.

Type

G. G.3
l'at. No. 353375

in/ Unit/
1. Max 150v. at 15 m ca or 120v. at 20 m 'a.

H.T. { 2. Tapping at 80/90v.
3. at 60%70v.

L.T. 2, 4 or 6v. Tr ckle Charger.
1 - 11v. 2 - 4.1v. 3 -. 12v.G.B. Independent Grid Bias.

PRICE 114 15 or 9/2 and 11 monthly payments of 81

H'r 1. Max.150v. at 15 ar.a. or 120v. at 20 m 'a.
{2. Tapping at 80/90v.

ONLY 3. at 60/70v.
PRICE £2 19 6 or 111,'- and 11 monthly payments of 5,5'

{ With two variable tappings 120v. atH.T. 15 20 mfamps.
L,T, 2. 4 or 6v. Trickle Charger.
PRICE £5 or 91 and 11 monthly payments of 112.

Similar to Gill but with larger outputs.
1. Max. 175v. at 25 tn/a or 160v. at 23 trrla-
H,T.{2. Tapping at 80/90v.
3. at 60/70v.

L.T. 2, 4 or 6v. Trickle Charger.

G.B. 1 - 11, 2 - 41v, 3 - 131v.
PRICE £5 10 or 15'- and 11 monthly payments of 9.3

Write for Particulars to:
TANNOY' PRODUCTS, DALTON ST., W. NORWOOD, S.E.27

Telephone: STREATHAM 6131/2
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DRY
111

For refinement of tone, altogether free from background noises
you cannot use anything better than C.A.V. H.T. Accumulators
They last for years and are no more expensive in the long run than
Dry Batteries.
if you find it more convenient to use Dry Batteries, we offer a
complete range from which to select. It is a good Battery up-
holding the reputation of "The World's Best" by which all C.A.V.
Batteries are known. Next time try a C.A.V.
Obtainable from our Battery Service Agents and Traders throughout

*the country.
Before investing in a new battery. let us send you lull details of all
C.A.V. Radio Accumulators.

*FREF A useful booklet on the maintenance and charging of L.T.
and H.T. Accumulators.

Department C.4

C. A. VANDERVELL Led.. WELL ST.. BIRMINGHAM.

Amateur Wireless
recommend a

C.A.V. L.T. Accu-
mulator for the
"1932 Ether
Searcher,"

3
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COMPRESSION -TYPE CONDENSERS
SPECIFIED THIS WEEK

soy EREIciv
00I- 0002 
Cow, EN5ER

IN

1932 ETHER SEARCHER
and 5 VALVE SUPER -HET
SHORT -WAVER

If your dealer cannot supply you with
Sovereign send direct, also for free
Catalogue of full range of Sovereign
Components.

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS, LTD.
52,54 ROSEBERY AVE. E:C.I

There is never a really ins.
portant set published with-
out Sovereign. So as well
as being specified far the
new 1932 "Ether Searcher,"
two Sovereign Compression -
Type Condensers are speci-
fied in addition for the
5 Valve Short-wave Super -
het described this week.
Recommendations in two
such distinctive sets as
These should convince you
of the wisdom of using Sov-
ereign as much as possible
when building them. The
Sovereign catalogue will help.

Type "F " .0001 mfd. 4 /3 eachType "j" .0003 mfd.
Type "G" mfd. 4/6

eachType "H" .0D2 mfd,

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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THE SIGN - THAT MEANS CONDENSER

THE SIGNATURE

A radio condenser has to N name that has been associated with every

be taken on trust. You cannot advancement in radio history; a name
k...1

SEE how carefully or how carelessly that stands, and always will stand, for

it has been made, how well or how ill it is Co the highest standard of quality,

going to serve your needs. Your only guide to its IOz., efficiency and reliability
A

selection is the name it bears ... Choose, then, a name ' Ift9(,, that it is possible

that has won the respect of every radio user in the world; a 19 to attain.

DCONDENSERSRUBILIE
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.

DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, LONDON. W.3

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in " A.W."
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The world's lar-
gest medium
vane station-
zoo K.W.

sor

PRAGUE
COMES TO
T. C. C. FOR
CONDENSERS

Here is illustrated a corner of the new Prague Station,
and shows a bank of 4 T.C.C. Condensers, com-
prising a .00075 mfd. and a .0005 mfd. for working
at 6,500v. R.M.S. at 500-1,000 K.C: 100% T.M.
with peak working voltage of 18,400; together with
a .0005 mfd. and a .0004 mfd. for working at 4,500v.
R.M.S. at 550-1,000 K.C. 100% T.M.

Yet again T.C.C. Condensers are being used where
accuracy and down -right dependability are essential.
The very life of this station is dependent on the
perfect functioning of these condensers. The
engineers made certain of unfailing service-and
specified T.C.C.

AND WHEN YOU
NEED A CONDENSER

remember that the performance
of your receiver or eliminator
depends on the reliability of its
condensers too, Don't risk a
breakdown, it may be expensive
- be safe - insist on T.C.C.

Here is illustrated just on- of the
many types of T.C.C. Condensers-
a 2 mfd. Non -Inductive Condenser, A L L- BRITI SHprice 3/ zo. Made in capacities
from .005 to 2 mfd.

CONDENSERS
lne Telegraph Conclea,er Co. Ltd., Wales Farm Road, N. Acton, W.3.

9657

What's wrong
fTERIES ANODE CURRENT

It might be/
anything I

BUT WATES
" UNIVERSAL "

TEST METER
detects it whatever it is. Four readings
on one dial, including special resistance
measurement scale; titted with battery
for valve and Circuit testing. Readings;
(1) 0-150 volts for TIT. (2) 0-6 volts
for L.T. (3) 0-30 milliamps for current.
(I) Resistances 0-2,000 ohms. Complete
with long flex leads and full instructions
for tuning your receiver to the highest
possible. pitch ofperfect performance. 12/6

Of all Radio Dealers or direct from us
Elplanatory leaflets Post Free.

STANDARD BATTERY CO.
184 -8, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.0 . 2

LONDON

R & T

IDENTIFY
FOREGN STATIONS

DON'T WASTE TIME TURNING
OVER LEAVES OF BOOKS AND
PAPERS. THIS WONDERFUL
LITTLE W IRELESS FRIEND GIVES
9 FACTS ABOUT 76 STATIONS
"AT -A -GLANCE," AND ONCE
FOUND THEY CAN BE LOCATED

IMMEDIATELY.

Diameter,
9% ins. Two-sided, printed in colours.
Ask to see other 'At -a -Glance" charts at
Stationers, Bookstalls, Radio Stores, &c., or if any difficulty write to
Frank Pitchford & Co., Ltd., Well House, Well St., London, E.C.i

DAILY MAIL

RADIO WHEEL

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in " A.W."

HOUSE YOUR
RADIO -GRAM
IN A CAMCO

CABINET !
This Is the Cameo " Waverley " Radio -
Gram Cabinet. It is beautifully finished
in Oak and Mahogany, and is made
in two models-Junior and Senior.
Full provision is made for an electric
or clockwork gramophone motot. From
55.10.0. Write for FRES copy of
the 24 -page Cameo Radio -Cabinet
Catalogue.
CARRINGTON MFG. CO., LTD.,

Showrooms:
24 Hattop Garden,

London, E.C.I.
'Phone HOLhorn 0202.
Works S. Croydon.

NAME

ADDRESS

A.W.
------------------------------------------------------------------
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REDUCED
FUSE PRICES

WANDERFUSE
Fuse and wander plug combined. Lies flat
on battery top-takes no extra space. Use
one in the H.T.- lead to protect valves
and H.T. supply. Fitted without tools.
Corn piece with I50 m A fuse. If

Reduced from 1;6 to I -
SINGLE

BASEBOARD
FUSEHOLDER

The best method of mounting fuses inside
Complete with amp. if

Reduced from 113 to I
any set.
fuse.

TWIN
BASEBOARD
FUSEHOLDER

With two I -amp. fuses
for mains leads
Reduced from 2/636 to

Spare fuses, all ratings, 6d. each.
0R) ntjA, 130 eels. /, 1, 2 and 3 amps.)

BELLING -LEE
.,,FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Atilt. of Belling tt Lee, Ltd., Queenstuay, Ponders End, SId.e.

1111011101111111111IIIMMIIIIIIIMIIIIMIIIMM111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111

TRUE MOVING -COIL
REPRO UCTION

11111111111111111111111111111111111MUIMM1

from
ANY
2.5 or
multi -valve
set
Selling in thou
sands. The
astonishing
W.B. Model,

P.M.3.

IMOVING-COIL SPUER

Three -1'4...J output trans-
former extra - 7/6

Handsome Grained
Oak Cabinet -

Write for free booklet

WHITELEY
ELECTRICAL
RADIO CO., LTD.,
Nottingham Road,
Mansfield :: Notts.
Irish Free State Distributors:
FELL? Sr SHILL. LTD.

47 Fleet Street Dublin.

Made by the makers
of the famous W.B.
Valveholders a n d
. . Switches . .

 FROM THE BLUEPRINT
CURVE. TO THE
FINISHED DARIO VALVE
Dario valves are made in one of the most
modern factories in the world. They are manu-
factured under a special secret process. They
incorporate the new Radio Micro Dull Emitter.
From the Dario range you can select a valve
that is suitable for every current and purpose.
DARIO SCREENODION BIVOLT

Price 12/6
DARIO UNIVERSAL BIVOLT

Price 5/6
DARIO SUPER H.F. BIVOLT

Price 5/6
DARIO SUFER DETECTOR

BIVOLT
Price 6/6

DARIO SUPER POWER BIVOLT
Price 7/6

DARIO HYPER POWER BIVOLT
Price 8/-

DARIO SCREENODION BIVOLT
MAINS

(Indirectly Heated Cathode)
Price 18/6

DARIO SUPER H.F. A.C. MAIN3
(Indirectly Heated Cathode)

Price 10/6
DARIO'MAG. POWER A.C. MAIN3

(Directly Heated Cathode)
Price 10/6

DARIO SUPER DETECTOR
A.C. MAINS

(Indirectly Heated Cathode)
Price 10/8

Also the newest DARIO addition-
DARIO DETECTOR BIVOLT.
A perfect non-microphonic detector ! 6/ -

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET GIVING FULL
DETAILS OF THE NEW DARIO VALVES.

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD., 538, High Road,
LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.it.

Mention of " Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention



FOR H.T.

Orange Triangle,
Type H. 1015, 120
volts. Price 24/-.
For Grid Bias, Drydex
Green Triangle, Type
H. 1008, 16.5 volts.

Price 2/6.

ernatturWtrelesi

Use the Batteries
chosen for the

1932

ETHER SEARCHER

ExOe
FOR L.T.

Type DFG. 45 ampere hours.
Price per 2 volt cell, 8/6.

IT C X
IND Ceri

1:146

Obtainable from Exide Service Stations and all good
dealers. Exide Service Stations give service on every

make of battery.

Exide Batteries, Exide Works, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Branches
at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublin and Belfast.
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"We'reFluxite and
Solder,

The reliab:e
pair,

Famous for
Soldering -

Known e ver y -
where !

We SOLDER all
'connections';

Without any
fuss,

So, wherever
there's WIRE-
LESS,

You're bound to
find US ! "

Se^ that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house, garage, workshon
-anywhere where simple, speedy, soldering is needed. They cost so little,
tut will make scores of everyday articles last years longer! For Pots, Pans,
Silver, and Brassware ; RADIO ; odd jobs in the garage-there's alway.,
something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
All Hardware and Ironmongery ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE
Stores sll Fluxite in tins, ad., Hardening Tools and Case Hardening.

114 and 2/8. Ask for Leaflet on improved method.

NEW "JUNIOR" SIZE, 4d. per tin
FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts for years in constant use.
Contains special small -space soldering iron
with non-hcating metal handle : pocket blow-
lamp Fluzite. Solder, etc.; anJ full instructions.
COMPLETE, 7 /6, or LAMP

only, 2/ti.
FLUXITE, LTD.

(Dept. 325)
ROTEEctilITHE, S.E.I6

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

1216
There is n) instrument
like it.
You must have one to
secure be,t reception.
Tests everything in
your set!

ON ONE

Your Radio or Electrical
Dealer can supply.
If any difficulty, write
Pifco Ltd., High Street,
Manchester.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Postcard
Radio

Literature
GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE
Here "Observer" reviews the latest booklets amt
folders issued by well-known manufacturers. If
you leant copies of any or all of them FREE OF
CHARGE, just send a postcard giving the inde
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each 'paragraph) to" Postcard Radio
Literature," "AMATEUR WIRELESS," S8161,
Fetter Lane, E.C.4. "Observer" will see that
you get all the -literature you desire. Please
write your name and address in block letters.

Measuring Instruments
ENTHUSIASTS should get Part 3 of the

new Catalogue F issued by Claude
Lyons, Ltd. This describes laboratory -type
testing gear which will interest discerning
set users. 682
Mains Parts

Here is a new folder from Clarke's (Atlas,)
giving details of power transformers and
chokes. Fpll technical information is given.
This useful folder may be had free. 683
For Your Igranic File

New leaflets are constantly being issued
for inclusion in the Igranic loose-leaf folder.
A new sheet is No. 6528, describing con-
trols and slow-motion dials. 684
Home Recording

If you have not yet tried making your
own gramophone records, you will be keen
to see the illustrated folder dealing with the
Kingston Wearite home -recorder system.

685
Choosing a Resistance

You will find plenty of resistances,
ganged and single type, in the new Rotor
Electric, Ltd., folder. Free copies are
available. 686
A New Philips Set

The new " Philips Super Inductance
Five". is making a good, name for itself.
Several types are available and a free folder
may be had describing them. 687
A Lewcos Book

I have just received the new Lewcos
catalogue for this season. Super -het coils
and the new Lewcos band-pass filter take_
pride of place. Useful wire tables are
included, and a number of helpful circuits
are given. 688
The Inventors' Pocketbook

Enthusiasts who are interested in patent-
ing any wireless ideas should get through
my Free Catalogue Service, a copy
of the handy " Inventors' Pocketbook,"
produced by Messrs. Edwin C. Axe, the
well-known patent agents. This makes the
whole position very clear. 689
Electrad Resistances

Fixed resistances and wire -wound "pots"
are dealt with in the new Electrad cata-
logue distributed by the Rothermel Cor-
poration, Ltd. Useful circuits and perform-
ance curves are given. 690

OBSERVER

STRICTEST
PRIVACY

We appreciate the necessity for
confidential transactions - that's
why you will find us best for
RADIO ON EASY TERMS

1932 ETHER SEARC SPEAKERS
SPECIAL PARCEL

Comprising J.B.2 Gang Condenser (,C1 9s. 6d);
Set of Colvern Coils, (41 8s. 6d.); and 6 Du -
biller non -inductive Condensers (14s.). Balance
in 11 monthly payments of 643. 7d.

CASH PRICE 53 12,. OIL

With

6/7
order

*MANUFACTURERS' KITS
FORMO ECONOMY 3 5/5
With coils, less valves and cabinet.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/6. WITH

CASH PRICE £1 19 6 ORDER

TELSEN THREE
Less valves and cabinet.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/6.

CASH PRICE £1 19 6

V.3 RADIO F°RTHE MILLION
With valves, less cabinet.
Balance in- 11 monthly payments of 10/10.

CASH PRICE £5 17 6

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY
MAKER, MODEL 234
With valves and cabinet.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/6.

CASH PRICE £6 15 0

5/6
WITH

ORDER

10/.
WITH

ORDER

10/.
WITH

ORDER

OSRAIVI NEW
MAG

MUSIC
19/8NET FOUR

With valves and cabinet. WITH
Balance in 11 monthly paymmts of 19/8 ORDER

CASH PRICE £10 15 0

FORMO-TRIPLE-WAVE 3
With triple -wave switch operated coil, less

valves and cabinet.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/11.

CASH PRICE £3 6 0

5/1 I
WITH

ORDER

READIRAD METEOR 3 am
Less valves and cabinet. lof  
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/11. WITH

CASH PRICE £315 0 ORDER

*ACCESSORIES
GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMO-
PHONE MOTOR. Model 202. For A.C. With
Mains. Mounted on 12 -in. Nickel Motor Plate 5/4with fully automatic electric startirg and stopping
switch. Cashfprice dE 2 18s. 6c1. Balance in order
II monthly payments of 5/4 only.

EXIDE 120 -VOLT, W.H., TYPE ACCUM- With
ULATOR, in crates. Cash price, £4 13s. 8/6
Balance in II monthly payments of 8s. 6d. order
NEW B.T.H. "SENIOR" PICK-UP AND With
TON E -AR M. Complete. gash price, £2 55. 4/2
Balance in II monthly payments of 4s. 2d, order

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER

TYPE P.M.3. With
With 3 Ratio input transformer.

Cash price £2 12s. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/10. order

4/10

AMPLION MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, With
TYPE M.C.6. Permanent magnet, with out-
put transformer. Complete. Cash price
£3 7s. 6d. Balance in II monthly pay. order
meats of 6/2.
NEW CELESTION TYPE J12 SPEAKER With
AND CHASSIS. Incorporating the famous G/3
Celestion reinforced diaphragm. Cash price 38/6 u/
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/3. order
CELESTION PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type R.P.M.8,
with 8" reinforced diaphragm. Excluding
input transformer. Cash Price £3 105. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.

MAGNAVOX PERMANENT MAGNET With
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. With 2 -ratio 5/9input transformer. Cash price £3 3s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9. order

6/2

With

6/5
order

CELESTION P.P.M. PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING COIL SPEAKER
with impregnated diaphragm and dual impedance
input transformer, Cash or C.O.D. £2 7 6.
-Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/6.
ORMOND PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL CHASSIS (No.46 4). With
tapped input transformer. Cash price £3 5 s. Od.
,'Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/11.

ROLA PERMANENT MAGNET
'MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Complete
with input transformer.

Cash Price £2 17s. 6d.
Balance in -8 monthly payments of 7/1.

With

6/6
order
With

5/11
order

With

7/1
order

PILOT PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- Send
COIL SPEAKER, in handsome solid oak cabinet C/
with multi -ratio input transformer. Cash price- 10
£3 15s. Od, BalanCe in II monthly payments only
of 6/1I,

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND With
CHASSIS. Type 100 U. Cash Price C/5
£1 19 1. Balance in 7 monthly payments .0
of 5/5. Order

ELIMINATORS
EKCO K.12 H.T. ELIMINATOR
AND L.T. TRICKLE CHARGER.
Delivers 12 rh/a. Tapped at 8o v. (S.G.) 12o/t5o v.
Charges %amp. at 2.4, or 6 v.
Cash price £3 19s. 6d.
"Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/2.

ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR TYPE
A.C.2 44. Three tappings, S.G., Detector, and
Poster. Output, 120 volts at 20 m/a.

Cash price £2 195. 6c1.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.

EKCO A.C.2 5 H.T. ELIMINATOR.
Tappings----S.G. 5o/8o volts, 100/150 volts
at 25 m/a. Cash £3 17s. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/1.

With

7/2
order

With

5/6
order

With

7/1
order

NEW TIMES SALES CO., 56 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4
(a) Please Send me Free your 1932 Radio Catalume

(b) Please send me further particulars of

(C) I enclose

NAME

ADDRESS

Phone;
CENTRAL 9716.

d as first payment for

A W. 234/32.,
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-NJ
ALL
ELECTRIC
MAINS
UNITS

Heayberd, Model E,
Mains Units provide
for yo 1r receiver's pre-
sent and future needs.
Westinghouse Rectifi-
cation, pilot lamp, sil-
ver-embcssed switches.
Ready to switch on.
Guaranteed 3 years.

MODEL E 200
H.T output : 200 v. at 30 ma. Tappings :
60/80 volts var. S.G. 150 v. and 200 v. fixed
L.T. 4 V. 4 amp. for A.C. valves,

I 2 volts trickle charger. .. 150
POST NOW

I enclose 31. stamps for Illustrated List 959.

Address

A.W. 23.1

EAYBEI1

10 FINSBURY ST., LONDON, E.C.2
(One minute from Moorgate Underground Stn.)

EASY PAYMENTS
"There's No Place Like HOLMES"
The first firm to supply Wireless parts on easy payments.
Seven years advertiser in  Popular Wireless.- thousands
of satisfied customers. Monthly

Deposit Payments
COSSOR KIT .. £6115/. 11E. 11 of 12,8
OSRAM KIT MI5/. 19/6 11 of 19.8
TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6 5/5 7 of 5/5

' METEOR 3 KIT - - 13/15/. 6/10 II of 6/10
EXIDE H.T. Accum., 120v. £3 6/. 9 of 6/8
BLUE SPOT 66R AND

CHASSIS £2/216 5/6 9 of 4/6
BLUE SPOT 100U .. 39/6 5/8 7 of 5,4
AMPLION M.C.6 67/6 7/5 9 of 7,5
EKCO Eliminator A.C.18 67/. 7/5 9 of 7/5
B.T.H. JUNIOR Pick-up 27/- 5/- 5 of 9/10

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.
Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments
that will suit your convenience, and we will send you a
definite quotation. Anything 'Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES,
29 Foley Street, Gt. Portland St, London, W.1.

Phone: Museum 1414.

BROADCAST TELEPHONY
Broadcasting Stations classified by country and in order of Wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,

the power indicated is that of the carrier wave.

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
25.5311,751 Chelmsford

(G5SW)' 10.0
242.3 7,238 Belfast 1.0
1,61.5 1,147 London Nat. ... ,50.0
288.5 1,040 Newcastle 1.2
288.51,040 Swansea 0.12
288.51;040 Plymouth 0.12
288.51,040 Edinburgh 0.3
288.5 z,o4o Dundee 0.12
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth 1.0
288.5 7,040 Aberdeen 1.0
301.5 995 North National 50.0
309.9 968 Cardiff 1.0
355.9 843 London Regional 50.0
376.4 797 Glasgow 1.0
398.9 752 Midland Regional 25.0
480 625 North Regional 50.0

1,554.4 293 Daventry (Nat.) 80.0
AUSTRIA

218.71,375 Salzburg 0.5
245.9 1,220 Linz 0.5
285.21,052 Innsbruck 0.5
352.1 852 Graz 7.0
453.2 666 Klagenfurt 0.5
617 582 Vienna 15.0

also testing on 1,237 rn. from 7.0 p.m.
(Mon., Wed., Sat.)

BELGIUM
206 2,456 Antwerp 0.25
208.3 1,440 Li ege 0.15
215.3 1,393 Chatelineau 0.2
216 1,38) Liege 0.1
216 2,389 Bruxelles.

Conference 0.2
219.7 1,365.6 Binche 0.1
240.81,245.8 Liege 0.1
273 1,095 Radio Cointe 0.4
260.2 2,071 Brussels (SBR) 0.5
238.2 887 Brussels (No. 21 15.0
60:1 590 Brussels (No. 1) 15.0

BULGARIA
218.8 941 Sofia (Roduo Radio)0.5

GZECHO-SLOVAKIA
249.0 /,20/.8 Prague (2) 5.0
263.8 2,137 Morayska-

Ostrava 10.0
279 2,076 Bratislava 13.0
293 1,022 Kosice 2.5
341.7 878 Brunn (Brno) 84.0
488.6 614 Prague 120.0

DENMARK
281.2 1,067 Gepenhagen 0.75

1,153 260 Kalundborg 7.5
ESTONIA

296.1 2,023 Tallinn 11.0
465.3 644 Tartu 0.5

FINLAND
291 2,032 Viipuri 13.2
368.1 8/5 Helsinki 13.2
659.7 536 Tampere ...... 1.0

1,796 167 Lahti 45.0
FRANCE

2`20.3 1,361 Beziers 0.5
222 1,351 Fe.camp 5.0
295.9 1,220 Sunday after 11 0 p.m.
237.61,261.2 Bordeaux-

Sud-Ouest 2.0
249.4 7,203 Juan-les-Pins 0.5
255.1 1,176 Toulouse (PTT) 1.0
265.91,128 Lille (PTT) 1.3
272 1,103 Rennes 1.2
286 7,049 Montpellier 0.8
287.61,043 Radio Lyons 30.0
293 1,022 Limoges (PTT) 1.0
304.9 984 Bordeaux (PTT) 13.0
312.6 960 Nataii-Vitus

(Paris) 0.5

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

317.1 945.4 Marseilles 1.6.
127.5 916 Grenoble, (PTT) 2.0
329.3 911 l'oste Parisieu 1.2
345.2 7.69 Strasbourg (PTT) 11.5
370.1 810 Radio LL (Paris) 0.5
364.4 779 Radio 'Foulouso 8.0
447.1 671 Paris (PTT) . (Cl
466 644 Lyons (PTT) , 1.5

1,445.7 207.5 Eiffel Tower 13.0
1,724.1 274 Radio Paris .. 76.0

GERMANY
19.7315.226 Zeesen 15.0
31.38 9,56o Zeesen 15.0
217 1,382 Konigsberg 0.75
217.5 1,370.9 Flensburg 0.5
227.4 2,319 Cologne 1.5
227.41,3x9 Munster 0.5
227.4 2,329 Aachen 0.25
23.21,292 Kiel 0.25
239.4 1,253 N ilniberg
245.9 1,220 Cassel
253 1,184 Gleiwitz
259.3 1,157 Leipzig
269.81,112 Bremen
276.51,085 Heilsberg
283 1,06o Magdeburg
283 2,06o Berlin (E)
283 2,06o Stettin
318.8 942 Dresden
325 923 Breslau
360.0 832 Milhlack2r
372 606 Hamburg
389.6 77o Frankfurt
919 716 Berlin
453.2 662 Danzig
472.4 635 Langenberg
532.9 563 Munich
559.7 536 Kaiserslautern... 1 5
559.7 536 Augsburg 0.3
556 530 Hanover ..... 0.3
569.3 527 Freiburg 0.25

1,634.9 783.5 Norddeich 10.0
1,034.9 283.5 Zeesen 60.0.
2,525 119.3 Konigswuster-
2,900 103.5 hausen (press) 15.0
4,000 75

2.0
0.25
5.0
2.0
0.2

60.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
1.5

60.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.5

60.0
1.5

HOLLAND
298.2 .7,006.r Huizen 8.5
209.5 1,00/.3 Radio Idziirda

(The Hague) 3.0
1,056.3 284 Kootwijk 10.0

(testing)
1,071.4 28o Scheveningen -

Haven 10.0
1,875 16o Hilversum 8.5

HUNGARY
550 545 Budapest 18.5

ICELAND
1,175 255.4 Reykjavik 16.0

IRISH FREE STATE
224.4 1,337 Cork (6CE) 1.2
913 725 Dublin (21(N) 1.2

ITALY
25.4 _22,820 }Rome (3R0) 15.080 3,750
247.7 1,211 'Trieste 10.0
273.9 1,og8 Turin (Torino) 7.0
312.2 96r Genoa (Genova) 10.0
318.8 941 Naples 1.5
331.5 905 Milan 7.0
368.1 815 Bolzano , 1.5
441 68o Rome (Roma) 50.0
501.7 598 Florence (Firenze) 30.0
542.5 553 Palermo 3.7

LATVIA
525 172 Riga 1531

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

LITHUANIA
1,935 755 Kaunas 7.0

NORTH AFRICA
103.4 825.5 Algiers (PTT) 13.1
41u 721 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 10.0
NORWAY

235.5 2,274 Eristianssand , 0.5
240.2 1,249.2 Stavanger 0.5
364 824 Bergen 1.0
367.6 826 Frederiksstad 0.7
453.2 662 Porsgrund 0.7
493.4 608 Trondheim 1.2
560 536 Hamar 0.8

1,091 275 Oslo 60.0

POLAND
214.2 2,400 Warsaw (2) 1.9
234'91,283 Lodz 2.2
312.8 959 Cracow 1.5
334.4 897 Poznan 1.9
380.7 788 Lvov 16.0
409.8 732 Katowice 14.0

530 566 Wilno 160
1,411.8 212.5 Warsaw 120.0

PORTUGAL
290.5 7,633 Lisbon (CT I A A) 2.0

also on 42.9 m. (Fri.)
ROMANIA

394 56.1' Bucharest 120

924.3
720
937.5
967.7

1,000
1,034.5
1,116
1,170
1,304

1,481
1,600
1,910.8

RUSSIA
707 Moscow -S tar in ...100.0
416.6 Moscow (P rr)... 20.0
320 Kharkov (Rv20) 25.0
pa Alma-Ata 10.0
300 Leningrad 100.0
290 Tiflis 10.0
268.5 Moscow Popoff 75.0
255.4 Ta3chkerit 25.0
230 MOSCOW (Trades

Unions) 165.0
202 . 5 MOSCOW 100.0
.287.5 Irkutsk 15.0
257 Sverdlovsk 20.0

10.0
435.4 689 Stockholm 55.0
541.5 554 Sundsvall 10.0
770 389 Ostersund. 0.6

1,230.5 242 Boden 0.6
1,348.3 222.5 Motala 40.0

SWITZERLAND
244.7 1,226 Basle 0.65
246 2,220 Berne 0.5
403 743 Softens 25.0
459 653 Beromuenster 60.0

TURKEY
1,204.8 249 Istanbul 5.0
1,536 295 Ankara 7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
307 977 Zagreb (Agram) 0.75
43(1.4 697 Belgrade 2.5
574.7 522 Ljubljana 2.5

SPAIN
252.1 r,r6o Barcelona (FAj15) 1.0
268.7 1,216.2 Valencia 5.0
348.8 86o Barcelona (Lf A J1)..8.0
363.1 825 Seville (EATS) .6 1.5
409.8 732 Madrid EspaAa 2.0
424 707 Madrid (E.A.17) 2.0
454.6 66o San Sebastian

SWEDEN(E A J8) 0.6

230.61,301 Hahne. 1.25
257 1,267 liorby 30.0
306.8 977 Falun. 0.5
321.9 932 Goteborg

THE TEST OF TIME
BECOL REAL
EBONITE
has stood this and is

the most reliable
Formers tested electrically before Despatch. 26 Types

REDUCED PRICES
TUBES RODS British Made

LOOK FOR TRADE -MARK

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
HAN WELL, W.

PANELS

Handsome -- easily assembled.
JACOBEAN OAK CABINET

for
WIRELESS CR RADIO - CRAM
This exceptionally low priced Cabinet is made to suit your
special requirements. For Wireless only (Overall size, 32 in.
high, 21 in. wide, l 44 in. back to front, panel 20 in. x 8 in.)
or for Radio -Gram (Overall size 36 in. high, 21 in. wide,,
161 in. back to front, panel 20 in. x 8 in.) Fret front, con-
structed from 9 mum oak faced ply.

Prices As Wireless Cabinet. As Radio -gram Cabinet,

11.T.A 201- 26/6
Assembled ready for. 27f. 34f"Polishing

finished /Of.. 37/-and Polished -

Cash with Order. Carriage Paid anywhere in
England and Wales, addl./. extra for Scotland.

(Dept. A10', A. H. FOSTER 8c CO.
11 HIGH STREET. FRD1NGTON. RIOMINGHAM.
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TELEVISION LECTURES
TELEVISION enthusiasts will be inter-

ested to know that a course of nine
lectures on television, illustrated by inter-
esting tests and demonstrations, is being
given by Mr. J. J. Denton, at the Borough
Polytechnic, Borough Road, S.E.F. The
fee for students residing in London, Kent,
and Essex is only 7s. 6d., and full details
may be obtained from the Borough
Polytechnic on mention of AMATEUR
WIRELESS.

17 O

0

WHEN SUBMITTING QUERIES

Please write concisely, giving essential par-
ticulars. A Fee of One Shilling (postal order),
a stamped addressed envelope, and the coupon on
the last page must accompany all letters. The
following points should be noted.

Not more than two questions should be sent
with any one letter.

The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot
be undertaken.

Modifications of a straightforward nature can be
made to blueprints, but we reserve to ourselves
the right to determine the extent of an alteration
to come within the scope of a query. Modifications
to proprietary receivers and designs published by
contemporary journals cannot be undertaken.

Readers' sets and components cannot be tested
at this office. Readers desiring specific informa-
tion upon any problem should not ask for it to be
published in a forthcoming issue, as only queries
of general interest are published and these only at
our discretion. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally.

Readers ordering blueprints and requiring
technical information in addition, should address.
a separate letter to the Query Department and
conform with the rules.
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FAMOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP
for YOUR SET or RADIO GRAM
Built like a piano, the fine tone and Styla
brings a thrill no words can convey.

(Over 3,000 delighted clients)
(Radio Press- leading Experts)

DIRECT from makers. APPROVAL
7 days FREE. 35/- to £15, Cash
or EASY PAYMENTS. Photographs FREE.
PIGKETTS Radio -Furniture Makers
(A.M.) Albion Road, Flexleyheatti, Kent.

"RED DIAMOND
DETECTOR

As specified for `A.W.' Tapped 41, \Nr`'
Coil Crystal Receiver. \ \ Can be

RD40 mounted on
brackets or

through panel.
By insured Once set always ready.
Post 2/3 or k* Not affected by vibration.
2/9 with Each one is t ested on broad -

shield, cast before dispatch.
Of oil high-class Radio Dealers or Sole Makers:

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.,
(Radio Dept. 45), 21-22, Great Sutton Street, LONDON, E.C.1

MAKE OR BUY A GRAMOPHONE AT
a quarter shop prices. Or buy
Cabinetsf or Wireless. British double
spring motor, 12 in. velvet turntable,
swan arm, metal sound -box, ampli.
fier,needle cups, or E1-16-0 p.p.,md
build your own Cabinet. Portably
Gramophones from 1510, postage 1/1.
Motors from 7/6. Lists ree. 64 -pp.
Catalogue with Reduced Prices,
Drawing and How to Make
Gramos, 3d. Established 27 years.

Fittings CO., LW., 120 Old St., London, E.C.1

GRIPSO
PLAIN . NAMED PLUGS
NAMED Er SPADES

OW.)
IrEACh

PATENT

LISTS FROM MAKERS

GRIPSOE coy.
12 VICTORIA ST.. LON 0014.S.W.L

FOR SHORT WAVES
SPECIAL SHORT-WAVE
COMPONENTS
Short -Wave TUNERS

20-80 M. 6 -
PLUG-IN TYPE
8-25 M, 20-50 M,

30-80 M, - 5,6
BASE FOR PLUG-IN

TUNERS 1'9
Special S.W. Chokes 2 6
EXTENSION HANDLES

4 in. 1 9 6 in. 2, -
Valveholders and Coil

Supports 1;- pair
Miniature Condensers
.000035, 00005 4,9

.000065 5 -
Crocodile Clips
Coppered, N.P.

or Lead Coated 1,6 doz.
Fixed Potentiometers 3 -

Bulgin Short-wave Components
are not adaptations but specially
designed for their work. They
have long been regarded as
indispensable by experienced
experimenters, while ensuring
good results to the veriest novice.
They cover the whole range of
special fittings necessary for a
short-wave receiver and form
an efficient nucleus for a highly
effective design of apparatus.
Send 2d. postage for 75 pp. Bulgin
Illustrated Catalogue and Manual,
and ask for leaflet giving full in-
structions on how to build the

BULGIN SHORT WAVE 3.

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., Abbey Rd., Barking, ESSEX
Telephones: Grangewood 3266 and 3267.

London Showrooms: -9, 1o, I I, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.C.4,
Telephone: Holborn 2072.
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gives consistent
round. Heavy lead ,,,,,

out prevents cor- -

perfect earth
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earthing
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INEX
EARTH TUBE
earthing all the year
coating inside and
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surface.

547410DWIN ST BRADFORD
2.fOLEMAN 51' LONDON E.C2

ELECTRADIX
FULTOGRAPH PICTURE
RECORDER BARGAIN
Complete, brand new £22 kits, 27/6unwired, with diagrams ..
Sets ready for use, complete with 454instructions

Recorder Kit only, less amplifier and wiring,
with diagram. Easily adapted to
record any signals .. 19/6

FULTON SPARES. Gramo. Motor, double sprung,
with speed control and handle, 6/6. Stylus on carriage, with
guide, 2/6. Magnetic clutch, with contacts, gear drive stop
magnet, and cover, 9/-. Shaft fine thread steel -head screw
with two bearings, 2/6. Cylinder aluminium, 4 in. by 2 in.,
1/6. Transformer, 6: I ratio, 3/,

HEADPHONES
Sullivan L.R., 3 6 pair ; 8,000 ohms, 4/3.' Morse Keys ;
Lucas, 2,6 ; R.A.F., 6 - ;° Brown Treble, 7/6. Buzzers ;
Townsend High Note, 3, 6 ; Practice Sets, for Morse, 7, 6

MICROPHONES
Brass, 2} in. Pendant, 6,6. Stand, 12/6. Coupler with
Transf. and Controls, 17,6. Portable make and Amplifier
comb., 40,'-. Transformers, 3/9; Buttons, 10d. Insets,

Blocks, Diaphs. and Granules cheap.

CONDENSERS, T.C.C., 500 v., 2 mhl., 1/6.

Send stamped envelope for latest Sale List.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames St., London, E.C.4

'Phone : CITY 0191.

REPAIRS to Loud -speakers, Transformers, and
Eau Headphones, 4/- each; Blue Spots, 5/-.

Prompt Service; twelve months' guarantee. Discount
to trade.
Loud -Speaker Repair Co., 2 Shipka had. Ealham, London.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and ts. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
ices are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Fostal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

BRYCE'S Renowned Mains Transformers and Chokes,
from 15/-. Approved by "Amateur Wifeless " and " Wire-
less World."-Bryce's, 54 Dawson Street, Bury, Lanes.
INVENTOR'S POCKET -BOOK. How to patent. Invaluable
aid to selling your ideas. Expert advice. Copies tree.
-Edwin G. Axe, A.I.M.E., 27 Chancery Lane, London.
MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS. --Various makes, from 10/ -
to 30/-, with input transformer. Brand new. 6 to 240
volts. A.C. or D.C. Write Plater, 92 Umfreville
Road, Ilarringay, N.4.
BUY BRITISH. -The " Tonic " Self -generating Trickle -
charger Kit enables everybody to licep their 2 -volt _LT.
accumulators fully charged at home. Ideal for remote
places. Obtainable only from maker, 7/- each ; postage 9d.

Netherend, Cradley, Birmingham.

KITS.-" Britain's Super," £6; " Century Super," 13/15/-;
"Comet Three," 12/2/-; G.E.C. "Victor Three," £1/13/6.
"Britain's Super Two" Valve Set, complete with 'valves,
batteries, speaker, £3/12/-. Anything wireless supplied at
keenest prices. Send your lists of requirements for quota -
t iom-Servwell Wireless Supplies, 74 Gough Street,
London. E.14.

BANKRUPT STOCK. -Few Amplion M.C.6 Units to be
cleared at 50/-, carriage paid. C.O.D. Guaranteed new
and unopened. -123 Choumert Road, S.E.15.

MOVING -COIL LOUD -SPEAKERS. --New surplus Holster-
Brandes' 4 v., 22/6. Mareoniphone 6v. Units, 20/ -.-Hillier,
22 Cork Street, W.I.

FAMOUS FOR MAIL ORDERS. -Components, Valves,
Moving -coil Speakers. Wholesale. Complete Receivers,
35/-. Stamp Lists. -Simmons Radio Supplies, 9 Ihracombe
Avenue, Southend-on-Sea.

ENGINEERS, are you earning less than £10 per week?
If so, you cannot afford to carry on without reading
"Engineering Opportunities." This 200 -page book is
filled with matters of vital importance to you. Among
other things, it explains the methods of our unique Appoint-
ments Department, gives details of all leading Eng. Exams.

I.E.E., B.Sc., G.P.O., etc.), and outlines
modern Home Study Courses in Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor,
Aero, Radio, Talkie, and all other branches of Engineering.
This book will alter your entire outlook and earning power
during 1932. It is quite Free. Write for your copy ,Now.
-British Institute of Engineering Technology, 109 Shake-
speare House, 29-31 Oxford Street, London.

EBONITE PANELS, finest quality, double sided, jet black
and beautifully grained both sides, mirror polished; sizes
18 x 7 and 16 x 8 3/9, 14 x 7 3/-, post paid. -Kenneth B.
Caplin, 22 Station Road, Totton, Hants.

WE CAN TRAIN YOU AT HOME FOR A WELL -PAID JOB.
Radio and Talkies need trained men. Send for booklet
containing particulars of our unique method of training,
fees, employment form, Free. -Radio Training Institute
of Great Britain, Union Buildings, St. John Street,
castle -on -Tyne.

SUPER 60, complete with valves (less cabinet), Wearite
frame aerial, Tannoy mains unit, 24 in. by 24 in linen
speaker, Blue Spot 66K unit, any trial. Cost over £20.
BaCrilice £12. Box 47, c/o "Amateur 'Wireless," 58-61
Fetter Lane. London, E.C.4.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. -List with 3 -valve diagram
free. The set of the year, Century Super kit with Lewcos
coils, Sovereign potentiometer, 8 -valve base, Waveniaster
SM condensers, Bullphone fixed, Telsen transformer.
Complete all details, 76/-. With six Tungsrams, 115/-.
Frame, 16/6. Britain Super, Lewcos, J.B., etc., 105/-;
with five Tungsrains, 139/6. Three -valve kit with oak
cabinet, 32/6. Two -valve, 24/, Speaker kits from 10/6.
Speaker units, Zelco, 4/-; Telsen, 4/9; 4 -pole B.A. with
adjustable magnets, good, 7/6; Trtotron, 9/6, etc. Chassis,
15 in., take B.S., Triotron, etc., 7/6. Eliminators, D.C.,
22/6 and 15/6; A.C., Westinghouse, £2. Transformers
from 2/9; .0005, 2/6. Dual coils, 4/-. Differentials from
1/6. Modern parts taken on part exchange for new. Get
quotation.-Butlin, 143B Preston Road, Brighton.

TRADE SLUMP AND OVERSTOCK. -Ws offer as new
factory -tested British -made portables, complete with five
Marconi valves, British batteries. Retail price, 12 gns.;
below wholesale price. English and Continental stations.
Year's guarantee. Cash or P.O.' £4 17s. 6d. Orders dis-
patched same day ready to work. Limited quantity only.
-Collins d Co., 1 Barter Street, High Holborn, London,
W.C.

1E0

TRANSFORMER STAMPINGS, Instrument Wire, etc.
Cheap. Lists free. -Lumen Electric Company, 9 Scarfs -
brick Avenue, Litherland, Seatorth, Lancs.

BRYCE'S Mains Transformers and L.E. Chokes have always
been sturdily built for long service. Read the test report
on our Model A B.66, price 32/6, in the January 9 issue. -
New 1932 Price List now ready. Bryce's, Woodfield
Works, Tile Street, Bury, Lanes. 'Phone 1251.

PRODUCTION UNITS. -Fit one to your set, and enjoy
improved tone free from background noises. Just connect
across L.S. Terminals. We are oeffring for advertisement
1,000 at cost price. Buy Now at low price and enjoy
better programmes for 1932, Complete with instructions.
2/6. -The Radio Production Unit Co., Wood View, Flimby,
Maryport,

CONS1 RUCTORS.-Sets of parts for any circuit supplied
by return. Best makes only. Send your- list for all -in
quotations. Lowest prices. -Handley, Radio, 49 Witham
Road. S.E.20.

1932 ETHER SEARCHER -Authors' Kit. Lowest Prices
Lists Free.-Melford Radio, Holmes Avenue, Brighton
and Hove.

CONDENSERS. -Western Electric 1 mfd, 500 volt, working,
slightly used. Guaranteed perfect. 1/- each. 10/- per
dozen, post paid. -Southern Radio, 22 Francis Street,
London, W.C.1.

OAK CABINETS hand made and french polished, 12 in. by
7 in., 14 by 7 by 10 in., 7/6:16 by 7 or 8 in., 18 by 7 by 10 in,
el-; 21 by 7 by 10 in., 9/6. Baseboards, rd. Rubber
feet, 9d. C.W.O. Carriage paid. Refunded unsatisfied.
Panels supplied, and kits of parts. State nearest station. -
1'. S. Gibson, cabinet maker, 93 Burnley Road, Ainsdale,
Lanes. Tel. 7557.

WIRELESS AS A CAREER. Those engaged in flue radio
industry and those desirous of obtaining employment in
this profession should send for our booklet, "Wireless as
a Profession," describing how, by spending a few hours
weekly in lionte study, you may qualify for the better
posts to be obtained. -Secretary. Northern Counties
Wireless School, 55-57 Guildhall Street, Preston.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CONDENSERS, 1 mfd., 500 -volt
vverking slightly used, guaranteed perfect; 1/- each,
10/- per dozen, post paid. -Southern Radio, 22 Francis
Street, London, W.C.1

WIRELESS INTERFERENCE. -Cut it out by hooking
a " Duzzitt " Separator on your earth terminal. It also
separates the powerful Regional stations. No alterations
or adjustments, just hook it on and forget it. Price 2/-,
post free, from C. G. Hewitt, 18 Westbank, Heaton,
Bradford.

RADIO PARTS, in good order, taken in part payment
for brand new; customers' own reasonable suggestions
accepted; please write fully.

WE SPECIALISE in the purchase of unwanted parts for
cash, callers welcomed at any time, and spot cash paid,
prices vary from a quarter to a third of current list prices;
small articles, gridleaks, rheostats, switches, valve holders,
mica condensers, cannot be accepted.

MANUFACTURERS. -We are open to purchase for cash
large quantities of any surplus stocks. -G. A. Ryall,
182 Kennington Road, London. S.E.1.

A NECESSITY FOR THE "ETHER SEARCHER." Insist on
"Konductite" aluminium screening paper instead of
ordinary foil. Easier to use, cheaper and neater. Applied
in a few seconds with any ordinary adhesive. Sheets
30' x 20' 2/- from all dealers, or postage and pack-
ing free 2/6, direct from the Sole Concessionaires: City
Accumulator Co., 1 New Oxford Street, W.C.1. 'Phone:
Holborn 0063. Trade enquiries solicited.

Build a
Cabinet
yourself
and get
a better
Cabinet
for LESS
MONEY

budfil MYSELF
ifs a CRAMME
CABINET'KIT

What fun building YOUR
own Cabinet from a Craft -
ease ready - to -assemble

Kit with every
part cut to
size and ready
machined for
exact fit. And
what a fine
cabinet you
can get for
Less Money
this way.

Send for
FREE

Catalogue
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
Wtori crdesing, please need Postal Order, NOT STAMPS,

CRYSTAL SET (ed.)
1931 Crystal Set .. AW308

ONE -VALVE SET (is.)
Easy to Build One. , AW304
Short-wave One-valver AW327

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
AANWV22921The Room -to -Room 2 (ll, Trans)

Twenty -shilling Two (D, Trans)

Big -volume Two (D, Pen,) AW309

Brookman's A.C. Two (D, Trans; WAWM23211.
Two Star a (D, Pen) .. .

Ever Tuned Regional Two (D, trans) WM241

)

WM253
Music Lover's Two (D, Trans
Station -finder Two (D, Trans) ,

W"2266°5New Economy Two (D, Trans) ..

'THREE -VALVE SETS (15.0::
Square Peak Three (SG, D, Trans) AW293
B.B.C. Selective Three (D. RC, Trans)
Universal Short-wave Three (SG, D, Trans) :: WAAW32081
Olympian Three (SG, D, 'Trans) _ AW306
Three Star 3 (SG. D, Pen.) ... AW313
Tonality Three (D, RC, RC) AW321
35/- Three-valver (D.2RC) AW323
Baby Three (D.RC, Trans) .. AW324
1932 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Pen.) AW325
Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM161
Five -point Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM212
-New Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM218
Five -point Short -waver (D, RC, Tram) W11/1223
Plug -in -coil Three (D, 2 Trans).. WM232
Band-pass Ineeptordyne (SG, 1), Trans) .. WM244
Ether Marshal (SG, I), Trans) WM247
Meridian Short -waver (D, RC, Trans) .. WM256
Five -advantage Three (D, RC, Trans)

.

.. WM257
Everybody's Radiogram (SG, D, Trans) .. WM258
Double Band-pass Three (SG, D, Trans) . WM259
Everybody's Radiogram (with Automatic Grid.

bias) WM262
New Economy Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM263
New Plug-in Coil Three (D, 2 Trans) .. WM 270
Transportable Three (SG, D, Trans) .  WM 271

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
The £3 3s. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. AW303
The £3 30. Four (Improved Model) .. AW303A
Everybody's Radio -gramophone.. AW310
Four Star 4 (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. 'AW318
Five -Point Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM216
Regional A.C. Four (SG, D. RC, Trans) .. WM222
Brookman's Three -plus -one (SG, D, RC, Trans)WM233
Ether Rover (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM266
Quadradyne (2 SG, D. Pen.) .. VVM273

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d.)
Britain's Super (Super .. AW311
A.C. Britain's Super (Super -het) . AW322
James Short-wave Super (Super -het) AW326
Regional D.C. Five (SG, D, RC, Push-pull) .. WM252

SIX -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Century Super (Super -het)  .  .. AW287
A.C. "Century Super" (Super -het) AW295

Mains Unit (1/-).. AW295a
Super 60 (Super -het) .. ..  .. WM229
A.C. Super 60 Radio Gramophone (Super -het) WM230
A.C. Super 60 (Table Model) .. .. WM245
Super 60 (with Wearite base) .. WM249
Super 60 (with Lewcos base) ..  . WM251
1932 Super 60 (Super -het) . . . . WM269
1932 A.C. Super 60 (A.C. Super -het)    WM274

SEVEN -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Super Senior (Super -het) WiVI256
Super Senior (with Wearite base and Lewcos

coils) . WM261

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)
Booster Speaker (6d.)
"A.W." Tone changer (6d.) ..
"A.W." Selectivity Unit (6d.) ..
A.C. Trickle Charger
Amateur's Linen Speaker
D.C. H.T. Unit ..
Output Unit for Pentode Sets ..
"A.W." Short-wave Adaptor ..
Short-wave Plug-in Adaptor
Short-wave Super -het Adaptor
Big H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains ..
Loud -speaker Tone Control _
"W.M." Linen Diaphragm Loud -speaker
Two -Minute

60 A.C.
Minut

Unit
e Adaptor fur .S.hort W..aves

Super

!sidling descriptions of these sets can be obtained at Is. 3d. and ad.
Copies of the "Wireless " " coo -
raining
rixe sup elt 0,17,,, postoa tree.

to " Wireless idagaslio."
Address letters:

Amateur Wireless Blueprints Dept., 58 4

LondonFel,e E.C.4.
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AW286
AW288
AW290
AW305
AW307
AW312
AW316
AW317
AW326
AW329
WM230
WM234

.. WM235
WM240

CAN BUILD A
£40 GRAMO-
PHONE WITHOUR SCALE

DRAWINGS FOR 40/..
Book of instructions 3d. Catalogue
of Motors, Tonearms, Soundboxes,
latest Internal amplifiers, Gramo-
phones and Cabinets Free. Cash
or Terms.
W. BURT, 185 High St., Deptford

YOU

INFORMATION BUREAU

jrCOUPONMate"W eleSi Available until SaturdayPCI
FEE 1/- JANUARY 30, 1932
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Special constructor's The 1932 4 C Saw 60

issue you must
not miss

0

The Tr.:sheered le Three

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
In each issue of "Wireless Magazine"

I there is a coupon entitling you to a full -
3 size constructional blueprint for half

price. With this coupon a blueprint of
t a set with not more than three valves

costs only 6d., post free, while if the
set has more than three valves the
price is 9d. You save 6d. or 9d. !

---s

FOUR FINE NEW SETS TO BUILD
The 1932 A.C. Super 60.--All-electric super -het radio.gramoPhone

with variable -mu valves in the intermediate stages. High tension,
low tension andgrid bias are taken from the mains by means .of a
valve rectifier, Gives great power output from dozens of station,.

The Transportable Three.A one -knob choke -coupled screen -grid
three that will fit into either of two transportable cabinets. 'Com-
pletely self-contained, except for aerial and earth-and therefore
ideal for general family use.

The Quadradyne.-A four-valver with two screen -grid valves and
four tuned circuits -but only one tuning knob. Forty-five stations
were received during a three-hour test. Gives great power and
selectivity, but is very economical to run.

The New Plug-in Coil Three.-A set with detector and two trans-
former -coupled low -frequency stages that uses the ever popular
two -pin type of plug-in coil, Can be built at low cost.

OTHER INTERESTING FEATURES
Economy Push-put1.-P. K. Turner, 7\1.1.E.E., explains how to get

quality at low cost by means of a special push-pull circuit.
The Variable-vnu Valve.-A simple and easily understood discussion

of its merits by F. E. Henderson, A.M.I.E.E.
"W.M." Broadcast Map of Europe.-This is accompanied by an

alphabetical guide to the chief broadcasting stations showing
their wavelengths.

Low -frequency Filters. --J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E., explains
what they ate and what they do. An article of importance to the
advanced constructor.

The B.B.C. Resignations.-A Special Commissioner asks whether
too much importance is notattached to them and throws the light of
common sense on recent changes at headquarters.

What Can the Amateur Learn from the Manufacturer ?-An
article by a keen constructor who has analysed many commercial sets
and drawn certain important conclusions of interest to every hom,-
constructor.

Wonders of the Electric "Eye. "-Alan Hunter tells how light can
be made to do work by means of light-sensitive cells. A great chance
for new and interesting experimental work.

These are but a selection cf the
fifty -odd features included in the
February issue of " Wireless Mag-
azine," still the " best shillingsworth
in radio." Make certain of getting
your copy to -day. "Wireless
Magazine " is on sale at every
newsagent's and bookstall through-
out Great Britain . . Price 1

Wireless
Magazine
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You have a radio set ? And a gramophone ?
Then, by fitting a Radiocorder, you can at
once double the pleasure obtained from
them. The Radiocorder enables you to
make your own gramophone records of
speech, anecdotes, songs, music and radio
items. You can build up a library of
exclusive records of your own choice at a
surprisingly low cost.
The EKCO Radiocorder is easily fitted and
is as simple to operate as the playing of a

record. It makes unbreak-
able records by the electri-
cal process and you will
be delighted by the tone.
What is more, it also acts
as an electrical reproducer

actually have two instruments
in one ; ready always to
make your own records or to
play your own or standard
records electrically.

Ask your dealer for a demonstration,
or post coupon now for fully illusWa-

ted folder describing the many interesting uses of the
Radiocorder.

Radiocorder Outfit,
£5 5 0 complete.

Microphone (if required),
£2 2 0 extra.

Double -sided Record Blanks,
6 for 2:6

To E. K. COLE, Ltd., Dept. K.2,
Ekco Works, Southend-on-Sea.
Please send nle details of Ekco _ _

Radiocorder

Name

Address

............ ... ..... ...... ....

, Printed by The Sun Engraving Co., Ltd., London and 1Vatford. Published by Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd., 58161 letter Lane, London, E.C.4.
t Agentsloi tioutlf Africa :CLS111AL 'NEWS AGENCY, LIMYIED, bole -Agents for Australasia : CORDON & Qui-cif, LIMITED. batutuay, January 23, 1932
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'74Avv. PRACTICAL

SHORTWAVEGUIDE

A FOREWORD BY SIR JOHN REITH.
" The B.B.C. is glad to note how wireless

journals are emphasising the importance of
the future of short-wave broadcasting. The
permanent Empire Short-wave Station at
Daventry will, before the end of the year,
provide services to all parts of the Empire.

" It is the ambition of the B.B.C. to make
this development an important contribution
to the solidarity of the Empire.

" Prospective experiments at Broadcasting
House with ultra -short waves contain import-
ant possibilities, but it will not be known for
at least a year to what extent these possi-
bilities may be realised.

" International relays represent another
sphere in which short waves should be of
increasing value. As more exact knowledge
is acquired of their characteristics and of the
conditions of reception throughout the world,
so there will be less uncertainty about results.

" Such examples are, I believe, more than
sufficient to emphasise the growing import-
ance of short-wave work in broadcasting."

Sir John Reith, Director -General of the
B.B.C., whose foreword, contributed at the
Editor's special invitation, appears on the left

11=111=11 ealms .

CONTENTS OF
Short-wave Stations You Can Log. An authoritative list

of the world's short-wave stations, with valuable notes
on times of working, by J. Godchaux Abrahams.

Page Two

The B.B.C.'s Short-wave Tests. An interview with Noel
Ashbridge, Chief Engineer of the B.B.C. .. Page Three

Short-wave Super -het Converter. Full constructional
details of a one -valve unit suitable for converting a
broadcast set into a super het short -waver.

Pages Four and Five

Short-wave Wrinkles Page Five

THIS SUPPLEMENT
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ShortwaveStationYou&ithg\
The most up-to-date list of short-wave stations yet published, specially prepared for this supplement by the well-known

foreign -station authority, J. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS.

ul

Wave-
length

Telegraphy stations are marked with an asterisk, all others being
tinental 24 -hour system, reduced to Greenwich Mean Time.

Call
Sign Station Observations

telephony. Note that the times are given on the Con-

Wave- Call
length Sign Station Observations

*14.13 WQA New York (U.S.A.) 31.28 VK2ME Sydney (N.S.W.) . 14.30-16.30 (Sun.)
14.17 LSN Buenos Aires (A.R.) Works with Madrid VK3ME Melbourne (Victoria) 10.00-11.30 (Wed., Sat.)
14.28 OKI Podebrady (Czech.) 31.30 W5XAU Philadelphia (Pa.) .. 21.00-06.00 (exc. Thurs.,
14.47 LSY Buenos Aires (A.R.) - Daily 15.00-19.00 and Fri.)
14.55 PMB Malabar (Java) ..  10.40-15.40 (exc. Sun.,

Tues., Fri.)
31.35 WIXAZ Springfield (Mass.)
31.35 SRI Poznan (Poland) ..

Relays WBZ
18.45-21.45 Tues., 18.45-

14.83 DGW Nauen (Germany) Teleph. with Buenos Aires 01.00 Thur.
*14.95 DGX Nauen (Germany) 31.38 DJA Zeesen (Gremany)..  Fe'ays Fe lin, etc.

15.00 Jeloy (Norway) .. Wkg. with U.S.A. 31.48 W2XAF Schenectady (N.Y.) Relays W6Y
*15.03 LSG Monte Grande (Buenos *31.5 WK1 New York (U.S.A.) .

Aires) With Paris and Nauen 31.51 OXY Skamleback (Den.) Relays Copenhagen
15.14 WMI Deal Beach (N.J.) .. - Wkg. with England 31.55 VK3ME Melbourne (Victoria) . 11.00 (Wed., Sat.)
15.198 EAQ Aranjuez (Spain) . . Wkg. with U.S.A. 31.75 Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) 21.30-24.00 daily
15.20 Ruysselede (Belgium) . Wkg. with Congo 31.86 PLE Bandoeng (Java) .. 13.40-15.40 (rues.)
15.33 FZS Saigon (Indo-China) Wks. with Ste Assise

(France)
32.00 Dakar (Fr. W. Africa) 19.15-21.00 (Tues., Thur.,

Sat.)
15.5 VK2ME Sydney (N.S.W.) Irregular 32.26 Rabat (Morocco) .. . 18.30 (Sun.)
15.5 Nancy (France) .. Relays Radio Strasbourg 33.00 L.L. Paris ..  12.30-13.30, 18.00-20.30

(irr.). 34.50 HKF Bogota (Colombia)
15.51 WNC Deal Beach (N.J.) .. Works with Rugby 34.68 W2XV Long Island (N.J.) 22.30 (Fri.)

*15.88 WKM New York (U.S.A.) 35.00 Dakar (Fr. W. Africa)  18.15-19.15 (Tues., Thur.,
15.93 PLE Bandoeng (Java) .. 10.40-15.40 (Tues., Fri.) Sat.)
16.30 PCK Kootwijk (Holland) 15.00 daily *35.70 NAA Arlington (U.S.A.)

*16A0 ZSB Cape Town (S.A.) 36.92 PLW Bandoeng (Java) .. 13.40-15.40
16.57 W9XAA Chicago (Ill.) .. Relays WCFL Chicago *37A7 G.L.W. Dorchester (Eng.) ..

*16.71 JNA Tokio (Japan) .. 38.07 J I AA Tokio (Japan) .. 11.30-13.00
16.8 PLF Malabar (Java) .. Works with Kootwijk 39.4 X26A Nuevo Laredo (Mex.) 16.00-17.30 (Thur.)
16.85 PCV Kootwijk (Holland) 15.40 (Sat.) 39.7 HKF Bogota (Columbia) 01.00-03.00
16.9 HSJ Bangkok (Siam) .. 21.00 (Sun., Tues.) 39.8 Rio Bamba (Ecuador) 02.00-04.00 (Fri.)

*17.2 LSB Buenos Aires (A.R.) 40.0 DOA Doeberitz (Germany) .. 19.00-23.00
18.41 PCL Kootwijk (Holland) *40.6 UOK Deutsch -Altenburg (Austria)
18.5 FZR Saigon (Indo-China) With Ste Assise (France) 41.00 HSP2 Bangkok (Siam) 13.30-16.00 (exc. Mon.) 0
18.7 HSJ Bangkok (Siam) .. With Nauen (Germany) 41.6 EAR58 Teneriffe (Las Palmas) .. 19.00-23.00

*19.25 TIR Costa Rica .. 41.7 VSIAB Singapore 14.30-16.00 (Sun., Wed.)
19.56 W2XAD Schenectady (N.Y.) Relays WGY 42.3 D4XAA Stuttgart (Germany) .. 19.00-22.00
19.68 FYA Pontoise (Paris) 14.00-17.00 daily *42.6 WSL New York (U.S.A.) ..
19.72 W8XK E. Pittsburg (pa) .. Relays KWKA 42.8 F8BP Rugles (Rance) 13.30,21.00-23.00
19.84 HVJ Vatican (Rome) .. 10.00-11.00 daily 42.9 CT I AA Lisbon (Portugal) .. 31.00-01.00 (Fri.)
20.5 XDA Chapuetepec (Mex.) 19.30-21.00 daily 43.00 EAR100 Madrid (Spain) 22.00-24.00 (Tues. and
21.5 YQI Bucarest (Roumania) 20.00 (Wed., Sat.) Sat.)
23.8 Rabat (Moroccc) 11.30-13.00 (Sun.) 43.60 D4AFF Koethen (Germany) ..
24.0 CT3AQ Funchal (Madeira) 22.00-02.00 (Thur., Sat.) 43.75 Vitus (Paris) .. Relays Radio Vitus daily
24.98 FZR Saigon ( I ndo-china) 14.00-16.00 daily 18.45
25.16 RW50 Moscow (U.S.S.R.) 18.00-21.00 daily 44.9 DGK Nauen (Germany).. Works with Dorchester

*25.18 SUW Cairo (Egypt) .. (Eng.)
25.20 FYA Pontoise (France) .. 18.30-20.30 daily 45.00 FM8KR Constantine (Tunis) .. 23.00 (Mon., Fri.)
25.25
25.27

W8XK E. Pittsburg (Pa.) ..
VUC Calcutta (India) ..

Relays KWKA
03.45 and 16.15 (exc. Sun.)

45.38 (U.S.S.R.)Moscow
(N : JR. ).)46.69 W3XL Boundbrook

16.00-21.00
Relays WJZ

25.40 3R0 Prato Smeraldo (Rome Relays Rome. See also 801).4 46.72 RW62 Minsk (U.S.S.R.) 18.00-22.00
25.465 -Chi-Hoa (Saigon) .. Tests 15.30-.16.00 (Fri.) 48.00 CN8MC Casablanca (Morocco) .. 20.00-21.00 (Mon.. Tues..)
25.5 XDA Chapuetepec (Mex.) 21.00 daily 48.35 HKC Bogota (Columbia) .. 15.00 daily
25.53 G5SW Chelmsford (Eng.).. Weekdays only 48.59 Halifax (Nova Scotia) .. 32.00-03.00 (Tues, Thurs.,
25.6 -Caracas (Venezuela) From 21.00 daily Fri.)
25.63 FYA Pontoise (Paris) .. 21.00-23.00 daily 48.62 HRB Tegucigalpa (Mex.) .. 00.30-04.00

*26.1 WSL New York (U.S.A.) 48.80 VE9CL Winnipeg (Can.) 00.30 daily (exc. Sun.)
26.7 1BXX S.S. -Elettra" Irregular 48.86 W8XK E. Pittsburg (Pa.) .. Relays HWKA
27.3 2LW Wellington (N.Z.) Works with VK2ME Syd-

ney
49.00 F31CD Saigon (Fr. Indo-China) ..
49.02 W2XE Richmond Hill (N.Y.) ..

12.30 daily
Relays WABC

*27A5 GLQ Ongar (Eng.) .. 49.18 W3XAL Boundbrook (N.J.) .. Relays WJZ
28.20 PLR Bandoeng (Java) . 11.00-15.000 daily 49.4 ZTJ Johannesburg (S.A.) .. 15.30-20.30
28.9 -Nauen (Germany) Works with Caracas 49.5 7L0 Nairobi (Kenya Colony) .. 16.30 daily
28.98 LSX Buenos Aires (A.R.) 20.30-00.30 daily 49.5 W3XAU Philadelphia (Pa.) .. Relays WCAU
29.3 T14NRH Heredia (Costa Rica) 23.00-03.00 daily 49.67 W2XAL Coytesville (N.J.) .. Relays WRNY
29.5 HS2P J Bangkok (Siam) .. 02.00-04.30 (Mon.) 49.83 W9XF Chicago (Ill.) Relays WENR
30.0 -Belgrade (Jugo.) 20.00-22.00 (Mon.) 50.00 RV59 Moscow (U.S.S.R.) .. 18.00-21.00
30.57 LSOR Buenos Aire; (A.R.) 22.00-01.00 daily 50.10 - Eindhoven (Holland) .. Relays Hilversum
.30.70 EAM Madrid (Spain) .. 50.26 HVJ Vatican (Rome) 15.30 daily
31.1 VUB Bombay( India) .., 11.45-13.00 (Mon., Wed.,

Sat.)
58.00 OKIMPT Prague (C.Z.)
80.0 3R0 Prato Smeraldo (Rome) ..

19.30 (Tues., Fri.)
Relays Rome
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tvillhe Siortft'aelests
In this exclusive interview with our Special Commissioner the Chief Engineer of the B.B.C. tells of the proposed

7 -metre tests soon to be started from the top of Broadcasting House.

THE B.B.C. is now taking a very
great interest in short waves, and at

the time of writing two short-wave
transmitters are being built for Empire
broadcasting from Daventry. Mean-
while the experimental short-wave trans-
mitter at Chelmsford continues to
provide an overseas programme on a
wavelength of 25.53 metres.

Experimental
A much more experimental undertak-

ing is the construction of a special ultra -
short -wave transmitter for tests on the
extremely short 'wavelength of 7 metres.
To get the true story of the B.B.C.'s
7 -metre tests I recently interviewed the
chief engineer of the B.B.C., Mr. Noel
Ashbridge, and his remarks will cer-
tainly interest AMATEUR WIRELESS
readers.

"We are instituting a lengthy series
of tests on ultra -short waves," explained
Mr. Ashbridge, "and by ultra -short
waves I mean of the order of 7 metres."

"We are carrying cut these tests in
order to find out whether such short
wavelengths can be used to supplement
the present broadcasting service on the
normal wavelengths.

"you might mention that we are
working in conjunction with engineers
of the Marconi Company. At the present
moment they have nearly finished the
construction of the transmitter.

"The power?_Well, it will be about

Mr. Noel Ashbridge, Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.

one kilowatt in the aerial. But you must
remember that the actual power varies
very considerably according to the
wavelength used. Since the whole
object of the tests is to collect data the
exact power is not of very great import-
ance.
In Broadcasting 'House

"As soon as the transmitter has been
completed and tested," continued Mr.
Ashbridge, "it will be installed in a room
on the seventh floor of Broadcasting
House. It will then be connected by
feeder wires to the short-wave aerial,
which will be erected on two of the

small lattice steel masts on the roof.
"Our object in choosing London for

the 7 -metre tests? Well, if these waves
are successful they would probably be of
more use in crowded towns and cities
than in the open country.

"Then, again, London has more high
steel -framed buildings than other cities,
and tests under thse conditions are,
therefore, likely to produce the most
valuable data.

"It should be emphasised that any
broadcasting service that might be con-
ducted on these short waves would be
used to supplement the existing service
and not to replace it in any way."
Amateur Co-operation

I asked the Chief Engineer what part
the amateur would be able to play in
these short-waye tests.

"The design ef sets for this ultra -
short wavelength undoubtedly provides
an interesting field of experiment for
the wireless amateur.

"There are several problems in the
reception of 7 -metre signals that are
waiting to be solved."

At present it is not possible, as the
Chief Engineer explained, to say when
the actual signals will be inaugurated on
ultra -short waves, as there are several
installation problems that will take some
time to solve. Assuming that the tests
finally yield successful results, the
amateur will be in for an exciting time !

SIMPLE FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT SHORT WAVES
OWING to the rapid developments

constantly taking place on wave-
lengths below too metres, it is difficult
to define the exact limits covered by the
so-called short waves. For the average
amateur short waves mean everything
below too metres, but it is advisable to
limit such a designation down to about
15 metres, as we shall, in the near future,
be dealing with a rather special band of
waves around 7 metres, and these will be
known as ultra -short waves.

15 to 100 Metres
All the important short -wave stations

to be heard on the sets and units
described in this supplement come in the
i5 -to- oo-metre band.

Just to show how useless it is to state
exactly what are the wavelength limits
of the short waves we might mention
the recent experiments in short -
distance telephony between Dover and
Calais, when two-way communication
was established on the extremely

short wave -length of 18 centimetres.
The most striking difference between

short waves and the medium and long
waves used for ordinary broadcasting is
the tremendous carrying property of the
short -waves on quite low power.

The secret of the great ranges covered
by the short waves can be traced to the
fact that short waves are reflected very
effectively by the upper atmosphere, and
it is the reflected ray that provides
reception over many thousands of miles
on low power. Of course the medium
waves are also reflected, but it is now
thought that the short waves are re-
flected by a much higher layer of ionised
atmosphere than the medium waves.

Whatever may be the real explana-
tion, it is a fact that when the wave-
length is reduced to below too metres
the range by reflected ray becomes
literally world-wide. Not only can a low
power of transmission be used, but at the
receiving end quite a small set will serve
to bring in good signals.

Signals of low wavelength have a very
high frequency. So a small difference
in wavelength on the short waves means
a much greater frequency difference
than for the same wavelength difference
on the medium band:

Frequency Difference
An example will clearly show this

point. We have Beromunster on 459
metres corresponding to a frequency of
653 kilocycles, and North Regional on a
wavelength of 480 metres corresponding
to a frequency of 6,25 kilocycles; in other
words a wavelength difference here of
21 metres means a frequency difference
of 28 kilocycles.

Now consider Buenos Aires on 28.98
metres corresponding to a frequency of
10,350 kilocycles and Bound Brook on
49.18 metres corresponding to a fre-
quency of 6,aoo kilocycles; here on the
short waves a wavelength difference of
about 21 metres means a frequency
difference of 4,250 kilocycles ! A. S. H.
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\
viShort** fufleriet6fivertertA

Here we tell you how to make a one -valve unit that will convert any broadcast set embodying a stage of high -frequency amplification
into a short -wax e super -het. No alterations to the set are involved, and the unit connections are very simple

TUNING
CONDENSER

APERIODIC
COIL

REACTION

S.W.CHOKE

L.W. CHOKE

A iicw of the completed super -het converter. Note the mounting of the
short-wave toil unit

BY far the most satisfactory way of
getting down to the short waves is

to use a super -het. It is not yet
widely known that an ordinary broad-
cast set, provided it has one or more
stages of high -frequency amplification,
can easily be converted into a short-
wave super -het.

All you need is ,an efficient one -valve 
unit, with short-wave tuning and reac-
tion, and a suitable coupling between the
unit and the set.
The Circuit

The circuit diagram shows how such
a unit is arranged to convert a set to

HFCr1ONE Kr+
'0002

Toiga Set

The circuit diagram of the short -we re super -het
converter, showing the short- and long -wave
high frequency chokes in series in the anode
circuit. Note the coupling condenser joining

unit to set

short waves. As
can be seen, the
main circuit
outline is a
leaky -grid de-
tector, with a
.0002 -micro-
farad grid con-
denser and a
5-megohm grid
leak.

The grid cir-
cuit comprises
a short-wave
coil tuned by a
.00055-m C r -
L.rad variable
condenser, a
spacial short-
wave type with
widely spaced
vanes. The
aei jai is coupled
to this coil by
means of a
swinging, aper-
iodic coil, which
is untuned.

In this way
the heavy damping of the aerial system
is not allowed to get to the grid
tuning circuit, which, therefore, has a
low enough resistance to allow ample
reaction to be -obtained over all the
short wavelengths.
Reaction System

The reaction system consists of a
.0002-microfarad variable condenser in
series with a short-wave coil coupled to
the grid coil. To assist reaction a
.000r-microfarad fixed condenser is
connected between the anode of the
detector and earth.

Another aid to reaction is the short-
wave choke, which is connected between
the anode and a long -wave choke.
Although the short-wave choke diverts
the high -frequency current through the
reaction system, it allows the supersonic
frequency, referred to in a moment, to
pass through.

This new frequency is impeded by the
long -wave choke, and passes through
the coupling condenser connected to the
junction of the chokes. It is therefore
handed on to the set, which amplifies
at high frequency and then detects and
amplifies at low frequency.

Considering the action of the circuit
as part of the set, we have first of all
a short-wave incoming signal, tuned,
or rather slightly mistuned, by the
tuning circuit of the unit; as the unit
detector is in a gently oscillating con-

dition the local oscillation, of a slightly
different frequency from the incoming
signal, beats with the latter to produce
in the anode circuit a new or supersonic
frequency.
Long -wave Tuning

This is handed on to the set's first
valve, which must be a high -frequency
amplifier. Another point is that the
set must have its tuning adjusted to the
long waves, between about 1,600 and
2,000 metres. The effect of the unit,
when tuned to a short-wave signal, and
with the detector valve oscillating, is
to convert the incoming short-wave
signal into a long -wave signal, which
can be amplified by the set, provided the
set is tuned to the long waves.

Although the short-wave unit appears - '-
to be tuning in the short-wave signals it is
actually slightly mistuning them, in
order to set up the beat frequency in the
anode circuit. The amount of mistuning
determines the frequency of the beat,
and in_ practice it is only necessary to

(Continued on next page)

BLUEPRINT
NaA.W329

Agg

PANEL97:16'

, 2P2.

TUNING CONDsti
-00015

REACTION
CONDs".

REACTION
COIL

BASEBOARDRtre

" AERIAL
APERIODIC

CO/L

Reduced reproduction of the full-size blueprint
available, post free, price 6d. This gives all the
wiring details, as well as acting as a drilling

template for the panel
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Shortleasie Wrinkles
Short-wave Aerials

THERE is no need for a special
short-wave aerial with a short-wave

set. Even a full too -ft. aerial will work
well if the aerial tuning circuit is pro-
perly designed. Failure to obtain
oscillation on the shorter wavelengths
may be due to aerial damping-the
remedy is to loosen the aperiodic
coupling or reduce the series aerial
condenser-if there is one.

Sometimes a particular length of
aerial will cause "blind spots" in the
reaction, that is portions of the tuning
range will not permit reaction to be
obtained. A small loading coil will
often cure this trouble; otherwise taking

o f t. or so off the aerial will do the trick.

What Capacity for Tuning ?
For really critical short-wave tuning

the variable condenser should not
exceed .0003-microfarad maximum
capacity, and often a maximum capacity
of .000i or .000e-microfarad is recom-

mended. Even with a slow-motion dial
a standard .0005-microfarad tuning
condenser is 'rather coarse in adjitst-
,ment on the short waves.

If an ordinary broadcast set is being
converted for short-wave tuning it is a
good plan to arrange a fixed condenser
in series with the existing variable con-
denser. A fixed capacity of .o005-
microfarad will, in series with a .0005-
microfarad tuning condenser, satisfac-
torily reduce the maximum for short.
waves.

Add-on Short-wave Units
Most existing sets can be cheaply and

easily made suitable for short-wave
reception with the addition of a one -
valve unit. There are two types: for
detector -low -frequency sets the plug-in
adaptor is recommended, but for sets
with a stage of high -frequency ampli-
fication it is much better to use a super -
het converter unit.

Both units cost about the same to

make, and this cost also applies to the
assembly of a complete one -valve short-
wave set, which can serve as a useful
auxiliary for listeners who do not want
to interfere in any way with the existing
broadcast set. All three one -valve units
are deScfibedin this supplement.

Hand -capacity. Effects
On- short waves the effect of bringing

your hand near the controls is sometimes
most marked, either tuning or reaction
or both beingthrown out as the hand is
removed. This should not happen if
the moving plates of the tuning and
reaction condensers are connected to
earth.

A metal panel is a help in stabilising
short-wave tuning, and better still is a
totally -enclosed metal -cased set. If
you are wearing headphones short-wave
chokes in each of the 'phone leads may
still further avoid tuning and reaction
variations as you move in relation to the
controls.

SHORT-WAVE SUPER -HET
adjust the set's tuning on the long waves
until the loudest signals are heard-
there is nothing tricky in it.

To build up a converter for use with
an existing set you will need the parts
specified, and these can then be assem-
bled as indicated by the photographs
and reproduction of the blueprint.

The main points to note about the
construction are that the panel takes
the tuning condenser and reaction
condenser, and that the rest of the
components are mounted on the base-
board. There is no filament switch
provided, since the unit will never be
used on its own, but constructors can
add such a switch if desired.

The aperiodic, grid and reaction short-
wave coils are mounted on a coil base,
as specified. The fixed coil unit corn -

The simplicity of the controls in the super -het converter can be
seen from this view of the completed panel, showing the slow-
motion tuning dial and the reaction condenser knob. There is no

filament switch knob

CONVERTER (Continued from preceding page)
prises the grid and reaction windings,
but the coupling between the aperiodic
coil and the grid coil can be varied,
because the aperiodic coil is separately
plugged into a swivelling holder.

A terminal strip is provided for the
connection of the aerial and earth, but
the high- and low-tension battery con-
nections are made with flexible wires
direct to the components, as shown in
the blueprint. The condenser between
the chokes is also 'provided with a
flexible lead, which goes to the aerial
terminal of the set.

Note that a grid -leak potentiometer
is fitted, so that reaction can be made
very smooth by adjusting the slider to
reduce the positive bias on the grid of
the detector.

If the completed unit is to be used
with an existing battery
set there is no point in
providing separate bat-
teries. Connect the flexible
leads from the converter
to either the battery ter-
minals of the set or to the
batteries. Disconnect the
aerial and connect it to
the converter, taking the
flexible lead from the con-
verter to the vacant set
terminal.

Then bring the converter
valve into a state of
oscillation and tune the set
to the long waves. - After
this it should be easy to
find many short -wavers,
simply by turning the

tuning lamb of the converter.
To get the correct action the detector

of the converter must be oscillating.
but owing to the super -het action this
will not cause a squeal, but a rushing
sort of noise. If actual oscillation on
a signal is wanted, as when searching or
when receiving morse, the reaction of
the set should be used, but normally
this should be left just short of its
oscillation point, so that the high -
frequency side of the set, which is
amplifying the supersonic signals, is
at maximum efficiency.

Ebonite panel, 9 in. by 6 in. (Lissen, Permcol, Peto-
Scott, Readi-Rad).
-Baseboard, 10 in. by 9 in. (Cantos, Peto-Scott, Readi-

Rad).
Slow-motion dial (Limn, Ormond, Utility).
.00015-mfd. short-wave variable condenser (Forma,

Utility, Polar, LB., Stratton).
.0002-mfd. reaction condenser MB.. Bulgin, Lotus.

Polar, Cyldon).
Coils end base (Eddystone short-wave inductance

unit).
Valve holder (Wearite, Lissen, W.B., Telsen, Igranic,

(unit, Lotus, Benjamin, Bulgin, Clix).
Short-wave high -frequency choke (Igranic, Lissen,

Readi-Rad, Wearite, Eddystone, Polar, Bulgin).
Long -wave high -frequency choke (Readi-Rad,

R.I., Wearite, Telsen, Lissen, Lewcos).
400-olm' potentiometer, baseboard mounting (Lissen,

Readi-Rad, Igranic).
Grid -leak holder (Readi-Rad, Lissen, Telsen, Bulgin,

Graham-Farish, Dubilier).
5-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Readi-Rad, Telsen

Graham-Farish).
Two .0002-mfd. and one .000I-mfd. fixed condensers

(Listen, T.C.C., Dubilier, Telsen, Forme", Sovereign,
Graham-Farish, Ormond).

Terminal block (]unit, Sovereign).
Two terminals marked Aerial, Earth (Belling -Lee,

Eelex, Bulgin, Burton).
Two wander plugs marked H.T.-, H.T.- (Belling -

Lee, Clix, Eelex).
Two spade terminals marked L.T.-, L.T.H- (Belli g --

Lee, Clix, Eelex).
Two yards thin flex (Lesvestilex).
Connecting wire sad aleeving (Affiliate).
Valve (Mazda 141.210).
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THIS is a special short -wavelength
receiver tuning from 15 to 75
metres in two steps.

It is really a five -valve super -heterodyne
set, having two intermediate -frequency
stages and a screen -grid combined detector
and oscillator. A single tuning condenser
is used without- loss of efficiency.

The circuit employed is an interesting
one. We have in the aerial circuit, as shown
in the diagram, a pre-set condenser, which
is also joined to a point on the grid coil.
This coil is tuned with a .00025 microfarad
condenser, having a slow-motion device.

In the grid circuit of the valve, which is
an ordinary screen grid, is a grid condenser
and a leak resistance.

So far the circuit is ordinary. The
interesting feature is the manner of
connecting the anode circuit. From the
anode we have first the pre-set reaction
condenser and then the reaction coil, this
reaction circuit going between the anode
and the earth.
Function of the Choke

Connected to the anode is also a short -
wavelength high -frequency choke and the
primary winding of the first band filter of
the 126 -kilocycle amplifier. The high -
frequency choke is used for the purpose of
stopping the oscillations generated by the
first valve from passing into the amplifier.

In the set, one end of the choke is joined
by a wire about an inch long to the anode
of the valve and the particular choke used
works efficiently, as the set is perfectly
stable.

The usual voltage is applied to the screen
of the valve at H.T.d- r, and ;the normal
non -oscillating anode current is about 2
milliamperes. The valve oscillates because
of the coupling of the reaction and grid
coils and the strength is under \a, certain
amount of control, as the reaction condenser
is adjustable. This condenser, of the pre-
set type, is screwed to the baseboard, and

REACTION
CONDENSER

In this view of the James Short-wave Super -het the position of the upright
screen -grid valve holder near the oscillator coil should be noted
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is set to give the best results with the
particular valve and aerial used. Once set
it is left.

Now the beat -frequency amplifier is
designed to magnify signals having the
mean or carrier frequency of 126 kilo-
cycles. It, therefore, follows that the
oscillator must generate oscillations having
the frequency of 126 kilocycles greater or
less than the frequency of the signal being
received. Thus, if the signal has a carrier
frequency of 15,000 kilocycles, the oscilla-
tions must have the frequency of 15,126 or
14,874 kilocycles.

The tuning condenser provided is used
to tune the grid coil of the oscillator; as the
aerial is also connected to this coil the
aerial circuit is tuned, but so broadly that
nothing is gained by using a separate con-
denser for the aerial circuit. It is necessary
to adjust the pre-set condenser in the
aerial wire to the coil rather carefully, in
order best to adapt the aerial to the coil.
When it has been set it is left and needs
no further adjustment unless the aerial is
changed. The setting of the pre-set
condenser in the aerial circuit and also
that in the reaction circuit affects the tuning

range a little and
both should be set
at the lowest pos-
sible values.

If a meter is
included in t h e
anode circuit of
the first valve it
will be seen that
the current falls
from a non -oscil-
lating value of
about 2 milli-
amperes to
milliampere or less
when oscillating.
A short circuit
across the tuning
condenser will
stop the oscilla-
tions.

After the com-
bined detector
and oscillator are
two stages of in-
termediate f r e -
quency amplifica-
tion. The amount
of the amplifica-

15 TO 75 METRES

TUNING
VOLUME CONTROL
CONTROL

ON -OFF
SWITCH

OSCILLATOR
WAVELENGTH
SW ITCH

Although a super -het, this set has only one tuning control. This picture shows the simplicity of the
other controls, namely the volume control, on -off switch and wavelength switch

tion is adjustable, as a screen -grid
potentiometer is fitted. This control has
proved satisfactory in other super -hetero-
dyne sets and is noiseless in working. The
amount of the magnification provided by

the stages is considerable, being about the
useful limit. If the maximum magnification
were greater it could not be used.

Usual valves are employed as the second
detector and this is followed by the power

COMPONENTS NEEDED FOR THE
Ebonite panel, 12 in. by 8 in. (Listen, Permcol, Pete -

Scott, Readi-Rad).
Baseboard, 12 in. by 10 in. (Cameo, Peto-Scott,

Readi-Rad).
.00025-mfd. short-wave variable condenser, slow

motion (LB., Polar type "6 ")
Super -bet coils (Wearite, types 0.6, two OT2, one

OT1).
50,000 -ohm wire -wound potentiometer (Colvern,

Sovereign, Watmel).
Pre-set condenser, .0003-mfd. (Sovereign, Listen.

Formo, Lewcos, Telsen).
Pre-set aerial condenser, .0001-mfd. (Formo, Telsen,

Lewcos, Sovereign).
Horizontal mounting valve holder (Listen, W.B.,

Junit).
Seven four -pin valve hojders (Lissen, Telsen, W.B.,

Igranic, Bulgin, Wearite, Lotus, Benjamin, Clix;..
Three J-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier Listen,

T.C.C., Telsen, F rranti, Formo).
Two .001-, and two .0002-mfd. fixed condensers

(Listen, Dubilier, T.C.C., Telsen, Formo, Graham.
Fatsh, Ormond, Sovereign).

Two terminal blocks (Lissen).
Two grid -leak holders (Readi-Rad, Lissen, Dubilier

Telsen, Graham-Farish Bulxin).

JAMES SHORT-WAVE SUPER -HET
Two 1-meg. grid leaks (Listen, Readi-Rad, Dubilier,

Telsen, Graham -Parish).
Short-wave high -frequency choke (Wearite. Lissen,

Eddystone, Readi-Rad, Su gin).
Three-point switch (Readi-Rad ,Lissen,W.B., Wearite,

gin).
'One 15,000 -ohm spaghetti resistance (Lissen, Lewcos,

Graham-Farish, Sovereign).
Low -frequency transformer (Lewcos, Listen, R.I.,

Telsen, Igranic, Ferranti, Varley).
Fuse bolder and fuse (Readi-Rad, Bulgin, Telsen).
Two spades, marked L.T. L T. (Belling -Lee,

Clix, Eelex).
Six wander plugs, marked G.B. H.T.

1, H.T -- 2, H.T.+ 3 (Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex).
Connecting wire and sleeving (liffilinx).
Six yards thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Cabinet (Cameo).
Loud -speaker (W.B. PM3 cabinet model).
120 -volt H.T. battery (Listen, Pertrix, Drydex, Fuller,

Ever -Ready).
9 -volt G.B. battery (Listen, Pertrix, Drydex, Fuller,

Ever -Ready).
L.T. accumulator (Listen, C.A.V., Fuller, Exide).

valve. The two anode -circuit by-pass con-
densers help to stabilise the set and stop
high -frequency currents from entering the
power stage. There is a fuse in the negative
H.T. lead and a three-point switch in the
high and low tension circuits. Compactness
has been obtained without loss of efficiency;
in fact the short wiring made possible by
arranging the parts close together is of
assistance.

In the centre of the front panel is the
tuning condenser and below it is the "on -
off" switch. To the left is the volume
control and to the right the special two -
range coil unit. These parts can be fitted
to the panel first. Be sure the slow-motion
of the tuning condenser works nicely over
the whole range. The dial and knob must
not -rub against the panel and the move-
ment must be free. Examine the switch
also. If there is a fault here, it is better
discovered at this stage than when the set
is wired.

Fix the two -range coil quite tightly in
order that it shall not be worked loose
after the switch has been used a few
times.

Near the oscillator, but mounted upon
the baseboard, is
the valve holder
for the first valve,
that is the
screen - grid de-
tector oscillator.
This valve lies in
a horizontal
position and so a
special holder is
used.

It is necessary
very carefully to
position the valve
holders used to
carry the three
band - filters, as
these coils must
not touch. The
other parts can be
arranged in the
places indicated
in the blueprint
a n d particular
accuracy is not
necessary.

Wiring is best
carried out in two
stages. First,

attach wires to all connections on the
front panel that cannot be easily reached
when this is in position. Then do the wiring
of the_parts on the baseboard such as that
of the valv,e holders, transformer and
fixed condensers. Afterwards fit the panel
and wire the parts, and finally add the
rubber covered flex for the battery circuits.

Do not- mistake valve holders used for
carrying coils for those used with the
valves and mark them so that a mistake
at a later date shall not be made.
Valve Voltages

There are three screen -grid valves, a
detector valve of medium impedance and
a power valve which should be of as large
a size as can economically be run from the
high tension available. Apply grid bias to
suit the power valve, take H.T. -}-1 to
about 6o volts for the screen of the first

VALVES FOR THIS SET

Make S.C. (3) 12nd Det. Power

Mullard PM12 PM I HL PM2A
Marconi

Osram .. S215 HL2 LP2/C

Cossor.. SG215 21OHL 215P
Mazda.. .. 215SG HL2I 0 P220
Six -Sixty .. 215SG 21OHL 220P
Lissen SG215 HL210 P220
Tungsram .. S210 H210 P215
Dario .. SG I HF SP
Fotos BC150 I BCIS BD9
Eta .. By6 By2023 By1304

valve, H.T.d- 2 to 90 volts for the second
detector and H.T.-F3 to the full high
tension which should, if possible, be not
less than 12o volts.

The set is switched on by pulling "out"
(Continued on next page)

How the James super -het for short waves looks when the valves and coils have
been inserted. The compactness of the layout is clearly shown

f.
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THIS is a special short -wavelength
receiver tuning from 15 to 75
metres in two steps.

It is really a five -valve super -heterodyne
set, having two intermediate -frequency
stages and a screen -grid combined detector
and oscillator. A single tuning condenser
is used without- loss of efficiency.

The circuit employed is an interesting
one. We have in the aerial circuit, as shown
in the diagram, a pre-set condenser, which
is also joined to a point on the grid coil.
This coil is tuned with a .00025 microfarad
condenser, having a slow-motion device.

In the grid circuit of the valve, which is
an ordinary screen grid, is a grid condenser
and a leak resistance.

So far the circuit is ordinary. The
interesting feature is the manner of
connecting the anode circuit. From the
anode we have first the pre-set reaction
condenser and then the reaction coil, this
reaction circuit going between the anode
and the earth.
Function of the Choke

Connected to the anode is also a short -
wavelength high -frequency choke and the
primary winding of the first band filter of
the 126 -kilocycle amplifier. The high -
frequency choke is used for the purpose of
stopping the oscillations generated by the
first valve from passing into the amplifier.

In the set, one end of the choke is joined
by a wire about an inch long to the anode
of the valve and the particular choke used
works efficiently, as the set is perfectly
stable.

The usual voltage is applied to the screen
of the valve at H.T.d- r, and ;the normal
non -oscillating anode current is about 2
milliamperes. The valve oscillates because
of the coupling of the reaction and grid
coils and the strength is under \a, certain
amount of control, as the reaction condenser
is adjustable. This condenser, of the pre-
set type, is screwed to the baseboard, and

REACTION
CONDENSER

In this view of the James Short-wave Super -het the position of the upright
screen -grid valve holder near the oscillator coil should be noted
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is set to give the best results with the
particular valve and aerial used. Once set
it is left.

Now the beat -frequency amplifier is
designed to magnify signals having the
mean or carrier frequency of 126 kilo-
cycles. It, therefore, follows that the
oscillator must generate oscillations having
the frequency of 126 kilocycles greater or
less than the frequency of the signal being
received. Thus, if the signal has a carrier
frequency of 15,000 kilocycles, the oscilla-
tions must have the frequency of 15,126 or
14,874 kilocycles.

The tuning condenser provided is used
to tune the grid coil of the oscillator; as the
aerial is also connected to this coil the
aerial circuit is tuned, but so broadly that
nothing is gained by using a separate con-
denser for the aerial circuit. It is necessary
to adjust the pre-set condenser in the
aerial wire to the coil rather carefully, in
order best to adapt the aerial to the coil.
When it has been set it is left and needs
no further adjustment unless the aerial is
changed. The setting of the pre-set
condenser in the aerial circuit and also
that in the reaction circuit affects the tuning

range a little and
both should be set
at the lowest pos-
sible values.

If a meter is
included in t h e
anode circuit of
the first valve it
will be seen that
the current falls
from a non -oscil-
lating value of
about 2 milli-
amperes to
milliampere or less
when oscillating.
A short circuit
across the tuning
condenser will
stop the oscilla-
tions.

After the com-
bined detector
and oscillator are
two stages of in-
termediate f r e -
quency amplifica-
tion. The amount
of the amplifica-

15 TO 75 METRES

TUNING
VOLUME CONTROL
CONTROL

ON -OFF
SWITCH

OSCILLATOR
WAVELENGTH
SW ITCH

Although a super -het, this set has only one tuning control. This picture shows the simplicity of the
other controls, namely the volume control, on -off switch and wavelength switch

tion is adjustable, as a screen -grid
potentiometer is fitted. This control has
proved satisfactory in other super -hetero-
dyne sets and is noiseless in working. The
amount of the magnification provided by

the stages is considerable, being about the
useful limit. If the maximum magnification
were greater it could not be used.

Usual valves are employed as the second
detector and this is followed by the power

COMPONENTS NEEDED FOR THE
Ebonite panel, 12 in. by 8 in. (Listen, Permcol, Pete -

Scott, Readi-Rad).
Baseboard, 12 in. by 10 in. (Cameo, Peto-Scott,

Readi-Rad).
.00025-mfd. short-wave variable condenser, slow

motion (LB., Polar type "6 ")
Super -bet coils (Wearite, types 0.6, two OT2, one

OT1).
50,000 -ohm wire -wound potentiometer (Colvern,

Sovereign, Watmel).
Pre-set condenser, .0003-mfd. (Sovereign, Listen.

Formo, Lewcos, Telsen).
Pre-set aerial condenser, .0001-mfd. (Formo, Telsen,

Lewcos, Sovereign).
Horizontal mounting valve holder (Listen, W.B.,

Junit).
Seven four -pin valve hojders (Lissen, Telsen, W.B.,

Igranic, Bulgin, Wearite, Lotus, Benjamin, Clix;..
Three J-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier Listen,

T.C.C., Telsen, F rranti, Formo).
Two .001-, and two .0002-mfd. fixed condensers

(Listen, Dubilier, T.C.C., Telsen, Formo, Graham.
Fatsh, Ormond, Sovereign).

Two terminal blocks (Lissen).
Two grid -leak holders (Readi-Rad, Lissen, Dubilier

Telsen, Graham-Farish Bulxin).

JAMES SHORT-WAVE SUPER -HET
Two 1-meg. grid leaks (Listen, Readi-Rad, Dubilier,

Telsen, Graham -Parish).
Short-wave high -frequency choke (Wearite. Lissen,

Eddystone, Readi-Rad, Su gin).
Three-point switch (Readi-Rad ,Lissen,W.B., Wearite,

gin).
'One 15,000 -ohm spaghetti resistance (Lissen, Lewcos,

Graham-Farish, Sovereign).
Low -frequency transformer (Lewcos, Listen, R.I.,

Telsen, Igranic, Ferranti, Varley).
Fuse bolder and fuse (Readi-Rad, Bulgin, Telsen).
Two spades, marked L.T. L T. (Belling -Lee,

Clix, Eelex).
Six wander plugs, marked G.B. H.T.

1, H.T -- 2, H.T.+ 3 (Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex).
Connecting wire and sleeving (liffilinx).
Six yards thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Cabinet (Cameo).
Loud -speaker (W.B. PM3 cabinet model).
120 -volt H.T. battery (Listen, Pertrix, Drydex, Fuller,

Ever -Ready).
9 -volt G.B. battery (Listen, Pertrix, Drydex, Fuller,

Ever -Ready).
L.T. accumulator (Listen, C.A.V., Fuller, Exide).

valve. The two anode -circuit by-pass con-
densers help to stabilise the set and stop
high -frequency currents from entering the
power stage. There is a fuse in the negative
H.T. lead and a three-point switch in the
high and low tension circuits. Compactness
has been obtained without loss of efficiency;
in fact the short wiring made possible by
arranging the parts close together is of
assistance.

In the centre of the front panel is the
tuning condenser and below it is the "on -
off" switch. To the left is the volume
control and to the right the special two -
range coil unit. These parts can be fitted
to the panel first. Be sure the slow-motion
of the tuning condenser works nicely over
the whole range. The dial and knob must
not -rub against the panel and the move-
ment must be free. Examine the switch
also. If there is a fault here, it is better
discovered at this stage than when the set
is wired.

Fix the two -range coil quite tightly in
order that it shall not be worked loose
after the switch has been used a few
times.

Near the oscillator, but mounted upon
the baseboard, is
the valve holder
for the first valve,
that is the
screen - grid de-
tector oscillator.
This valve lies in
a horizontal
position and so a
special holder is
used.

It is necessary
very carefully to
position the valve
holders used to
carry the three
band - filters, as
these coils must
not touch. The
other parts can be
arranged in the
places indicated
in the blueprint
a n d particular
accuracy is not
necessary.

Wiring is best
carried out in two
stages. First,

attach wires to all connections on the
front panel that cannot be easily reached
when this is in position. Then do the wiring
of the_parts on the baseboard such as that
of the valv,e holders, transformer and
fixed condensers. Afterwards fit the panel
and wire the parts, and finally add the
rubber covered flex for the battery circuits.

Do not- mistake valve holders used for
carrying coils for those used with the
valves and mark them so that a mistake
at a later date shall not be made.
Valve Voltages

There are three screen -grid valves, a
detector valve of medium impedance and
a power valve which should be of as large
a size as can economically be run from the
high tension available. Apply grid bias to
suit the power valve, take H.T. -}-1 to
about 6o volts for the screen of the first

VALVES FOR THIS SET

Make S.C. (3) 12nd Det. Power

Mullard PM12 PM I HL PM2A
Marconi

Osram .. S215 HL2 LP2/C

Cossor.. SG215 21OHL 215P
Mazda.. .. 215SG HL2I 0 P220
Six -Sixty .. 215SG 21OHL 220P
Lissen SG215 HL210 P220
Tungsram .. S210 H210 P215
Dario .. SG I HF SP
Fotos BC150 I BCIS BD9
Eta .. By6 By2023 By1304

valve, H.T.d- 2 to 90 volts for the second
detector and H.T.-F3 to the full high
tension which should, if possible, be not
less than 12o volts.

The set is switched on by pulling "out"
(Continued on next page)

How the James super -het for short waves looks when the valves and coils have
been inserted. The compactness of the layout is clearly shown
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PRACTICAL SHORT-WAVE GUIDE

WindamerfkorhoggerfrAnv
the switch fitted to the
front panel. Screw the knob
of both pre-set condensers
half in and rotate the tun-
ing dial very slowly. When
a station is heard, be it
morse or telephony, the two
pre-set condensers should be
adjusted.

Try reducing the capaci-
ties by unscrewing the ad-
justing screws. The set will
sound dead if the oscillator
stops oscillating, so the pre-
set condenser just below the
coil, -which is the one in-
cluded in- the reaction cir-
cuit, should be adjusted so
that oscillations are obtained over,both
wave -ranges. But do not use more ca-
pacity than necessary and unscrew the
knob as much as possible while main-
taining oscillations over the whole range.

Ready for a preliminary test-the "James Short-wave Super -het" with
Lissen high- and low-tension batteries connected up

When the aerial pre-set condenser is
being' adjusted you will notice the
signal strength varies and also the set-
ting of the main tuning condenser. The
condenser is simp y adjusted in order
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that the best results shall be
obtained over the whole of
the tuning range.

When a Lewcos oscillator
unit is used the position of
the first valve must be
altered. The valve may be
used upright as the other
valves.

This coil unit has a push-
pull wavelength switch and
the curves show the approxi-
mate tuning which will, of
course, vary with the con-
densers. The tuning is very -
easy as you would expect
from the single control.

There is every reason to
believe that the set will bring in all the
short -wavelength stations available.
Tests show that there is ample reserve
of amplification and the results depend
upon atmospherics and fading.

Li

FUSE LT

H.T.

On the left is shown the reduced reproduction of the full-size blue-
print of the "James Short-wave Super -het," price Is. 6d. post free.
All constructors should get this invaluable guide, which gives point-
to-point wiring details, as well as all panel and baseboard layout
instructions.

Above is shown the theoretical circuit diagram of the"James Short-
wave Super -het," and this should be studied in conjunction with
Mr. James' article.

Below are reproduced tuning graphs made by Mr. James with a
view to helping readers who build up the Short-wave Super -het to
locate the short wavelengths without a lot of preliminary searching.
These charts refer to a slightly larger tuning condenser than is used
in the set described, but the readings will nevertheless serve as a good
guide.
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SUPPLEMENT TO "AMATEUR WIRELESS," JANUARY 23, 193z

Holiesfor Short -1140Pfitelleli\,4
In this article, specially written for the supplement by a short-wave expert, you will find valuable information on present conditions

below 100 metres

r- `HE average broadcast listener
h boars under the misapprehension

that the short waves are tricky, that
it is difficult to tune a short-wave
receiver and that short waves constitute
a pitfall to beginners.

Further, there is the impression that
to make any captures on wavelengths
below ioo metres it is
essential to possess an expen-
sive and complicated receiver.

Believe me, there is no
more difficulty, to -day, to
listen to a broadcast from the
United States or from even
greater distances across the
world than there is to pick
up transmissions from one
of the smaller Continental
stations; if anything, I would
prefer the former task at any
time.

It is true that greater care
must be exercised in tuning
the receiver; it is useless to
twiddle the dials in the hope
of catching something. Even
with a four- or five -valve
broadcast set such a hap-
hazard method ensures but
poor results. With the advent
of a super -het converter or
with a plug-in adaptor
attached to the wireless
receiver, it is possible to log a number of
transmissions emanating from almost
all quarters of the globe.
Always Something to Hear

B.ar in mind that there is always
something to listen to on short waves
throughout all hours of the day and night;
a glance at the table on page two of this
supplement will demonstrate this fact.
To secure confidence at the start, it is
a good plan to try your hand at the
more powerful stations, of which there
is a wide range. Divide your list into
three or four sections, according to the
coils you have at your disposal.

If, for instance, you work on from
20 metres upwards, there should be
little time lost in picking up the French
Colonial station at Pontoise (France) on
25.20 metres; it is a I5 -kilo' atter
which is at its best at about 6130 p.m.
G.M.T.

Almost immediately above from 5
p.m. onwards you should get WHXK
relaying KDKA, East Pittsburgh, and
again with a slight movement of the
wrist, Prato Smeraldo on 25.40 metres
taking the Rome programme.

You can prbve whether you are dial-

ling correctly by the fact that in its
immediate neighbourhood a National
or Regional broadcast is captured
through G5SW, Chelmsford. These are
merely landmarks, which help you to
calibrate your short-wave receiver.

If you can read morse, all the better,'
as deciphering the call -letters of an

Getting down to the short waves !

official station such as WKD, New York
(22.33 metres) or WSL, New York
(26.1 metres) will immediately show
you over how many degrees a search is
to be made.

Take another particularly fruitful
portion of the band, namely, the
section from 30 to 35 metres. Here,

FOR THE SET BUYER
The following short-wave apparatus,

comprising sets and adaptors, has been
tested and approved by "Set Tester," whose
weekly reports are a unique feature of
"Amateur Wireless."

SHORT-WAVE SETS
Eddystone "Kilodyne Four" kit; made by

Stratton & Co., Ltd., price £6 17s. 6d.
Eddystone "All wave Four," made by

Stratton & Co., Ltd., price £25 for battery
operation and £35 for A.C. mains.

Gecophone short-wave super -het, made by
General Electric Co., Ltd., price £17 10*.

McMichael "Colonial" super -het, made by
L. McMichael, Ltd., price £15.

"Meteor Three" kit, for short and medium
waves, made by Ready Radio, Ltd., price
£3 I5s.

SHORT-WAVE ADAPTORS
Eddystone "Super -het Converter," made by

Stratton& Co., Ltd., price £5 17s. 6d.
Eele. "Plug-in Adaptor," made by J. J.

F.astick & Sons, price R,3.
Stonehouse "Short -u ale Adaptor," made by

Stonehouse Radio Supplies price 18k. 6d.

within a minute or so, throughout the
day from i p.m. G.M.T., you cannot fail
to hear Zeesen (Berlin) on 31.38 metres
and if you work up very slowly you will
log Skamlebaek on 31.51 metres relaying
Copenhagen from 7 p.m. onwards.

Now, having established the conden-
ser reading of these two stations your

next move is to search for
PLE, Bandoeng (Java) on
31.86 metres for which the
best time is 1.40 p.m. on
Tuesdays.

Then again, between Zeesen
and Copenhagen, WzXAF,
relaying WGY, Schenectady
(New York) on 31.48 metres
may be discovered. Make
your first attempt for this
transmitter after the German
station has closed down at
II .3o p.m.

On a Tuesday or Thursday,
also, on 31.35 metres Poznan
is to be found transmitting
from 6.45 p.m.; on the latter
day it is on the air until

a.m., thus giving you many
opportunities to add it to
your log. -

Finally, from 40 metres
upwards, you are sure of a
catch; it is perhaps the easiest
portion of the waveband. You

will log, in sequence, CTIAA, Lisbon
(42.9 metres) on a Friday towards
io p.m. ; Madrid (EAR roo) on 43 metres
from 11.30 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Saturdays; Radio Vitus (Paris) nightly
from about 6.45 p.m. on 43.75 metres;
tests from Nauen (Germany) on 44.9
metres; Moscow on 45.38 metres, after
7 p.m.; Casablanca (Morocco) on 48
metres (Mondays, 8 p.m.); and the star
station, W3XAL, relaying WJZ, Bound -
brook and the National Broadcasting
Company of America programme, on
49.18 metres now comes in at full
strength from 7 p.m. onwards.

. Following these, a slight twirl of the
dial will take you to Moscow (5o metres)
from which a 6o-kilowatter blares out
the usual Russion wireless "entertain-
ments." Now, Nairobi (Kenya Colony)
on 49.5 metres on some days, towards
6. p.m. is a "possible." and HVJ,
Vatican -Rome on 50.26 metres at
7 p.m. can be relied upon nightly.

Around these stations, Eindhoven
(50.1 metres) relaying the Hilversum
programme can be received as soon as
the Soviet transmitter has closed down
(about 9 p.m.) and there are many
others. JAY. COOTE.
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Here is a simple one -valve unit designed by the "Amateur Wireless" Technical Staff for adapting simple detector -and -low -frequency
sets for short-wave reception. The detector of the set is used in the adaptor, and the adaptor plug goes into the set's detector valve

holder. No extra batteries are needed.

S. W.
COIF.

AERIAL
CONDENSER

How the Short -ware Plug-in Adaptor looks when
completed. Note the valve -holder plug on left, with its

anode and filament connections to set

ONE of the easiest ways of going
down to the short waves is to

convert or adapt the existing broadcast
set so that its tuning covers the 15 to
ioo-metre waveband instead of the
medium and long waves.

With this adaptor the tuning and
reaction circuit associated _with the
broadcast set are cut right out of action,
and in their place we have special
short-wave tuning, with appropriate
reaction.

Exploring Short Waves
The Plug-in Adaptor, as we have

called this little unit, can be made up
in an Jaipur or so, and will then provide
many hours enjoyment by enabling
the short waves to be explored.

Although most suitable for sets
using simple detector and low -frequency
amplifier circuits, this adaptor can, if
desired, be used with any set, such as
one with a stage of high -frequency
amplification.

The principle of the adaptor is most
easily understood by reference to the
circuit diagram. It will be seen that
the main outline of the adaptor is a
leaky -grid detector, with values chosen
for short-wave working.

The aerial is coupled to the short-wave

coil through a small
variable condenser of the
neutralising type. Unless
this capacity is small the
damping of the aerial on
the coil will be too great
and reaction will be im-
possible.

Across the tuning coil,
which is part of an Eddy-
stone short-wave unit,
known as the Eddystone
Duplex, is a .00015 -micro -
farad variable condenser.
With the three coils in the
Duplex set, namely, the
D2, D3, and D4, the tuning
range is from about 15 to
loo metres, thus covering
all the important short-
wave transmissions.

Reaction
In the Duplex coils is a

separate reaction winding.
which enables the reac-
tion condenser, which has
a maximum capacity of
.00015 microfarad, to
have its moving plates
earthed.

It will be seen from the circuit
diagrani that a .000a-microfarad fixed
condenser and a 4-megohm grid leak

Choke
S.W.

.0002

Circuit of the "Short-wave Plug-in Adaptor."
The aerial is coupled to the tuning coil through
a small variable condenser. The unit derives its
battery supply from the set through the plug

connector
are used fpr the detector. These values
will ensure maximum sensitivity and
smooth reaction.

Across the anode and earth is con-
nected a .000i-microfarad fixed:conden-
ser. This improves the detection and
avoids low -frequency instability.

Between the anode supply and the
anode of the detector is a short-wave
choke, which ensures smooth reaction
over the entire short-wave band.

Now we come to the most important

point about the circuit-the plug. The
anode and the two filament pins are
wanted, and the grid pin is left uncon-
nected. One side of the filament goes
to one of the filament pins and the
other side of the filament to the other pin.

(Continued at foot of next page)

BLUEPRINT
NoA.W.526

PANEL'
9;r6"

QERIAL TUNING
COND"- .00/5mg

Mothig
!dales

REACTION
CONDS11

-000/5177

0)-

52

Checked a),

"4r

e
Plug 4VJ BASEBOARD 9X6*

This is a reduced reproduction of the full-
size blueprint available, price bd. post free.
Jr gives all the wiring details, and is an

invaluable aid to construction
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On the Short liailes
N a nutshell tuning on the short

1 waves means tuning very slowly. In
most short-wave sets and units there
is one knob for tuning and another knob
for reaction. Bath should be fitted
with slow-motion dials, which should
read from o to 18o degrees.

Oa the short waves reaction is really
part of tuning; what we mean is that
every time the reaction control is
altered it affects the tuning. Therefore
our second rule of short-wave tuning is
this : never make only a reaction adjust-
ment-make a reaction adjustment and
immediately correct the tuning.

To revert to the first injunction-why
must we tune a short -waver so slowly?
Because the tuning knob varies a
condenser; its capacity is altered. Even
a small alteration in the capacity will
cause some alteration in the wavelength
of the tuning circuit. The point is
that a small wavelength alteration on
short waves means a big frequency
variation.

'Stations are separated by frequency
and many short -wavers can crowd into
a small wavelength band below ioo
metres. Many can be entirely lost by
making large capacity variations in the
tuning condenser. So if you want to
hear all the stations in range, and
remember the range on short waves is
world-wide, make small tuning adjust-
ments by turning the tuning knob very
slowly indeed.

It is no use making careful adjust-
ments to the tuning if reaction is

TURN THE TUNING KNOB SLOWLY-That is
the most important rule in operating a short -
waver. Of course, a slow-motion dial should be
used, and preferably marked front 0 to 180 degrees

mishandled. Consider the tuning and
reaction knobs of a short -waver abso-
lutely interdependent.

Reaction need not be critical in a
good short -waver, but there is a critical
amount of reaction for maximum

A

sensitivity. For the reception of tele-
phony reaction must finally be set so
that the detector valve is just short of
the point of oscillation.

Before this final stage, though, the
station must be fcund, and the easiest
way to find a station is to bring the de-
tector into a gentle state of oscillation.

Do not exceed this gentle state in the
hope that the carrier wave will be more
readily located. Excessive oscillation
on short waves tends to make the set
" dead." and mkny a weak station will be
lost under this condition.

You can easily prove this point by
tuning in to some powerful C.W.-morse
station, which will have a musical note
when the detector is actually oscillating
-only clicks will be heard when oscilla-
tion ceases. It will be found that, as
the amount of oscillation is increased,
as by increasing the setting of the
reaction condenser, the strength of the
C.W. signal will decrease.

When trying out a short -waver for
the first time your tuning will be greatly
simplified if headphones are used instead
of the loud -speaker. It is much easier
to appreciate the enormous amount of
" traffic" on the short waves with head-
phones than on a loud -speaker.

Remember, always, when tuning a
short -waver, that conditions in the
ether are your master; if the ether
seems "dead" no amount of skill will
help you to tune in distant stations.
Wait until there is a lively interlude- -
and then practise our advice.

SHORT-WAVE PLUG-IN ADAPTOR (Continued

The controls of the Short-wave Plug-in Adaptor
are simple ; Just tuning and reaction knobs. This
is a view of the panel of the assembled adaptor.
Operators of this set's controls should read the

advice on tuning given above

It is advisable to mark the polarity
of the filament connections on the plug,
but even more important is a prelimin-
ary look at the set's filament wiring.
You must arrange the plug connections
so that when the plug is inserted in the
detector valve holder the pin connected
to the earthed filament contact of the
adaptor goes to the negative side.

The only other point to note about the
adaptor plug is that the short-wave
choke goes to the anode pin, so that
when the plug is in. the detector valve
holder this choke is in series with the
low -frequency transformer, or whatever
coupling normally follows the detector.

We hope we have made it clear that
the adaptor derives its high- and low-
tension through the plug from the
existing set, and that the insertion of
the plug automatically breaks the grid
circuit of the set, and so brings in the
short-wave tuning and reaction. The
only part of the set actually used is the
L.F. amplifier and the battery supply.

The operation of the Plug-in Adaptor
is simple, once the preliminary adjust -

from preceding page)

ments have been made. First, remove
the existing detector valve and put it in
the holder of the unit, plugging into
the set's detector holder with the adap-
tor plug. Then remove the aerial and
earth from the set and connect them
to the terminals provided on the back
of the unit.

Ebenite panel, 9 in. by 6 in. (Lissen, Peto-Scott,
Feadi-Rad).

Baseboard, 9 in. by 6 in. (Camco, Peto-Scott, Readi-
Rad).

.00015-mfd. variable condenser, slow motion (J.B.).

.00015-mfd. reaction condenser (Bulgin, J.B., Lotus,
Forme, Dubilier).

Panel brackets (Pete -Scott, Lissen, Cameo).
Short-wave high -frequency choke (Wearite, Lissen,

Igranic, Eddystone, Bulgin, Readi-Rad).
Valve holder (Lissen, W.B., Wearite, Telsen, Igranic,

]unit, Lotus, Benjamin, Bulgin, Clix).
.0001-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, T.C.C., Dubilier

Forme, Telsen, Graham-Farish, Ormond, Sovereign).
.0002-mfd. fixed condenser with grid -leak clips

(T.C.C. type S.P., Dubilier, Lissen, Forme, Graham-
Farisb, Telsen, Ormond, Sovereign).

4-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Sovereign, Telsen,
Graham-Farish, Dubilier).

Neutralising condenser (J.B., Pete -Scott).
Short-wave coils and holder (Eddystone "Duplex"

short-wave coil unit).
Terminal mount (Lissen).
4 -pin Bakelite plug (Bulgin, P9).
Two yards thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Connecting wire (liffilinx).
Valve, 210 Det. (Cosscr).
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Short-Walle One-sialkfet\j
Constructional details of a simple one -valve set using plug-in coils, specially designed to give good headphone reception of all

short-wave stations

AS an auxiliary to the ordinary
broadcast set used by the family

a one -valve short -waver, complete in
Itself, and used with headphones, has

This view of the
completed short-

wave one -valve set
shows how the short wave plug-in

coils are arranged on the baseboard

great attractions. It enables the family
set to be left alone and yet offers, at
very small cost, an opportunity to the
experimenter to explore a fascinating
wavelength range.

The short-wave one -valve set illus-
trated here will bring in most of the
short-wave stations of the world at
medium to loud headphone strength.

 Only a 6o -volt high-tension battery is
needed for the anode -current supply-
the cost of running really is negligible.

BLUEPRINT
N°A.W.527

AERIAL TUNING
COMP&

.00492 Idal.

PANEL
,rXr

7fg7
REACTION COMP

This is a reduced reproduction of the full-size
blueprint of the short-wave one-valver. It can
be obtained post free for 6d., and is invaluable as

a guide to construction and wiring

From the circuit diagram it will be
seen that three coils are used in the set.
The first is the aperiodic aerial coil,
which is variably coupled to the grid
tuning coil by arranging its holder to
swivel on one fixing screw. The short-
wave tuning or grid coil is paralleled
with a .0002-microfarad variable con-
denser.

Also coupled to the grid coil is a
reaction coil, in series with a .00015-
microfarad variable condenser used to
vary the amount of reaction. Note that
the moving plates of the reaction con-
denser are connected to earth.

The detector is provided with grid -

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
Ebonite panel, 9 in. by 6 in. (Lissen, Peto-Scott,

Readi-Rad, Becol).
Baseboard, 9 in. by 6 M. (Cameo, Pets -Scott, Readi-

Rai).
.0002-mfd. variable short-wave condenser (Utility,

Forme, J.B., Eddystone, Polar).
Slow-motion dial (Utility, Listen, Polar, Forms,

Ormond, Astra).
.00015-mfd reaction condenser (Bulgin, Lotus, J.B.,

Polar, Burton, Cyldon).
Filament switch (Lissen, Readi-Rad, Telsen, Sovereign,

Graham-Farish, Wearite, Bulgin, Junit, W.B., Lotus).
4 -pin valve holder (Lissen, Telsen, W.B., Lotus, Junit,

Benjamin, Bulgin, Wearite, Elix).
Short-wave high -frequency choke (Lissen. Igranic,

Wearite, Readi-Rad, Eddystone, Polar, Bulgin).
One .0001-mfd, and one .0002-mfd. fixed condensers

(Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C., Telsen, Sovereign, Graham -
Parish, Forme, Ormond).

Three 2 -pin baseboard coil holders (Bulgin, Lissen,
Lotus, Wearite, Igranic, Eddystone).

4-megehm grid leak (Lissen, Do,sher, Graham-
Farish).

Grid -leak holder (Readi-Rad, Lissen, Telsen,
Graham-Farish, Dubilier).

Two terminal mounts (Junit, Sovereign, Belling -Lee).
Four terminals marked Aerial, Earth, Phones ,

Phones - (Bulgin, Eelex, Burton).
Two wander plugsmarked (Belling -Lee,

Clix, Eelex),
Two spades marked L.T.-, L.T. (Belling -Lee

Clix, Eelex).
Three yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Connecting wire and sleeving (liffilinx).
Valve (Mazda 11L210).
H.T. battery (Lissen, Pertrix, Drydex, Fuller, Ever -

Ready).
L.T. accumulator (Lissen C.A.V., Fuller, Exide).
Headphones (Electradixi

leak and condenser values most suitable
for short-wave reception; thus the grid
leak is 4 megohms and the grid conden-
ser .0002 microfarad.

The anode 'circuit of the detector
comprises a short-wave choke in series
with the headphones and the high-ten-
sion supply. The choke serves to
divert the high -frequency current
through the reaction system. Note that
a .000r-microfarad fixed condenser is
connected between the anode and earth.
This improves detection and the reaction.

The best way to build up this circuit
into the set shown by the pictures is
to follow the blueprint, which gives all
the layout and wiring details.

On the panel are mounted the vari-
able condensers for tuning and reaction

as well as the filament on -off switch.
The baseboard is taken up with the

rest of the components, special impor-
tance being given to the three single -
coil holders to take the aperiodic,
grid and reaction coils, which are of
the short-wave plug-in type.

Keep the grid wires short and well

Circuit of the short-wave one-valver ; note that
an aperiodic aerial coil is coupled to the grid -

tuning coil

away from the anode leads. Make the
battery connections with flexible leads,
Note that the aerial, earth, and head-
phones are connected to terminal blocks
on the baseboard.

There is nothing else to note in the
construction, except that the leads from
the aerial and earth terminals to the
aperiodic coil holder are made flexible,
to allow for altering the coupling.

Having inserted a suitable detector
valve-almost any H, HL, or L type

Controls of the short-wave one-yr:river comprise a
slow-motion tuning dial, a reaction condenser on
the left and a filament switch on the right. A view

of the panel

being suitable, and connected up the
6o -volt battery and 2 -volt accumulator,
and an aerial and earth, there is nothing
to stop you getting many short -wavers.

The short-wave coils are made in all
sizes from 2 turns upwards. For a start
we suggest a 4 -turn aperiodic coil, a
6 -turn grid coil and a 4- or 6 -turn
reaction coil.
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